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ABSTRACT

Author: Ramiro Moreno, Laura. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Calderón’s Musical Message: The Importance of the Auditory over the Visual.
Major Professor: Charles Ross

Calderón de la Barca, a highly philosophical and religious playwright, focused the final part of his
career on experimenting with musical court theater. My dissertation explains the motivation behind
Calderón’s implementation of music in his theatrical productions and the situation that led him to
create the new dramatic genre of zarzuela. This project analyzes the evolution of early modern
musical theater in Spain by observing musical elements that are reflected in the text and related to
characters and themes in the plays. A reflection on musical conventions in European theater,
through the use of cognitive theories, studies on music and emotions, and the world of senses,
helps us to analyze Calderón’s musical discourse. This study aims to demonstrate that the use of
music in Calderón’s works highlights the lyrical text, rather than the visual effects.

1

CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

“Art entices us to engage our attention and activate
our minds in ways that we find most pleasing, and
allows the most gifted individuals to earn status by
their power to command the attention of others.”
(Brian Boyd, On the Origin of Stories: Evolution,
Cognition, and Fiction, 381-2)

1.1

Statement of Problem and Dissertation Topic
Pedro Calderón de la Barca (1600-1681) is considered one of the most important playwrights

of the Spanish Golden Age and was assuredly one of the most prolific dramatists working with
musical theater at the time (Molina Jiménez, El teatro 57). Calderón’s experimentation with the
use of music in the theater led him to create a new dramatic genre, the zarzuela (a short court
spectacle that combines sung and spoken dialogue, usually in two acts, and with a pastoral setting).
This new kind of performance constituted an early form of musical theater that would become
highly popular during the subsequent centuries in Spain and would result in the exportation of the
genre to colonies in the new world. In order to dedicate his time to theater projects involving more
music, Calderón retired from writing for the popular playhouses and spent the last years of his life
working exclusively for court presentations (Acuña 28).1 However, after the 1630s Calderón had
to fight against visual elements that stole audiences’ attention from the plot and ultimately from
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Also found in Thacker 93 and Greer 5.
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the moral message of his works. The influence of Italian theater, especially opera, brought not only
musical innovations to Spain, but also visual effects and engineers such as Cosimo Lotti, who
created magnificent stage designs for the Spanish court. These set designs and the development of
opulent visual effects left audiences in awe and contributed to their inattention to the plot of the
plays (McKendrick 218). Calderón, being principally a poet and a priest, believed in the
importance of the words, the poetry, and the doctrinal message of a play. Consequently, he worried
that the visual innovations of the court spectacles would overpower his poetry. Thus, he
implemented music to the text in a way that it complemented his poetry, contributing to the
evolution of vocal music in the field, in order to convey the importance of the word and the moral
message of his plays.
In my project, I analyze the importance of music as a tool to enhance the poetry in dramatic
texts and I present the significance of the dichotomy of sight vs. hearing in Calderón’s plays as a
way to remind audiences of the importance of the dialogue in performances. For my comparative
approach, I consider common conventions in the use of music in European drama (especially
England and Italy) as a foundation for Calderón’s musical theater and the implementation of sung
dialogue as a way to assist the playwright in the transmission of the message in his plays.

1.2

Rationale and Gap in the Scholarship
In the past three decades, scholars have shown an increasing interest in the study of music

in Spanish early modern drama and, specifically, in Pedro Calderón de la Barca’s plays. Among
these studies we can find works dealing with topics that range from the amount of music used in
Calderón’s plays, the thematic of the musical plays, and the different styles of songs that appear
in these works, to other factors of musical theory such as tonalities or keys in the songs of
Calderón’s spectacles. Some who focus on the musical aspects of Spanish theater of this period,
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such as María Asunción Flórez, analyze the implementation of music on stage in the Spanish early
modern period, highlighting every type of musical form related to theater and offering a thorough
study on the different kinds of musical plays. Other scholars, for example Louise Stein, focus their
research solely on Calderón’s court musical theater, analyzing the differences among operas, semioperas, and zarzuelas, with this last genre as the proof of Calderón being an innovator in Spanish
early modern theater. Chad Gasta examines the reception of these musical plays in the New World
and their influence on missionary theater during colonial times.
The scholarly literature deals mainly with the differences among the genres of operas, semioperas, and zarzuelas; the amount of sung or spoken text in those plays; the structural elements of
each genre; the style of recitative used by different characters; the social peculiarities of the
characters who sing in the plays; the elements of musical theory such as tonality, melody, and
rhythm; and the way in which some songs could have been performed on stage. While works by
scholars Louise Stein, María Asunción Flórez, Chad Gasta, Yuri Porras, and Matthew Stroud
(among others) on music in Calderón’s plays are informative and enlightening, there is a lack of
research as to the motivation for Calderón to dedicate the last years of his life to experimenting
with musical theater. While other authors of the time, such as Lope de Vega, conformed to the
customary use of music and songs in their plays, Calderón implemented sung dialogues in his
works and ventured experimentation by producing operas and zarzuelas. Frederick de Armas,
Margaret Greer, Santiago Fernández Mosquera, Melveena McKendrick, and José Antonio
Maravall have studied the possible meanings and intentions behind Calderón’s court theatre. The
purpose of my research is to study why Calderón focused part of his career on experimenting with
musical court theater, and the importance given to music in relation to the dramatic text. In order
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to attain this result, I will focus my analysis on the musical elements that are reflected in the text
and related to the characters or themes of the plays.
Since the aim of this study is to determine the motives that moved Calderón to concentrate
on musical theatre and embark on experimentation with vocal music in his works, this dissertation
studies only the means to convey the messages (but not the specific messages themselves). My
dissertation constitutes a comparative and interdisciplinary approach to the study of the origins of
musical theater in the Spanish early modern period. Thus, my work provides a missing piece in
the study of Calderón’s operas and zarzuelas through the interdisciplinary analysis of music in
relation to the text and Calderón’s intercultural and sociological context. By understanding the
influence of Italian theater (especially opera) on the Spanish stage of this period, as well as
medieval principles such as the harmony of the spheres, the theory of the humors, and the
philosophy of the senses, we can identify the emphasis that Calderón confers to poetry and the
messages he transmitted through words in his plays. Also, by taking into account cognitive studies
such as theory of mind, and analyzing some theatre conventions of the early modern era, we can
infer that Calderón was trying to gain his audience’s attention through the use of vocal music.
However, scholars have failed to consider the numerous references to the world of senses in
Calderón’s plays that are presented through the confrontation of sight vs. hearing (where hearing
always prevails over sight) as evidence of his concern about poetry being overshadowed by visual
effects.

1.3

Theoretical Model and Methodology
While most scholarship on Calderón’s musical theater is primarily based on musicology or

formalism, my approach to Calderón’s works is founded mainly on cognitive cultural studies and
medieval philosophies that still prevailed in Europe during the early modern period. In my
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dissertation, I use works on theory of mind, cognitive neuroscience of music, music and the
emotions, music and manipulation, embodied cognition, perception and visual communication,
harmony of the spheres, theory of the bodily humors, and the world of senses.
In order to understand my approach to this study, let us introduce briefly some basic
information about these theories that will be explained in more detail in the chapters where they
will be used to analyze some literary works. Firstly, the field of cognitive studies covers a wide
range of disciplines that help us better understand the human brain and its activity, thoughts and
emotions. It is a multidisciplinary approach that comprises studies from philosophy, biology,
psychology, linguistics, and neurology, just to name a few. The combined interest of these fields
of study in cognitive processes was born in the 1950s and 1960s and reached its height in the 1970s
and 1980s (Mancing, “Embodied” 25). The common denominator for these disciplines is the
premise that all cognition is embodied (Mancing, “Embodied” 29) and as a consequence, thought
processes can be studied through the analysis of the brain, the mind, and its functions in relation
to their specific areas of research. Thus, these studies have roots in biology and evolutionary
theories that explain thought, for example, in language, literature, or psychology. One of the
theories that originated in cognitive studies and will be used in this dissertation is known as “theory
of mind.” According to Alva Noë, “at about the age of five children begin to see others as conscious
beings; this transition happens when children acquire what is called a ‘theory of mind’” (26). In
this way, theory of mind explains how human beings interpret other people’s thoughts and desires.
As a consequence, it has assisted human beings in developing social relations and also benefitted
the understanding of our own world.

Thus, according to Sanjida O’Connell, “without an

understanding of what people think, what they want and what they believe about the world, it is
impossible to operate in any society” (2). It is because we can interpret other peoples’ minds that
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we can interact in society and sometimes we can use information that we infer from an interaction
to manipulate and put ideas in other peoples’ minds. In this work, I will apply these theories to
demonstrate the use of conventions as something expected by people that can be manipulated in
order to impact someone’s ideas.
The second set of theories that I will use in this study relate to music and its influence on the
human body: that of the harmony of the spheres and the theory of humors. Both theories,
originating in classical Greece and popularized in medieval medicine, prevailed into the early
modern period, as a combination of several scientific fields including astronomy, metaphysics,
mathematics, music, arithmetic, geometry, psychology, anatomy, physiology, pathology,
pharmacology, neurology, and medicine. The harmony of the spheres referred to a universal
balance of the planets, their form, distance from each other, and the sounds they were thought to
emit. The relation in space of these spheres created a harmony of sounds that were not audible to
the human ear but that affected the world around us and were meant to be in balance in order to
not create chaos in the world. The theory of humors of the body was related to the harmony of the
spheres. The theory of humors focused on the composition of the human bodily fluids, supporting
the belief of the existence of four humors that corresponded with four temperaments, each of them
related to some qualities in degree of humidity and temperature. These temperaments had their
respective illnesses that would occur when the four humors were not in perfect balance in the body
and would show their symptoms through those qualities in dryness and temperature. The humors
and temperaments were also related to the four elements (air, fire, water, and earth), the seasons
of the year, and the ages of men, which shows a connection with the world in general that explains
the link to the theory of music of the spheres. In the same way that the music of the spheres and
their movement could destabilize the balance in the world, so could some elements like music
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destabalize the humors in the body. Thus, in this study, I will examine the use of music as
medicinal device in the society of early modern Spain and England, and the reflection of this social
reality in literature and performance.
Finally, I will present a historical account on philosophy of the senses. Since Aritotle
described the five senses, in medieval history and later on in the Renaissance and Baroque, the
sense of sight was considered the most important of all. The supremacy of the eye over the other
senses is reflected in many disciplines such as philosophy, literature, and art. Some philosophers
understood the sense of sight as the only way to achieve knowledge, while others combined this
sense with that of hearing. However, sometimes religion showed an opposition to the idea of sight
as a higher sense because of the importance of the Word and the premise that faith is something
that does not need visual proof. In early modern Spain, there was an increasing interest in the court
spectacles, their opulent set designs and magnificent visual effects and machinery. Thus, the sense
of sight gained importance and, in some cases, it relegated the sense of hearing to second place.
The use of a philosophical and historical context in this study provides a consistent and helpful
understanding of the importance of the dichotomy of sight vs. hearing in Calderón and the use of
music as an instrument to communicate the author’s message to the audience of a play. This
theoretical model, combined with the examination of Calderón’s contemporary historical period
in relation to other countries such as England and Italy, and the analysis of examples from the
literary works themselves, will elucidate Calderón’s growing fascination with musical theater and
his development of zarzuela. The goal of my methodology is to create a synthesizing discourse
among the disciplines of music, literature, cognitive sciences, and performance by combining these
theoretical approaches in an understanding of the socio-historical context of the early modern era
in Spain. Thus, my dissertation will contribute to a better insight into the origins of musical theater
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in Spain and will help contextualize Calderón’s musical theater production in relation to European
early modern performances.

1.4

Chapter Outlines
In my introduction, I present the question that motivates my research and an explanation of

my reasoning on the topic. I address the studies on the topic by other scholars, their contribution
to the understanding of Calderón’s work and the gap in the discussion that I plan to fill with my
work. I introduce a selection of theories used as a base for my analysis and I provide an outline of
my study.
My second chapter presents a historical context that is divided in two parts. The first part deals
with the situation of Spanish theatre in general during the early modern period before Calderón de
la Barca. In this part the socio-economic situation of Spain is presented along the different
traditions that appeared in the theatre of the time, religious and popular. The second part of the
chapter focuses on providing an introduction to Calderón, his life and works as a playwright before
he dedicated his career to court theatre.
My third chapter describes the common uses of music in the European theater of the 16th and
17th centuries with a special emphasis on Spain and England. The transition of music from
polyphonic style to homophonic forms also accompanied by instrumental music is presented along
with the use of music in England in the early modern era as a leitmotif. The implementation of
popular songs in the theatre of both countries and the use of music as sound effect and theatrical
tools are analyzed in a comparative study.
In my fourth chapter, I present the use of musical conventions in the form of singing characters
in Spain and England. I analyze the relationship of music and the representation of truth through
the scope of cognitive theories. In the theater of both countries, the characters that are allowed to
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sing on stage are usually outcasts, or characters that have gone mad, and because of this, they are
the only ones who are able to say what they think or criticize reality without fearing the weight of
justice, thus creating a relationship with some type of “truth.” In this same way, the choruses,
outside voices, and groups of characters present a divine truth, a prophecy, or a truth that is known
to the audience but which the main character on stage ignores. Other singing characters, especially
female roles, use music as a way to manipulate other characters. These trends can be seen as
conventions that were adopted in both Spanish and English theaters, and that Calderón used to his
advantage in his plays.
In my fifth chapter, I analyze the tradition of the use of music as a medicinal practice in the
culture of early modern Spain in relation to the theories of bodily humors and harmony of the
spheres. I study the importance of music as a way to infect the soul but also as a means to heal
symptoms and illnesses such as melancholy, sadness, and madness. I explore the combination of
musical remedy with other alternative forms of cure such as astrology, sorcery, and
pharmacological or surgical treatments and I examine the topic of music as a healing method in
the Spanish Golden Age, from the perspective of different fields such as medicine, history, and
literature.
In my sixth chapter, I study the importance of Calderón in the evolution of the relationship
music-theater in the Spain of the 17th century. Calderón was not the only playwright who
implemented music in the theatre of the Spanish early modern period, however, he was the main
playwright who gave special relevance to the auditory art in the theatre of this era. He
experimented with the percentage of music and sung dialogue in his plays, composing Spanish
operas and creating new genres such as the semi-opera and the zarzuela. Thus, I present a context
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for the court musical before Calderón, then introduce Calderón as an interdisciplinary artist and
his connection to painting and music, and finally I analyze his major musical court plays.
In my seventh chapter, I examine the references to the world of senses in Calderón’s operas
and zarzuelas. I present how Calderón employs music in his plays to emphasize the relation
between the auditory and visual senses. I study the influence of Italian theatrical innovations not
only in the field of music but also in the scenography and machinery. To prove Calderón’s concern
for the importance of poetry over visual effects, I present the rivalry between Cossimo Lotti and
Calderón that led the playwright to protest to the King about the engineer’s work.
In my concluding chapter, I assert that the introduction of impressive Italian machinery and
flashy scenery in the Spanish early modern theatre led Calderón to worry about the transmission
of the poetic messages of his plays. As a result, Calderón called to the audience’s attention the
importance of what they hear over what they see, and gave more preeminence to the poetic
language over the visual elements in order to teach and moralize through music.
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CHAPTER 2.

2.1

HISTORICAL CONTEXT: CALDERÓN AND THE
SPANISH COMEDIA

Spanish Early Modern Theatre Before Calderón
The sixteenth century in Spain began after the union of the kingdoms of Castille and Aragón

under the Catholic king and queen, Fernando and Isabel. During this century, Spain experienced
great economic growth thanks to the expansion in the New World and the military dominance in
Europe under Carlos V, and saw a flourishing in the arts. In literature, Garcilaso de la Vega
introduced new versification in the 1520s and 1530s inspired by Italian models (Thacker xi).
Theatre also evolved and was influenced by Italy through the commedia dell’arte (D’Antuono 29).
While epic, poetry, the romance of chivalry, and the picaresque flowered, the theatre corresponded
through the development of two traditions, religious and popular, that would give rise to the birth
of a new style of theatre (Thacker xi). This new theatre that would be born at the end of the
sixteenth century was referred to as comedia nueva and, although it is commonly ascribed to Lope
de Vega, it “developed gradually and somewhat haphazardly, and even when the basic model was
established it continued to evolve” (Thacker 2).
In the 1490s, in Alba de Tormes, the musician and poet Juan del Encina (1469-1530?)
presented his églogas (eclogues) and later on, after a visit to Rome around 1500, his plays became
more refined (Thacker 6-7). Some contemporaries of Juan del Encina who became important
playwrights of the early sixteenth century were Lucas Fernández (1474-1542) and Gil Vicente (c1465-1536?). The former worked for the court at Alba just like Encina, creating short pastoral
plays, while the latter wrote plays in Spanish and Portuguese for the court at Lisbon (Thacker 8).
During this era, another major dramatist, Bartolomé de Torres Naharro (c.1485-c.1520), wrote
plays while living in Italy (Thacker 11), which gave him the opportunity to attend Italian
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performances and be influenced by new techniques that were emerging in that country. An
example of the influence of Torres Naharro in the Spanish theatre is the use of the word jornadas
to refer to the acts in a play since he was the first one to use this term (McKendrick 54).
During the first half of the sixteenth century, Spanish theatre developed in the court, church,
and universities and was confined mostly to private performances (Thacker 12). Some examples
of this situation presented by McKendrick are Ariosto’s comedy, performed in Valladolid in 1548;
Lope de Rueda’s performance for the king Felipe II when the monarch was on his way to England
in 1561; and the performance of a masque by Lope de Vega during Carnival in 1599 to celebrate
the wedding of Felipe III and Margarita of Austria in Valencia (209). However, the relegation of
theatre performances to private occasions changed with the creation of professional theatre and the
opening of public theatres in cities like Madrid, Valencia, and Sevilla. The public performances in
the city squares were moved to enclosed open-air spaces of great variety – innyards and hospital
patios (Allen 54), making it easier to charge for attendance to theatre performances. Theatre
playhouses, or corrales, were built all around the country but mainly in Madrid, Sevilla, and
Valencia. These corrales and the performances of autos sacramentales, religious plays performed
during the celebration of Corpus Christi, presented originally on carts in the street, were the kind
of show the masses could attent. These common people were the ones who praised and gave his
fame to Lope de Rueda (1510-1565?), an uneducated playwright from Sevilla who became popular
thanks to his comic style (Thacker 14). As Thacker explains, Lope de Rueda’s theatre did not
advance the theatre towards the style of comedia nueva and was a “backward step from the
achievements of Torres Naharro” (15). Nevertheless, in the last decades of the sixteenth century,
other playwrights contributed to the evolution of the Spanish drama, avoiding Lope de Rueda’s
populism and bringing the audience closer to a theatre rooted in classical texts (Thacker 16). Also
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in Sevilla, just a few years after Lope de Rueda, Juan de la Cueva (1550?-1610?) was the dramatist
who advanced the theatrical formula of the Spanish early modern period. Although he was not the
initiator nor the precursor of comedia nueva (McKendrick 53), he worked against his classical
education and created mixed theatre that approximates the style of comedia nueva (Thacker 16).
Appart from being responsible for the use of polymetry, national history and legends, the subject
of Greek theatre, the sentimental Moor, and political allegories, among other innovations in the
comedia nueva, in 1606 Juan de la Cueva published a guide for poets that supported the stylistic
variations of this theatre (McKendrick 54).
On the opposite side to Juan de la Cueva there was a group of playwrights (like Miguel de
Carvajal and Alonso de la Vega) who disapproved of the changes that distanced theatre from the
classical norms. These dramatists advocated the model of classical tragedy. According to
McKendrick,
Classical tragedy had been introduced into Italy early in the sixteenth century
by Trissino and Giraldi Cinthio, but Spain had been slow to follow their
example. Some university scholars had tried their hand at translating Greek
tragedies, and humanist interest in classical drama generally had been boosted
by Robortello’s commentary on Aristotle’s Poetics (1548) and had then grown
with the Jesuit school drama. (57)
In spite of the work by those against the comedia nueva, the theatres in Madrid, Sevilla, and
Valencia saw an increasing number of supporters of the new theatrical formula on their stages.
The only Valencian playhouse between 1584 and 1619 produced, during the first years of the
comedia nueva, the comic and romantic intrigue filled drama by Rueda and Alonso de Vega (15101566), and tragedies by Andrés Rey de Artieda (1549-1613) and Cristóbal de Virués (1550-1614)
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(McKendrick 59). Regarding Virués, much is not known about the context surrounding his
performances since he spent much of his life in Italy. However, his relationship with this country
probably contributed to the implementation of Italian techniques in his drama. According to
McKendrick, his plays were written in Italy and consisted of three-act plays of ballad metre that
combined Spanish and Italian strophes, and included “novelesque motifs heavy with
complications, surprise and suspense (all unclassical elements)” (61).
By the 1560s, the growing interest in drama was reflected in the Jesuit schools and by its
popularity among the general public. This expansion of theatrical experiences, along with the
appearance of Italian touring companies in Spain, generated the necessity for establishing regular
playhouses in all three capital cities already mentioned (McKendrick 52). These playhouses, called
corrales, featured a basic thrust stage (with the audience on three sides of the stage) against one of
the façades in a patio or yard, without painted scenery, and with two entrances on the sides that
were marked by doors or curtains (McKendrick 52 and 179). According to Shergold, these first
corrales were developed thanks to their relationships with the hospitals and brotherhoods and were
created with the object of founding this kind of charitable organization (177). They were usually
opened for business all year round with the exception of Lent (McKendrick 185).
During the 1670s and 1680s, the comedia nueva had not completely erased the comedia vieja
and some playwrights still felt the necessity of composing classicaly structured plays for the
commercial stage (Thacker 17). During this period, the evolution towards the new comedia style
was not linear and, as Thacker states, “if the theatre performed in Spain in the century leading up
to the arrival of the comedia nueva appears to evolve inexorably from the primitive towards its
apotheosis, then the pages of this chapter (victims of the simplifications of chronology) have been
misleading” (21). Not only do we encounter the differences among playwrights of the early modern
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Spanish theatre, but also the opinions of the entrepreneurs and theatrical representatives shaped
the writing of comedias during this time. As Cervantes reflects in the discussion between the canon
and the priest in Don Quijote, some managers would decide whether to buy a play or not depending
on the way they were written, which as a consequence made the playwrights adapt their writing to
the requirements of said managers in order to get some pay for their work:
Y no tienen la culpa de esto los poetas que las component, porque algunos hay
de ellos que conocen muy bien en lo que yerran, y saben extremadamente lo
que deben hacer; pero como las comedias se han hecho mercadería vendible,
dicen, y dicen verdad, que los representantes no se las comprarían si no fueren
de aquel jaez; y así, el poeta procura acomodarse con lo que el representante
que le ha de pagar su obra le pide (I.48, 626).
(The poets who compose them are not responsible for this, because there are
some who know very well the errors they are committing, and know extremely
well what they ought to do, but since plays have become salable merchandise,
they say, and in this they speak the truth, the companies will not buy them if
they are not of a certain type, and so the poet attempts to accommodate the
requests of the companies that pay him for his work.) (trans. Grossman 444)
In the 1580s theatres presented a wide variety of tragedies, historical drama, and Italian
commedia dell’arte. The influences from Italy were visible in Spanish theatre. Nancy D’Antuono
has also studied the interesting connections between the literatures of both countries, even stating
that Spanish comedia was influenced by Italian novella to later on turn around the line of influence
and affect Italian scenari (32-33). One of the characteristics from commedia dell’arte that was
adopted by Spanish comedia was the development of the gracioso, a comic character type, that
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according to D’Antuono was “perfected by Lope de Vega from zanni” (29). Lope (1562-1635),
who fist worked in Valencia in 1588 (where he was exciled from Castille and from where he
regularly sent plays to Madrid (McKendrick 68)), became Madrid’s leading dramatist. Around
1585 the Spanish capital became the theatrical center of Spain, having overshadowed the other
theatrical cities. With Lope, the comedia nueva culminated and expanded in Spain and in the 1590
a “well-organized national theatre (…) came fully into existence” (McKendrick 67).
Let us then attend to the characteristics of Lope’s comedia nueva. It was written in three acts
or jornadas; with polymetric verses, that adapted to the play by having stanzas chosen to fit the
situation. It covered with a wide range of topics from history, legends, mythology or the Bible to
pastorals, town life, and romance. Traditional music was not only integrated by using the lyrics as
topics in the plays but also by adding the full sung song in a scene. Comedia nueva had no strict
adherence to neo-classical rules of unity of time and place, although it did follow the Aristotelian
element of verisimilitude (Acuña 28) and Aristotle’s idea of drama as the imitation of an action,
focusing on plot rather than character (and having less plays titled after character’s names than,
for example, in Shakespeare) (McKendrick 73). In Lope’s comedia, the plots are usually full of
action, compressed, and accelerated; emotions are intense; love and honor are two of the most
important themes presented; and the tone mixes comedy and tragedy, seriousness and danger with
humor, resulting in the tragicomedy (McKendrick 74). This term, tragicomedy, was given to the
combination of a tragic play that ends in a satisfactory way, a comedy that ends in tragedy, or a
tragic play that was not deemed to be called a tragedy (McKendrick 79). Regarding other
characteristics of comedia nueva, Thacker also points out the division of characters into nobles
and peasants with their social rules being questioned, the fact that deaths are shown on stage, and
that the female characters are indeed played by women (1). However, another characteristic of
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comedia nueva is the lack of mothers in the plays, an element taken from Italian novella according
to McKendrick (75).
Lope de Vega is considered the most important playwright in the development of Spanish
early modern theatre and sometimes is praised as the creator of the comedia nueva. This is also
due to the fact that Lope wrote a guide on how to write plays, the Arte nuevo de hacer comedias
en nuestro tiempo, which was completed for a literary gathering between 1604 and 1608, and later
published in 1609 (McKendrik 109). One of the main premises of this work was that plays were
written to please the audience, which explains Lope’s success in the Spanish commercial theatre.
McKendrick says that this theatre “puts the pleasure of audiences above the concerns of the
academics and therefore privileges nature rather than theory and artifice” (110). It is then under
Lope de Vega that Spanish public theatre became the most successful and fruitful. As McKendrick
explains:
Spain’s commercial theatre became probably the most successful theatre ever
in terms of the number of plays written and the number of people, proportionate
to population of course, who flocked to see them. From the late 1580s on, the
two permanent playhouses in Madrid had each to be supplied with three or four
plays a fortnight for much of the year, for a run-of-the-mill play only lasted
about three to five performances and it was an exceptional one that lasted as
long as twelve. Lope claimed to have written around 1,500 plays. (72)
It is because of the importance that theatre gave to its audience and the effort of the playwright to
please said audience that Spanish early modern drama reached great popularity in all levels of
society. With respect to this, Thacker says:
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Unlike poetry, prose and much painting, theatre was able to command the
attention of a cross-section of the population, not just a literate minority or
social elite. Spaniards from the royal family to the mosqueteros (who stood to
watch the play), men and women, clergy and laity, the literati and the illiterate,
all became connoisseurs of the rich dramatic menu served up to them. (xiii)
The fact that theatre was written for the audience and the audience was very varied meant that,
when Lope was writing seriously for the stage in the 1580s, the citizens of Madrid could enjoy
theatre from a wide variety of plays among which we could find neo-classical tragedy, the
commedia dell’arte, novelesque intrigues, rural pastorals, and urban comedies (Thacker 22).
After Lope de Vega, one of his disciples, Tirso de Molina (1584?-1648),2 contributed to the
development of comedia nueva by adding what McKendrick describes as “an intellectual turn of
mind and a psychological range and penetration absent in Lope” (116). Being a Mercedarian monk,
Fray Garbiel Téllez, using the pseudonym of Tirso de Molina (McKendrick 115), he was interested
in human observation and is considered to have been more tolerant with human abnormality and
have had a “broadness of outlook with regard to women’s role in the scheme of things” since he
created female characters who are not only brave like Lope’s but also intelligent (McKendrick
116). Apart from Tirso, other playwrights were important in the early years of the comedia nueva.
As an example we could name Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra (1547-1616), the famous novelist
and author of Don Quijote de la Mancha (1605 and 1615), and Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla (16071648). There were also some important female writers who have attracted attention of scholars and
made it into the canon of important works from the Spanish early modern era. Feliciana Enríquez
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Thacker sets the year 1579 as that of Tirso’s birth, however McKendrick provides a list of references for considering
1584 as the correct year.
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de Guzmán was a Sevillian playwright who is described as the “first Spanish female dramatist of
the Golden Age” by Thacker (88) and who was opposed to the comedia nueva as Lope presented
it. There were other five female playwrights who supported and helped establish comedia nueva
in Spain. Their names were Ana Caro Mallén (undetermined dates), María de Zayas y Sotomayor
(1590-c.1660), Leonor de la Cueva y Silva (d.1689), Ángela de Azevedo (undetermined dates),
and the Mexican Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (1651-1695). Eight of their comedias have survived
until our time (Thacker 89). Apart from these authors, many other playwrights accepted Lope’s
formula for comedia nueva and composed plays for the Spanish public theatres. Some of these
authors dedicated their work to adapting and combining elements from already written plays in
order to create a new work. Others dramatist borrowed from several plays or collaborated among
themselves, which led to the collaboration of several dramatists in the creation of plays, consisting
of groups from two to even nine writers per play (McKendrick 135).3
With the evolution of the comedia and the rising demand from the audiences, professional
companies of actors emerged. McKendrick explains that these actors founded groups that were
“anomaly organized, disciplined, [and] hierarchical” (188). The actors in said companies were
usually type-casted and always played the same kind of role in different plays —the gracioso was
always the gracioso and the first lady was always the same actress (McKendrick 187). The head
of the company was the autor, an actor-manager, who worked as “impresario, producer, director
and actor all rolled into one” (McKendrick 189). The performances put on stage by these theatre
companies usually consisted of a loa (a prelude), act I (or first jornada), an entremés (interlude),
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Thacker also deals with the topic of collaboration and co-written plays (117).
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act II (or second jornada), another entremés or a baile (a dance), act III (or third jornada), and
ended with more singing and dancing (McKendrick 137).4
It is not only because of the changes to classical theatre and the birth of comedia nueva, but
also to the festive aspect of performances and the use of secular themes and music, along with the
display of dances, that the theatres had to face some moral controversy. Authors like Juan de
Pineda, Francisco de Ribera, Diego de Tapia, Marco Antonio Camosa, and Pedro de Rivadenaira,
among many others, raised their voices to condemn these performances at the end of the sixteenth
century and received support from those in power after the closing of the theatres in 1598 (Marino
777). Theatre performances were considered dangerous and immoral for the human soul.
Nevertheless, after Felipe II’s death, his son Felipe III ordered the theatres to open again in 1599.
It was with the rise to the power of Felipe III that theatre began a new phase in Spain. Thanks
to Queen Margarita’s interest for this art and her patronage, court theatre developed immensely
during the seventeenth century in Spain. Regarding the queen’s role in the advancement of theatre
in Spain, McKendrick explains that “since she was unable to attend the corrales, she started the
custom of engaging professional players to give private performances (particulares) of plays from
their repertoire at court, not only in the Palace in Madrid, the Alcázar, but in the royal residences
at Aranjuez, El Pardo and Valladolid” (110). These particulares were usually requested by asking
the author for a play based on certain theme to be presented at court. For example, McKendrick
describes the performance in 1605 of El caballero de Illescas, a play by Lope de Vega, that was
presented for some English visitors in the gardens of the Duke of Lerma. Then he clarifies how
this kind of performance was usually commissioned:
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On these performances, see McKendrick 192.
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The Duke asked the autor, Nicolás de los Ríos, for ‘something about love or
war’ warning him to avoid religious subjects or miracles out of deference to the
Protestant guests. Ríos came up with this play, written some years earlier.
Whether the plays were presented before the Queen in her private apartments at
the Alcázar or as part of some larger court entertainment, the performances were
at this stage presumably simple affairs along corral lines, with rudimentary
scenic devices on hangings or frames. (210)
Finally, more and more theaters were built in royal properties and noble houses, for example
the replica of a public playhouse that was erected in one of the courtyards of the Casa del Tesoro,
near the Alcázar, where the Duke of Lerma owned an apartment (McKendrick 210). The first
presentations of plays in this kind of theatre were usually performed by amateurs from the nobility
and the royal family, but had elaborate set designs and the lattest innovations and machinery to
their disposal since they had copious funds directed towards these spectacles (McKendrick 211).
An example of one of these performances by members of the royal family was Lope’s El premio
a la hermosura, presented on November 3, 1614 at Lerma and counting with the two royal children
as characters in the play (McKendrick 211). With the increase of performances at the court, one
would wonder what happened to the public theaters and how the companies of actors and authors
were affected. However for the first part of the seventeenth century the corrales did not suffer the
effects from the growth of court theatre (McKendrick 210).
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2.2
2.2.1

Pedro Calderón de la Barca, an Overview
The Life of Calderón
Pedro Calderón de la Barca was born in Madrid in the year 1600 to don Diego and Ana María

de Henaut or Henao (Valbuena Prat 248). His father was a government official and his mother was
a gentlewoman of German descent (McKendrick 140). His family had a good reputation and a coat
of arms, his grandfather was a notary for the Consejo de Contaduría Mayor de Hacienda (Major
Council and Accounts Department of Internal Revenue) at the court and was married to the
daughter of the prestigious swordsmith Francisco Ruiz el viejo (Valbuena Prat 248). In Calderón’s
youth, he studied in a Jesuit school in Madrid and later on attended the best universities in Alcalá
and Salamanca to study logic, rhetoric, mathematics, and law (McKendrick 40).
When Calderón was born, Lope de Vega was already succeeding in the Spanish theatres and
thus Calderón became a witness to this success. As Thacker states, “as a madrileño he [Calderón]
would have regularly attended the corral performances of plays by Lope, Tirso de Molina, Guillén
de Castro, Ruiz de Alarcón and Mira de Amescua amongst others” (93). As a student, he probably
read classical authors, especially Terence and Plautus (Thacker 93) and, according to McKendrick,
he renounced the religious career path that his father wanted for him and began to write plays while
“living the fashionable life of a young buck in Madrid and having at least one brush with the law”
(140). Apparently, when Calderón was young he was a troublemaker and lacked some discipline,
contrasting with the serious disposition of his mature years, according to Valbuena Prat (248).
Calderón served in the military as a soldier in Italy and Flandes before becoming a reknown
playwright in Madrid in the 1630s (McKendrick 140).
It was in Madrid that he wrote for the Spanish stages as a contemporary to Lope from the
1620s until Lope’s death in 1635, and was influenced by Lope’s comedia nueva (Thacker 92).
During those years, Calderón presented his plays not only in the public theaters but also in the
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court of Felipe IV, becoming a favorite of the king (McKendrick 140). From Lope’s plays,
Calderón adopted the formula of the comedia nueva, maintaining its structure, and adapted it,
contributing to its evolution (Thacker 92). Calderón was not the only one who helped to further
develop comedia nueva. Luis de Góngora contributed to this development. Góngora’s poetry is
thought to have influenced the culto (cultured) poetry that characterizes the comedia of Calderón’s
time (Thacker 92). However, Calderón’s contribution was mainly related to music in the comedia.
Calderón was not the only playwright who implemented music in the early modern Spanish
theatre but he was at the forefront of innovative practices. This is true since he wrote numerous
plays with music as an essential component and this also influenced popular theatre in the whole
country. Likewise, he experimented with the percentage of music and sung dialogue in his plays,
composing Spanish operas and creating the new genre of zarzuela. Louise Stein notes:
writers of Calderón’s generation followed the conventions for music that had
been established in the early years of the comedia nueva, and even continued to
specify the inclusion of well-known, pre-existent songs. However, Calderón’s
use of music was slightly more dramatic and theatrical than Lope’s, if only
because singing became even more plausible as a means of expression for
individual characters. (Songs 62)
It was Calderón who cultivated the genre and developed new forms that contributed to the
evolution of the relation music and theatre in Spain.
Calderón has been compared to other writers of the early modern period but it is hard to
parallel Calderón’s favored situation in the court, which greatly affected his production. He was a
courtly poet who benefited from royal support and provision and was able to showcase his work
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to numerous audiences in different stages, while employing a wide range of resources that other
playwrights did not have. Santiago Fernández Mosquera notes that:
A él se le encargan, desde un primer momento, obras para ser representadas en
la corte y, sobre todo, para dar contenido al nuevo Palacio del Buen Retiro.
Ningún otro dramaturgo conservó ese lugar preeminente en la corte de Felipe
IV en los niveles de aceptación y éxito que tuvo Calderón. […] Ningún poeta
era digno de más confianza ni tenía más predicamento en la corte que don Pedro
Calderón de la Barca. (213)
From him were requested, from the beginning, plays to be performed at the court
and, above all, to supply the new Palace of Buen Retiro with some content. No
other playwright maintained that preeminent position in the court of Phillip IV
to the level of acceptance and success that Calderon achieved […] No other poet
was worthy of more trust nor did any other playwright have more prestige in the
court than don Pedro Calderón de la Barca. (my trans.5)
This is why Mujica states that “while Lope wrote for a general public, Calderón wrote for Kings
and dukes” (13).
Regarding other important events during Calderón’s life that shaped his theatre, he was
pronounced a knight of the Order of Santiago and served in the military once more in the 1640s
but was wounded in war and had to return home (McKendrick 140). In the 1640s, Calderón had
an illegitimate child and in 1651 he was ordained as a priest and began to write exclusively for the
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court and autos sacramentales for religious festivities (McKendrick 140). The reason he retired
from the public theaters and why he decided to become a priest has been debated, with Valbuena
Prat speculating that his ordainment and religious vocation could be due to the death of a lover
(250). He was appointed chaplain for the Cathedral in Toledo in 1653 and then the King’s chaplain
of honor in Madrid in 1663 (Thacker 93). He died on Pentecost Sunday 1681 (McKendrick 140).
2.2.2

Calderón’s Work Before his Court Musical Theatre
Calderón’s work could be divided in four types of theatre: (1) the comedies, mainly about

love in urban settings that were common of the comedia; (2) the serious dramas, often about moral,
philosophical, and religious topics, and include the plays on honor; (3) the mythological plays and
musical entertainments, written for the court, are filled with musical and technical elements and
constitute the emergence of opera in Spain; (4) the autos sacramentales, one-act allegorical works
written for religious festivities like the processions on Corpus Christi (McKendrick 141).
Calderón’s works began to be published in 1636 but the consecutive years became
problematic for the theatre because of the war in Catalonia, the fall of Olivares (the king’s favorite
adviser) in 1643, and the closure of the theatres in 1644-1649 (Thacker 93). This closure was due
to several deaths in the royal family. Queen Isabel who was one of the main supporters of Spanish
theatre, died in 1644, and two years later Prince Carlos died too (Thacker 93).
Calderón’s writing style reflects the culteranismo style typical of authors like the poet
Góngora in early modern Spain and show Calderón’s mastery of rhetoric (Thacker 113). As
Thacker would put it, “where Lope and Tirso had tended to employ a plainer style of speech in
their verses, suited of course to the character speaking, Calderón was happy to make use of more
overly poetic, Latinate, or Gongorine language” (112). Some other characteristics of Calderón’s
works are reflected in his characters, who tend to practice deep analysis of their states of mind and
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emotions to gain insight on their lives, usually make important decisions and are often troubled by
life’s demands (Thacker 113).
Calderón’s comedy, especially the comedia de capa y espada (a kind of love and honor play),
is usually set in the same kind of urban environment that his audience personally knew (for
example cities like Madrid). It had protagonists pertaining to the nobility, and was in some way
linked to historical moments (Thacker 94). With regard to his serious plays, Calderón presents
topics on kingship, honor, and religion, and also wrote hagiographies (biographical plays on the
lives of saints) and works inspired by legends, biblical stories, mythology, and historical events
(Thacker 112). However, according to Thacker, Calderón is mostly famous for his honor and
religious dramas “that reveal a casuistical turn of mind” (108).
Thanks to Calderón’s social position and to his education, added to his skills and the quality
of his work, he started to work for the court in the 1630s. Not only did he gain the favor of the
king by being appointed as knight of the Orden de Santiago in 1637, as previously stated, but he
also worked for the court as a dramatist. He first presented an auto before the king in the Buen
Retiro palace in 1634 and the next year he was given the position of director of palace
performances (Thacker 92-93). The patronage of the royal family and the construction of the Buen
Retiro palace in the 1630s and a theatre in the palace, called the Coliseo, in 1640 contributed to
the emergence of a magnificent court theatre tradition (Thacker 114). This theatre was
considerably different from the one performed in the corrales since the setting of the stage and the
design of the whole experience had been affected by Italian ideas that were influencing Europe in
this era. The Italian-influenced theatres had a proscenium stage with the audience set only in the
front (instead of the three sides as seen in the public playhouses). There were also a front courtain,
set designs with paintings in Italiante perspective, and machinery that moved structures, visual and
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sound effects, and even characters on stage. Although Calderón wrote regular comedias, autos,
and masques for the court theatre in during his career, it is the musical plays that he wrote for this
theatre that made fully made use of these innovations and resources influenced by Italian designs,
especially the plays written in the 1650s. According to McKendrick, these plays “move freely into
fantasy and through time, and are accompanied by music and singing – elements which reach their
climax in the 1660s in the operatic works” (141). It is considered that Calderón’s major works at
court began after his ordainment in 1651, when he began to only work for the court and wrote his
autos sacramentales, which was a turn in his career after having written plays for both the court
and the public theatres during almost 30 years (Acuña 28). According to Valbuena Prat, Calderón
leaves the noisy public theatre and dedicates his life to reasoning and reading (250). As we will
study in later chapters, Calderón’s court plays became interdisciplinary works, combining different
arts with poetry, painting, music and dance.
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CHAPTER 3.
GENERAL USE OF MUSIC IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
THEATER OF THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES

3.1

Evolution of Music in the Spanish Theater of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries
Music is an element that has been related to the history of theatre since its beginning, even

to theories on the origin of theater in music and musical rituals. We can track the relationship of
music and theatrical performances and see its evolution in different time periods, along with some
techniques that have been commonly used and preserved over the centuries. Analyzing changes in
the traditions and rituals, specifically related to theatre in music and theatre history, we find
differences in the use of music and the kind of music used in the sixteenth and seventeenth century
Spanish stage. Examples are the transformation of music in religious environments from
polyphonic (consisting of many voices simultaneously) to monophonic (consisting of one voice)
or the use of songs for technical purposes opposed to songs that become part of the dialogue in a
play.
Although there were some changes to the music used in the theatre during the sixteenth
century, the biggest innovation in Spanish theatrical music occurred during the second half of the
seventeenth century. Thus, we can divide music in the Spanish theatre in two distinct periods
during these two centuries. The first period comprises the sixteenth century and the first half of
the seventeenth century, it was a continuation of the traditions of the Middle Age, and was mainly
related to the religious customs of the Catholic Church. The second period was full of variations,
different influences, and the creation of a completely different kind of spectacle.
During this first period of Spanish musical theatre, “the basis for early music in Spain came
from polyphonic ecclesiastical music and liturgical drama in Medieval Europe” (Gasta 23).
Theatre in Spain, as was the case in the rest of Europe, had evolved from pieces with religious
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themes performed in churches to the secular spectacles in public areas. According to Margaret
Greer, the “use of music in Spanish theatre was not an invention of the court plays. Music was
closely associated with Spanish drama, both religious and secular, from its earliest roots in
medieval liturgy and court pageantry” (16). In the same way that music for the stage was
influenced by its religious origins, it was also affected by the musical styles and methods that were
adopted by the Catholic Church. “Cantigas (songs of praise to the Virgin), villancicos (carols),
romances (ballads), and cantares de gesta (heroic ballads) were all popular polyphonic musical
pieces derived from the Middle Ages and sung by troubadours” (Gasta 34). This was the case not
only in Spain but all around Europe. In most countries, the evolution of polyphonic music from
the religious environment to the popular secularity occurred in a similar way and had the same
repercussions in society, such as the common opposition by the Church to the secularization of
this music style because of the moral implications of taking something sacred and transforming it
into something that could be considered vulgar and lascivious.
Apart from the main attribute of polyphony, theatrical music was characterized by the use
of melodies that were popular and well known by the audience and, as we will see later on, this
was a custom practiced especially in England. According to Louise Stein, this kind of popular
composition dominated the musical repertory of the comedia because it “formed an immediate link
between the stage and everyday life” (Songs 13). This was a link that was established in European
theatre as well as the Spanish stage. The implementation of popular music was a customary
technique and Stein explains that in Spain,
Everyone followed the same basic model for the use and function of music in
the comedia, and the same types of song-texts were used by most of the
dramatists. The diversity of approaches to the language, staging, and plots of the
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comedia did not engender serious differences with regard to music, and the
established repertory of well-known or popular songs was exploited by one and
all. (Songs 38)
These characteristics of music in the theatre were steady during the reigns of kings Carlos I,
Felipe II, and Felipe III. However, the latter is famous for neglecting theatre in favor of dance
since he was an exceptional dancer and showed a clear inclination for this art (Stein, Songs 68).
Although in Italian cities like Florence, Mantua, Rome, and Venice, the audiences were already
enjoying fully sung opera, the genre did not have any reception in Spain during the first two
decades of the seventeenth century (Greer 18). The only kind of court play that gained some
attention from Felipe III was the masque since, according to Shergold, “in the first decade of the
seventeenth century there are instances of court masque of a type familiar in other countries, that
is to say, dramatic performances that introduce a dance” (263). Shergold also compares these
masques to those of Ben Jonson in England but he notes that this kind of performance did not
develop in Spain as fully as in England (250). These might be some of the reasons why musical
theatre had to wait until the reign of Felipe IV to flourish and see the start of experimentation with
fully and partly sung dramas. According to Louise Stein:
Only a dozen or so royal musical-theatrical productions were performed at court
during the reign of Philip III and in the early years of Philip IV, before 1652.
Thus, for the first half of what was undoubtedly the golden century of Spanish
drama and, simultaneously, the century that witnessed the spread of opera and
proliferation of related genres elsewhere in Europe, the powerful Spanish
monarchy seems not to have exploited or contributed to the development of one
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of the most broadly appreciated political tools of the age – the absolutist Baroque
spectacular. (Songs 66)
In the first years that Felipe IV wore the crown, court spectacles were still influenced by the
kind of entertainments that dominated the last decade of Felipe III’s reign. The most prevalent
performances in Felipe III’s time were the “particulares and occasional spectacle plays, in addition
to dances and other non-theatrical entertainments. However, royal patronage for elegant dramatic
theatre, music, and art eventually became a hallmark of Philip IV’s court” (Songs 86).
It is at this moment in history that we find a change in Spanish theatrical music. With the
interest of the new king, theatre received increased patronage and developed new methods to
incorporate music in the performances. Because of this integration of artistic patronage and the
new use of theatre to reflect the grandeur of the monarchy, and because the court demanded more
new plays in the 1650s and 1660s, the playwrights of Calderón’s time who lived in Madrid hoped
to work for the court (Stein, Songs 49). Likewise, after 1651 is when Calderón decided to write
exclusively for the court theaters and, when the palace of Buen Retiro was finished, there was great
demand for new dramas and music in the court and the public theatres.
Moreover, there was a constant relationship between the arts and the Catholic Church which
defined the main alteration in the evolution of music from the sixteenth century and the first part
of the seventeenth century to the second part of the seventeenth century. Despite the success of
polyphonic music in the Church and in secular theatre, these types of arrangements started to be
deemed distracting for the audience and were reconsidered at this time. Since the main purpose of
music in the Church was to transmit a doctrinal message, this message had to be clear to the
parishioners. Consequently, music transitioned from polyphonic style formed by songs for two,
three, or four voices with instrumental accompaniment, to homophonic forms also accompanied
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by instrumental music (Flórez, Música 18). According to Greer, “in the interest of a clear and
natural declamation of the text, therefore, contrapuntal writing was replaced by solo voices with a
simple continuo accompaniment, preferably played by the singer himself” (17). This is the reason
why the musical reforms of the Council of Trent were concerned with achieving clarity in the
vocals and music “by removing some of the more flagrant abuses of polyphony.” (Pollin 368).
Consequently, the Council discussed and regulated music, for example those instruments that were
allowed in churches. Gasta says that “the Council of Trent, for example, accepted polyphony
within certain limits, and it even went so far as to discuss the prohibition of all instruments, except
the organ, in Church services” (36). There is an element of secularization of religious music and
music strategies to reach the audience in a deep emotional and psychological way. In the early
modern period there was a clear distinction between music as entertainment and as a religious or
moralizing tool. This is when Calderón combined both ideas by making use of the entertainment
value of music while thinking of the spiritual value in it. Following this idea, Calderón uses the
spiritual strength in music and takes advantage of music’s quality of affecting the emotions.
Furthermore, there is no doubt that “above any other function purely ornamental or stylistic
it is the doctrinal intention” (Molina Jiménez, El teatro 24) that was a main reason for the creation
of this kind of music in the theater. However, another main characteristic of music in the second
half of the seventeenth century is the influence of music from other European countries, in
particular the Italian stile recitativo (Greer 18). María Belén Molina Jiménez defines stile
recitativo as:
…un modo de composición en el que la música se convierte en un mero vehículo
del texto que se canta. Por lo tanto la función de la música consiste en imitar y
destacar las inflexiones, ritmos y la sintaxis del habla natural. Además tiene
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como principal objetivo la expresión de los afectos, esto es, los sentimientos
deben quedar evidentes en este estilo a medio camino entre música y palabra. (
El teatro 312).
(…a composition mode in which music becomes a mere vehicle for the sung
text. Therefore the function of music consist of imitating and highlighting the
inflections, rhythms and syntax of natural speech. Besides it has as principal
objective the expression of affection, that is, feelings must be evident in this
style between music and word.)
In contrast to the reign of Felipe III, where Spain experienced how “the characteristics of the
musical Baroque in Spain began to take shape with little connection to the rest of Europe” (Songs
6), under the sovereignty of Felipe IV Spain started to receive the influence of Italian music and
theatre. Although Italian opera affected culture and society across Europe, it took a while to see
the effects of this genre in Spain, despite the fact that Spain had under its domain several Italian
areas such as Naples and Milan. The arrival of Italian designers and composers to the court
changed the way Spanish dramas were composed. A representative case of this situation is the
work of Claudio Monteverdi, an Italian composer who transformed musical theatre and influenced
European theatre by influencing music in Italian theatre and having that music impact theatre
music in other countries such as Spain. It is in this second part of the seventeenth century that
Spain was more attuned to the Italian theatrical innovations, not only in the field of music but also
in the scenography and machinery. As a result of opening up to Italian novelties, Spain invited
ingenious set designers such as the Florentine Cosimo Lotti who created magnificent sets and
machines for the court theatre and worked side by side with Lope de Vega and Calderón de la
Barca in the composition of new musical dramas. This situation benefitted the implementation of
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a new musical style–recitative–in Spanish theatrical music. In this manner, Juan Hidalgo was the
composer who accomplished the most to adapt Italian recitative to Spanish prosody (Flórez,
Música 34).
Because of all the alteration to the music in the first years of the second half of the century,
Spanish theatre changed considerably. The old tradition of what is known as comedia nueva,
whose music was mainly based in the Cancionero de palacio or Cancionero de Barbieri (a
manuscript of Renaissance music), evolved with the use of new musical arrangements. These
musical arrangements were at first just adaptations of old familiar tunes and songs that had been
used on stage for decades. According to Stein, “composers borrowed pre-existent tunes and
musical ideas (…) just as the poets and dramatists exploited borrowed material in their texts”
(Songs 34). Nevertheless, court spectacles required new forms of representation and more musical
acts because of the access to better musicians, more and better instruments, and also the fact that
sometimes the actors were members of the court who wanted to showcase their musical abilities.
In essence, musical court spectacle started to grow from masques and little fiestas, that were
composed of short and disconnected plays, songs, and dances, to the experimental musical dramas
created by authors like Calderón to please the court. In order to do this, Calderón found a way to
compose musical dramas with and without the use of recitative, and produced operas, semi-operas,
and zarzuelas.
In Spain, the musical court spectacle was a hybrid genre in which spoken
dialogue predominated. With the semi-operas, the introduction of sung dialogue
in recitative for some scenes was a decisive change, because it meant that some
characters actually conversed in song. Recitative became a normal means of
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heightened expression for elevated characters in the mythological drama, within
the elaborate context of the Baroque “teatro de representación.” (Songs 132)
The main peculiarity in the evolution of music in the Spanish theatre of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries was the foundation of new ways to represent musical dramas and the
conception of zarzuela during the last fifty years of this period. In this way, the 1650s and 1660s
are considered the years of the hybrid genres since Calderón composed musical plays that
combined both sung and spoken dialogue. By doing this, Calderón took the conventions of the
popular comedia and adapted them to accommodate his new musical methods.
Consequently, these alterations to musical theatre did not find themselves confined to the
court but spread to the popular theaters as well and helped define the new structure for theatre
performances. The transformation of Spanish courtly theatre influenced popular theatre by
conferring more importance to music and employing more musical representations between plays
and acts of the same play. Finally, this musical theatre, although originally created for the court,
was performed in the corrales after being presented before the king. This was due to the fact that
the plays were comedias in their textual structure and could be adapted to the corrales, which
seemed logical after investing so much time to develop them in the court.

3.2

Popular Songs in the English Theater of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. The Use
the Music as a Leitmotiv
The implementation of popular music is a technique that was used in European theatre of

the era in general, but it is in the English Renaissance that we find the best examples of this method
and most of the studies about this topic. Adopting popular music in the performance of a theatrical
play in England was customary for several reasons. Apart from engaging the audience in a different
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way than a new musical piece would achieve, popular music helped the memorization process for
actors in a time when theatre was the main entertainment and actors had to memorize and perform
a great number of shows in a short period of time. Thus, in Music for Shakespeare's Lyrics: Ay,
prithee, sing, an interview for the Folger Shakespeare Library, David Lindley explains how it is
very likely that composers noted next to a song in the manuscript of a play the words “sing to the
tune of” and the name of a popular song. This technique would make actors’ work easier, it would
help the audience follow the song with ease and maybe even sing along, and it reduced the cost of
printing the manuscript since the author would not have to print a score of the song for the actors.
Examples of this, according to Lindley, are Ophelia’s songs in Hamlet or Desdemona’s willows
songs in Othello. Furthermore, Lindley says that it is probable that some playwrights borrowed
not only the music but also the lyrics to the songs as is the case of “It was a lover and his lass”
from As You Like It. According to Lindley, Shakespeare would have presumably borrowed this
composition from Thomas Morley, a composer contemporary of his “who published that song
roughly at the time that Shakespeare was writing.”
But why was music so important during this time in theatre? It is well known that music was
an element used to entertain the audience during intermissions, cover the noises of staging
movements or to announce the change of scene or the entrance of a character. However, music
was used not only to distract but also to please, to engage the audience in the play and attract its
attention. One of the main uses of music in performances was to communicate a message and
manipulate or persuade the audience. According to Bruno Nettl, the distinguished
ethnomusicologist, music is “human sound communication outside the scope of language’” (qtd.
in Mithen 11) thus we can communicate through music without the necessity of using language.
In this same way, Steven Brown and Ulrik Volgsten in their book Music and Manipulation say
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that music is also “an associative enhancer of communication at the group level” (1). This is why
popular songs were used to manipulate the audience, since they were more effective than the words
by themselves. In The Singing Neanderthals, Mithen states that,
Music is a non-referential system of communication. Yet although a piece of
music does not “tell” us anything about the world, it can have a profound impact
on our emotions – for instance, by making us feel happy or sad. It can also make
us move, by the phenomenon of entrainment [ability that facititates the
coordination in human activities like, walking, playing sports, language,
emotional expression, and rhythm coordination like in music and dance]. We
can therefore describe music as “manipulative” rather than referential in
character. (22)
It has been widely studied that instrumental music has a strong effect on human emotions
and can influence mood changes, but it is with vocal music that the impact in the emotions and
persuasion raises to its highest degree. This is due to the fact that “music can become a
manipulative device when placed in conjunction with an intellectual message, adding new and
powerful emotional dimensions to it” (Brown and Volgsten x). Even though it has been argued
that “music cannot express thoughts” and “can never represent a definite feeling or emotion” (Budd
23), scientists such as Malcolm Budd, Leonard Meyer, and Aniruddh Patel, among others, have
extensively studied the relation between music and thought and come to the conclusion that,
There are two ways in which music can be experienced as meaningful: the music
can arouse emotion in the listener or the music can arouse the listener’s intellect.
In the first case, the music is experienced affectively; in the second case, it is
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experienced with conscious conceptual awareness of the music’s intramusical
significance. When music is experienced affectively the meaning of the music
is affective; when it is experienced with conscious conceptual awareness of its
intramusical significance the meaning of the music is intellectual. (Budd 165)
Some studies take this theory further; this is the case with Aniruddh Patel who, in his Music,
Language and the Brain, explains,
It is informally attested that listening to instrumental music can evoke mental
imagery of nonmusical phenomena, such as scenes from nature or “half
forgotten thought of persons, places, and experiences” (Meyer 1956:256). There
is also informal evidence that listening can give rise to forms of narrative
thought. (323)
These conclusions lead us to the idea of the use of music as a leitmotiv, “a musical figure
used in association with a particular character, situation, or idea, permitting a composer to use
music to bring something nonmusical to mind” (Patel 322). In this manner, music was a resource
to bring specific memories to the audience’s minds. This musical leitmotiv could imply an
association with a specific character, a type of character such as a clown or fool, a thing, an idea
or a situation. An example of this situational leitmotiv is noted in Charlton’s Music in the Plays of
Shakespeare: A Practicum, where he deals with activities that are not presented on stage because
it is not appropriate to display them in front of an audience but are otherwise represented by music.
Some of these activities include sexual intercourse and murder (Charlton 130).
Thus, leitmotivs can induce generic or specific thoughts in the minds of the members of the
audience and trigger their memories. This phenomenon functions in several ways: as a stimulation
to recall previous knowledge, a way to create “embedded narratives,” a recurrent connection of
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characters or situations, or an insinuation of a specific cultural or historical element. An example
of music as a stimulation to recall previous knowledge could be explained by Steven Mithen’s
comparison of this phenomenon of memory cue and a visual stimulus according to which,
A piece of music might be subconsciously appraised in the same way as visual
stimuli – a snake or a spider, for example – are automatically appraised and
provoke an emotional response. Alternatively – or, more likely, in addition – a
piece of music may cue memories of a past emotional experience, or else
facilitate empathy for the performer. The last case might arise from mimicking
the same movements as the performer, resulting in the achievement of a similar
physiological state. (95)
This theory could be compared to Alan Palmer’s ideas about the conception of fictional
minds in narrative explored in his book Fictional Minds. The same way a reader “uses existing or
restored knowledge of other minds in the actual world in order to process the emergent knowledge
that is supplied by fictional-mind presentations” (175), a theatergoer could effectuate something
similar to what Palmer calls “doubly embedded narratives, the representations of characters’ minds
that are contained within the minds of other characters” (205) and arrive at the idea or thought
process that the author, composer, or director had in mind during the creation or inclusion of the
musical piece in the play. This idea is present in literary studies about narrative and mind such as
Lisa Zunshine’s Why We Read Fiction: Theory of Mind and the Novel (19). Zunshine also deals
with theatre:
…the case of the live performance – as opposed, that is, to simply reading the
text of the play – this exercise of our mind-reading capacity is crucially mediated
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by the physical presence of actors and thus the wealth of embodied information
(or misinformation) about their characters’ hidden thoughts and feelings. (23)
The fact that an audience member’s memory can be stimulated through the music in the play
to bring ideas to his mind or manipulate his thoughts and emotions is also related to the notion of
music as a “mental transportation vehicle.” Richard Gerrig explores this idea in Experiencing
Narrative Worlds in relation to literature but his ideas can be extrapolated to the musical field as
well. Gerrig reminds us that “all a reader must do to be transported to a narrative world is to have
in place the repertory of cognitive processes that is otherwise required for everyday experience”
(239) and since music can “transport” a listener to a specific point of time and space through the
stimulation of memory, it is not surprising to find songs in the theatre that are intended to evoke a
specific emotion or reaction through this process. Regarding this idea, we should keep in mind that
music is used to spread group ideologies and identities, becomes an important tool to support
collective actions and defining the boundaries for social groups, and it “has an important role in
bringing about behavioral conformity and in stimulating compliance with social norms” (Brown
and Volgsten 2-4). Thus, it is probable that a song in a play of the period we are dealing with could
remind the listener of a specific historical or cultural event and this would produce emotional
responses such as entertainment and laugher (if the event to which it refers is a funny one) or
agitation and discomfort. This way, as Aniruddh Patel explains this phenomenon in Music,
Language, and the Brain, “there are also documented cases of instrumental music being a powerful
vehicle for “taking one back in time,” in other words, leading to vivid recall of what one was
thinking and feeling at a particular point in life” (324). Finally, this process of provocation is also
related to the expression “directed association” that, according to Brown and Volgsten:
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…can be thought of as the process by which the sender uses musical devices to
produce symbolic associations between musical structure and cultural objects.
This process is similar to directed stimulation except that it occurs at a higher
level of meaning-generation along the semantic hierarchy, namely, linguistically
mediated associations. (19)
It is because of all these factors that music was an important element in the English theatre of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and the reason why vocal music in general and popular songs
in particular played a decisive role in the composition process of a play.

3.3

Uses of Music in Both Spain and England as Sound Effects and Useful Resources
As discussed above, music was a valuable element of Spanish and English theatre of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It is interesting to think not only about the visual effects
brought by the Italians to Spain and England but also the use of music to fulfill diverse tasks in the
theater of the time. Music was used alongside visual cues or in contrast to them as sound effects,
as entertainment between acts, and as accompaniment to dances. It is important to emphasize the
significance of music in the theatre of this era. Edward Naylor’s comments:
Out of thirty-seven plays of Shakespeare, there are no less than thirty-two which
contain interesting references to music and musical matters in the text itself.
There are also over three hundred stage directions which are musical in their
nature, and these occur in thirty-six out of thirty-seven plays. (3)
And this is just considering Shakespeare’s work. If we study other authors, we will see that
the element of music is as remarkable as we can find it in any Shakespeare play. For example, Ben
Jonson was the main author of the time composing court masques that, according to John Long,
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were “the most successful attempt of its time to achieve an art form which combined, in more or
less equal proportions, the arts of poetry, song, instrumental music, dance, and scenic design (all
within a semidramatic method of presentation)” (9). While this was happening in England, in Spain
music started to become one of the most important elements that would shape the evolution of
theatre during the seventeenth century thanks to the new compositions that led to the new genre of
zarzuela. The relevance of music in the theatre in Spain is also proven by the decision of Calderón
de la Barca to separate from the work of public theaters and dedicate all of his time to the
development of musical plays for the court.
One aspect of music crucial to theatre practitioners is the power that it exerts over people’s
emotions. Music in the theatre started in general as a mean of entertainment for the audience to
distract them from the mechanical and technical elements that occur between scenes. However,
throughout history, music was given credit for its ability to alter mood; sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury theater makes use of this function. In this way and in accordance with Aniruddh Patel:
Some of the oldest written observations about music concern its power over the
emotions. More than 2,000 years ago, Plato claimed in The Republic that
melodies in different mores aroused different emotions, and argued that this was
such a strong influence on moral development that society should ban certain
forms of music (cf. Holloway, 2001). Many other writers have affirmed music’s
emotional power, and there is an ample evidence for the importance of emotion
in the musical experience of many contemporary listeners (Juslin & Sloboda,
2001). To take just one example, psychological studies of music’s role in
everyday life reveal that listening to music is often used as a way of regulating
mood. (315)
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The same way that Plato and Aristotle considered the power of music, in the theatre of this
time Calderón in Spain and Fletcher in England benefited from these ideas in the creation of their
theatrical works. John Long explains, for example, how Fetcher understood this characteristic of
music as an element “to evoke emotional or psychological responses in the audience (...) The
“rhetoric” of music, of course, would have been understood by Fletcher and his contemporaries in
terms of that theoretical part of music called musica humana, the effect of music on the body’s
humors” (10). In Spain, Gustavo Umpierre studies this use of music in Lope’s theatre. He states:
Lope’s use of songs and dances for dramatic purposes makes excellent use of
the power of music to give projection and relief to words or actions, and of the
capacity of the lyrics to synthesize the essential elements of a theme. The
musical accompaniment serves to lift the audience to a plane outside that of
ordinary reality, which is particularly effective in love scenes, or scenes dealing
with the supernatural. (102)
Another noticeable characteristic of music in the theatre of both countries is its origin in
religion to later on develop into a secular atmosphere. In Music in English Renaissance Drama,
John Long writes:
The didactic and moral purpose of the music, finally, is everywhere noticeable,
especially in the many parallels between the music of the liturgy and the singing
in the plays. Traditional character of the hymns, antiphons, and canticles
specified in the rubrics underlines the traditional character of the plays generally
– plays performed over a large period of time basically unchanged. The
traditional character of much of the music, indeed, rooted in the ages-old
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plainsong of the church, obviously contributed in large measure to maintaining
the conservatism of the plays. Thus, the music of the plays, except for the few
vernacular innovations, is a part of that continuing tradition that characterizes
England’s great musical heritage in the later Middle Ages and Renaissance. (31)
These ideas are also true for Spanish theatre in the Renaissance and Baroque and in both
countries we can appreciate the influence of the church in the evolution of music from polyphony
to solo compositions not only in Spain but also in England. However, it is important to remember
that this change in musical composition was not only due to the influence of religious music in the
culture but also to the influence from other European countries, especially Italy. In Spain, for
example, Gasta notes:
During the first years of the XVII century in Spain, while popular songs and
dances became a standard part of any comedia production, fully sung lyrical
theater was still many years away. As early as 1620 Claudio Monteverdi had
composed several operas that were extraordinarily important in revolutionizing
the genre. Besides his move away from polyphony, Monteverdi began to fully
incorporate recitative into his operas, which incited other Italian composers to
do the same. (66)
Another common feature of music in the theatre of Spain and England is the implementation
of popular songs in the creation of new plays, as we have presented in the situation on
Shakespeare’s “It was a lover and his lass.” In Spain, according to Gasta, the use of popular music
also served to attract spectators (21) and Umpierre indicates that, among all the contemporary
popular songs included in his study (more than four hundred), Lope only repeats the same song
twice (103).
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Focusing now on more specific uses of music in this artistic field, one of the most basic
reasons why music was incorporated into theatre was because of the need of sound effects and
ways to distract the audience in between acts and/or plays. Louise Stein states that “music was
heard especially between the acts of the play, and a comic dance performed by the fool or bobo
often ended the entertainment” (Songs 15). In the same manner, Andrew Charlton explains that
“scenes (were) bridged by musical cues of varying lengths that conveyed to the onlookers that
there was, in fact, a change of scene – not merely an exchange of characters in a single scene” (2).
Similarly, Umpierre states that “songs and dances form part of dramatic structure in Lope’s plays
as a device for opening or closing a scene, act or play” (51) and Thacker reiterates not only the
practical use of music to separate acts but also to “drown out the sound of stage machinery” (138).
Apart from this kind of musical cues, we find numerous stage directions, common to both
countries, about music in the texts from Spain and England, such as the use of drums and trumpets.
Edward Naylor describes that “Alarum, Alarums (of drums), occurs as a stage direction about
seventy-two times in fourteen of the historical plays (of Shakespeare), always in connection with
battle” (Songs 159). In Spain,
Stage directions often call for trumpets or shawms or an ensemble song at
precisely the moment when the stage machines, hoists, or trapdoors would have
been in motion. Loud instruments, such as trumpets and drums, mark scenedivisions when sounded off-stage to announce the entrances and exits of
characters of high social rank, especially kings, dukes, magistrates, and officers.
Battle scenes are announced or suggested by martial trumpet calls or drum rolls
off-stage. (Stein Songs 21)
While in England,
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…it was the practice, when a character of royal or noble birth entered or exited
a scene, to announce that fact by a short flourish on a trumpet. (This) was
expected on the Elizabethan stage as the actors were usually not costumed and
the trumpet call would tell the audience something of the rank or station of a
character. (Charlton, 1)
It is also relevant to stress that some of the main techniques for the use of music in the theatre
are common to both countries, such as music to divide dramatic structures in scenes and acts,
announce or anticipate a climactic moment in a scene, emphasize an idea or moment in the drama,
set the ambiance, characterize, express emotions and feelings, affect the audience emotions and
feelings, indoctrinate, praise, or symbolize.
After having analyzed some of the similarities in the use of music in the Spanish and English
stages of the modern early period, let us comment on the main differences between Spanish and
English theatre in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. First, it is interesting to notice the
difference in the use of music between two of the authors who apply more music to their dramas
in each country, Shakespeare in England and Calderón in Spain. While Shakespeare uses more
music in comedies than tragedies, where he presents music only in stage directions, Calderón
introduces more music in dramas and religious or mystery plays than in comedies. Second, there
is a more widespread application of music in Spanish theatre than in English theatre and, while it
did not evolve as impressively and successfully as in Italy or Germany, Spanish opera was as
fecund as it was in France and England and its appearance and evolution “outpaced those countries
in many instances” (Gasta 63). Third, music was used in a more traditional way in England and
related to more human characters while in Spain its use was more mythological and divine because
of court spectacles (thanks to compositions like opera, semi-opera and zarzuela). Louise Stein
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considers that the division between divine and mortal characters through their relation to music in
the plays in Calderón is a significant characteristic of his mythological court plays (Songs 99).
Finally, the main and most noticeable difference between music in the Spanish and English
Renaissance and Baroque theatres is the creation of new genres in Spain thanks to the
experimentation of Calderón de la Barca. It is true that England had its period of experimentation
and flirtation with opera, but Spain wins the competition with the composition of several operas
entirely sung in Spanish, some semi-operas and the innovation of zarzuela. The first opera in
Spanish, La selva sin amor, was written by Lope de Vega in 1627 but did not succeed at the time
and discouraged Lope from trying again to create more musical drama. In England, The Prophetess
by Fletcher is the closest thing to an opera libretto that was created during the early modern period
(Long 88), while in Spain there would be another two grand court spectacles that experimented
with music, La fiera, el rayo y la piedra in 1652 and Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo in 1653
(Gasta 70) which Stein refers to as “semi-operas.”
In 1659 and 1660, Calderón wrote La púrpura de la rosa and Celos aun del aire matan (the
first extant opera “since the score (for voices and bass line) for all three acts survives, in addition
to a second manuscript containing only act I” (Stein, Songs 219), two operas in Spanish that are
considered the first native Spanish operas (Gasta 74) since not only the libretto but also the music
was by a Spanish composer, Juan Hidalgo. According to Gasta, “the two opera experiments from
1659-1660 demonstrate that opera was much more fully developed in Spain than in France and
probably England. Additionally, La púrpura de la rosa was more advanced musically than any
other Spanish lyrical drama to date, including Lope’s La selva sin amor” (74). Nevertheless, the
most ingenious and significant change in Spanish theatre in contrast with English theatre is the
appearance of zarzuela (a short, partly sung, court theatrical spectacle).
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CHAPTER 4.
SINGING CHARACTERS: CONVENTIONS, THEORY
OF MIND, TRUTH AND MANIPULATION THROUGH MUSIC

4.1

Singing Conventions and the Real World
From ancient Greece to the present day, music has always been an important component of

theater performances. The use of music in the early modern Spanish and English stages has been
studied from many different perspectives. An interesting aspect of music in the Spanish and
English theater in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is the stereotypical categories of
characters who are commonly presented as singers in plays. In Música teatral en el Madrid de los
Austrias durante el Siglo de Oro, María Asunción Flórez presents the idea of some characters’
special relationship to music, either because of music being part of their profession or because of
their exceptional musical talent (116). Similarly, Henry B. Lathrop and Katrine K. Wong have
discussed the subject of music in early modern English drama, finding specific characters who
take on the stereotype of musician or singer on stage. When studying these kinds of characters in
the theatre of both countries, we encounter numerous similarities. It is for this reason that we could
consider these singing characters as a convention of the time in both countries’ theatrical
productions.
When we take a closer look at these singing character prototypes, we notice an important
standard: respectable, honorable, or noble characters don’t usually sing in the theatre of these
countries. I believe that most of the singers on stage are low class workers and/or outcasts.
However, this convention seems illogical if we consider that it was a common practice to include
music as part of a good education curriculum for young men and women of the higher classes of
society. It is curious that theater was not reflecting the lived realities of people in these two
countries in relation to music in common social environments. Regarding this topic, in
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Shakespeare and Music, Edward W. Naylor states that “in Elizabeth’s reign it was the ‘custom’
for a lady’s guests to sing unaccompanied music from ‘parts,’ after supper; and that inability to
take ‘a part’ was liable to remark from the rest of the company, and indeed that such inability cast
doubt on the person having any title to education at all” (7). However, it is rare to see a respectable
female character singing on stage unless such character presents some specific traits, which will
be examined below. This custom was also true for men: “In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
a practical acquaintance with music was a regular part of the education of both sovereign,
gentlemen of rank, and the higher middle class” (Naylor 13). For this reason, “any person of decent
education could ‘bear a part’ in those days, i.e. read at sight the treble, alto, tenor, or bass ‘part’ of
the work presented by the host for the diversion of his guests” (Naylor 25). If this was the case in
England, Spain did not fall behind in the custom and, as Chad Gasta notes in Transatlantic Arias:
In Miguel de Cervantes’ Spain, music was one of the foremost arts, and cultural
elites aspired to learn and master it. Music enjoyed special status in the period,
so much so that the two major universities, Salamanca and Alcalá, both had
chairs of music. (59)
In this same way, in “Music in La Diana of Jorge de Montemayor” Bruno M. Damiani states
that “Charles V, like his sisters, had been instructed in playing at the keyboard by the famous
organist Harry Bredemers” (444). The irony here is that in spite of having music as a main subject
of education in nobility and high classes in both countries, theatre does not reflect this reality.
Neither Spain nor England present regular members of the high classes singing on stage unless
they are portrayed in one of the stereotypical singing character categories that will be discussed
below.
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One could wonder why respectable characters are not seen singing on stage and some
scholars have tried to answer this question. In English drama, according to Lathrop, “effective men
do not sing in Shakespeare, […] a station of dignity is incompatible with singing, on the stage of
Shakespeare, either by man or woman. Hence great personages who desire to hear music call for
it, and the actual singing is performed by a servant or attendant, usually a young person” (4-5).
Lathrop also presents the theory that “the reason why decent, effective, and dignified men do not
sing or appear to care much for song in Shakespeare is that they are responsible persons in the
world of action: it is the passive characters in tragedy who sing or are comforted by song” (5).
However, there is another reason to explain singing character conventions in both countries,
and it is far from Lathrop’s theory of passive characters. Singing on stage is in some way related
to the transmission of truthful messages. Most singing characters represent either a metaphysical
or a social entity that communicates important messages, either known to the audience as a fact, a
prophecy, or a personal truth. Consequently, singing characters not only convey veracity through
music, but sometimes they also benefit from this commonly known convention to deceive other
characters with their singing.

4.2

Theory of Mind and Musical Truth
Belonging to the field of cognitive studies, theory of mind has been analyzed through the

fields of neurology, psychology and education, just to mention a few. Similarly, this theory has
emerged as a pillar approach to the study of other disciplines such as literature, sociology and
anthropology. Although we already defined theory of mind in the introduction to this dissertation,
let us clarify this term by turning to Simon Baron-Cohen, a psychologist who has extensively
studied the topic of theory of mind and its relationship to autism. Baron-Cohen stated that theory
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of mind is something that we all possess and that helps us interpret other people’s minds (xvii).
According to him:
We are “mind readers” by nature, building interpretations of the mental events
of others and feeling our constructions as sharply as the physical objects we
touch. Humans evolved this ability because, as members of an intensively social,
cooperative, and competitive species, our ancestors’ lives depended on how well
they could infer what was on one another’s minds. (xvii)
It is through our theory of mind that we relate to others and we are able to feel empathy and
understand other people’s desires and intentions. However, not everybody is “equipped” with this
theory of mind ability in the same way. There are levels of sensitivity to theory of mind and degrees
in capacity for understanding other individuals. We also find human beings who are not capable
of developing a theory of mind. This is the case of autistic people, whose situation is also referred
to with the term “mindblindness.”
Mindblindness, according to Baron-Cohen, is the incapacity to imagine the ideas and
intentions of other people’s minds, to understand the motivation for their actions, and to understand
their points of view. It implies lack of imagination and empathy, and is “a condition often suffered
by autistic people” (qtd. in McGuire 165). In the comparison between human beings and animals,
culture and social structure are specifically what separates us from other creatures, and our capacity
to develop a theory of mind is what differentiates us from other primates. Michael Tomasello, in
his book The Cultural Origins of Human Cognition, maintains that other animal species do not
think the same way we do in terms of social relations (216) and that we, humans, possess a
“biologically inherited capacity for living culturally, the capacity to understand conspecifics as
intentional/mental agents like the self” (53). This is the reason why we need a culture to learn
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about social conventions and develop a theory of mind and, a cultural element that can be
considered as a help to stimulate our theory of mind is art. According to Brian Boyd, “art can
reshape minds piecemeal because its high doses of pattern engage us compulsively and over time,
over many experiences, alter our capacity to produce and process pattern” (392). Thus, theatre is
a form of art that calls on our attention through perception, involving language, symbolic thought
and, in the case of our current analysis, music.
According to Howard Mancing, “modern theories of perception and thought identify two
fundamental ways of knowing: perception and symbolic thought” (“See the Play” 191). Taking
into account that art is a cultural element that is perceived by humans and that stimulates symbolic
thought, if we apply this theory to a theatre performance, we can understand that the audience will
perceive the play through their auditory and visual perceptions and also through their symbolic
thought by means of language communication. As Mancing states when referring to the experience
of seeing a play, “a theatrical performance, for example, draws simultaneously upon cognitive
processes from across the spectrum, prominently involving both visual and auditory perception,
on the one hand, and symbolic (that is, linguistic) cognition on the other” (191).
In the case of vocal music in the theatre, the audience not only perceives the visual of the
play and the auditory sensation of the music but also the lyrics, and use the information perceived
in that way in their symbolic cognition by processing the message of what they are perceiving. In
a similar way, when talking about characters in a play who witness another character’s vocal
performance, this theory is also true. It is then highly interesting to study the relations between the
various types of characters who sing on stage and in which situations they do so. This is so because,
in Spanish and English early modern theatre, certain conventions show only some characters as
singers. I have come to the conclusion that all characters have an element in common, which is
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their connection to some kind of truthful message. As I will demonstrate in the following analysis
of singing characters, the audience of the early modern theatre were aware of this convention even
if not in a conscious way. It was accepted and thus also shared by the characters in the plays who
had to comply with these singing conventions. This is what makes the use of theory of mind and
perception even more interesting for these characters since they can be aware of being perceived
as messengers of truth, and as a consequence they can use this information in their advantage.
Let us then analyze the different types of singing characters and the ways in which they
convey the truth. I have divided these characters into individual and groups, and will give more
thought to the relation of theory of mind and singing as a way to manipulate other characters.
Finally, I also dedicate part of this analysis to the study of female singing character.
However, considering examples from Spanish and English early modern plays, I would like
to clarify that most of the characters and plays mentioned in this chapter have been found in Louise
Stein’s (Songs) and Andrew Charlton’s works. 6 I am indebted to their massive compilation of
information on songs for my analysis that follows on the types of characters who sing.

4.3

Individual Singing Characters: The Revelation of Reality
Let us examine first what kind of singing characters appear on stage. These can be divided

in two categories: individuals and groups. In the first category are soldiers, barbers, professional
musicians, people in taverns, drunks, gypsies, Moors, blind people, beggars, clowns, fools, rogues,
the insane, people who suffer from melancholy or lovesickness, 7 whores, priests, town criers,

6

See Appendix A for a complete list of singing characters compiled from works by Stein and Charlton.
However, since my study here focuses on types of singing characters and not uses of their songs, I will not detail the
use of music as a medicine in this present chapter since I will analyze this use of music in more depth in the next
chapter on healing music.

7
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shepherds, angels, and peasants. In the category of groups are musicians, gypsies, shepherds,
peasants, choruses, angels, off-stage voices, and groups composed of any of these characters.
The most common musician in Shakespearean plays is perhaps the jester or the fool, whose
job is to entertain the king at court and who is usually required to sing on stage. Examples would
be Touchstone, Duke Frederick’s jester in As You Like It, who sings the song “O Sweet Oliver,”
and the fool in King Lear who sings all the songs in the play. One of the most iconic jesters in
Shakespeare is Feste in Twelfth Night who also sings all the songs in the play and is an excellent
musician who plays the pipe and tabor.
Similarly in Spain, in Lope de Vega there are mainly servant-musicians who don’t stand out
as characters with a proper name but just general servants or musicians who perform in courtly
scenes. This is the case of the musicians who sing to entertain the queen in La reina Juana de
Nápoles, those who sing in a supper scene in El rey sin reino, and the singers who entertain Nero
in Roma abrasada. There are also characters in Lope who sing traditional working songs like
sowing or harvesting songs, like the four peasant-musicians in Los Benavides who sing a
traditional sowing-song.
When encountering these characters singing in both countries, we can appreciate how their
social strata and occupation position them in the perfect situation to transmit messages. These
fools, jesters, and courtly musicians tend to sing to a wide audience and can broadcast ideas to any
listener without having to worry about strict censorship. The fact that fools are considered fools,
outcast, mad, and sometimes of low education and intelligence, makes them more likely to express
their opinion and vision of reality without risking punishment by the king or any authoritative
figure. It is true that sometimes these characters can be criticized because of their ideas but,
ultimately, they are mostly dismissed as unimportant and harmless buffoons. Thus, the fool is in a
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privileged position to communicate truthful messages. In this same way, jesters are protected not
only by their social strata but also by their artistic liberty which also applies to the musicians. To
some extent it could be argued that outcast characters become the perfect transmitter for honest,
realistic, and truthful messages in a time when it was extremely dangerous to speak one’s own
mind against the absolute power of the monarchs or anyone in power. In Anthony Close’s work
“Sancho Panza: Wise Fool” we can find a detailed description of the types of fools in the Spanish
early modern literature where he states that “the Middle Ages and the Renaissance recognized two
broad types of court-fool, the 'natural' (or 'innocent') and the 'artificial'. The first was the half-wit
and the second was the clever buffoon pretending to be one. (…) Doubtless both could have been
designated locos” (344). And I have encountered in my study that this kind of loco (crazy)
characters was usually very eager to comment on life as they perceived it.
The next type of singing character is definitely the most outcast of all, the rogue. This
character is also sometimes combined with the role of the drunk. In Shakespeare, Autolycus is a
former servant of Florizel who becomes a rogue, a conman, and a pickpocket in The Winter’s Tale,
and who sings all the songs in the play. Another great example of this kind of singer-character is
Falstaff who is a drunk depicted as excessively cowardly and the worst kind of rogue in Henry IV.
In the same way, we can relate the examples of Stephano’s vulgar tavern songs and Caliban’s song
“Farewell Master” in The Tempest to this type of character. There is also no doubt that the drinking
song in Anthony and Cleopatra titled “Come, Thou Monarch of The Vine” and sung by a boy,
could be considered to belong to this section. Lastly in Shakespeare, Sir Toby Belch is a penniless
drunkard who sometimes sings with Feste in Twelfth Night in the same way that all these drunken
rogues sing in other plays. It is not a surprise, then, that Naylor dedicates part of his work in
Shakespeare and Music to the use of music in taverns (18). Thus, he states, “Stephano, like most
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of the scamps in Shakespeare, is a good musician. He leads the catch, appreciates Ariel’s tabor
playing, and is overjoyed to think that he will have all his music ‘for nothing’ in the magical isle”
(91).
In Spain we find the same example in the case of pícaros and graciosos. In Introducción al
siglo de oro: Cultura y costumbres del pueblo español de los siglos XVI y XVII, Ludwig Pfandl
describes these pícaros as a "fauna abigarrada en encrucijadas y callejones, formada por mendigos,
caldereros, pregoneros, mozos de mulas..., traficantes, buhoneros, inválidos, vendedores, arrieros
y titiriteros, músicos ambulantes y prestidigitadores" (119-20; jumbled fauna at crossroads and
alleys, formed by beggards, boilermakers, town criers, stable lads…, dealers, peddlers, disabled
people, sellers, mule drivers and puppeteers, traveling musicians and conjurers). Thus, pícaros and
graciosos in Spanish theater cover the role of rogues and drunkards who sometimes sing on stage.
Regarding this kind of character, as the traditional saying goes, “a drunk mind speaks a sober
heart.” It is commonly said that drunk people tell the truth, either because alcohol lowers their
inhibitions or because they do not realize that they are stating their thoughts out loud. Regardless
of the reason, it is generally accepted in popular culture that drunks are not liars since, as they say
“in vino veritas.” However, because of their lack of control over their actions, drunk characters are
usually not held accountable for their actions, and being drunk becomes an excuse for poor
behavior and people mocking.
The next singing character commonly found in theater is the soldier. There are numerous
examples of soldiers as characters who sing or are related to music in some way. An example of
this is found “in Bonduca, a play of Beaumont and Fletcher’s, altered for operatic setting by Purcell
in 1695, [where] there is a catch in three parts, sung by the Roman soldiers” (Naylor 15). In
Shakespeare, it is Benedick, a gentleman of Padua serving in Don Pedro’s army, who sings the
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song “The God of Love” in Much Ado About Nothing (V.II.). Another Shakespeare soldier who
sings is Iago, in Othello, who performs songs at different times in the play. Of special note are the
songs “And Let Me the Canakin Clink” and “King Stephen Was and a Worthy Peer” sung by Iago
(II.II). There are many instances where soldiers sing to entertain themselves while complying with
their watching duties. In this same way, in Lope’s El sol parado, a guard sings a solo song onstage while keeping watch. This is also the case with two soldiers in his play Las almenas de Toro
and the soldier-musicians who sing in Contra valor no hay desdicha (Songs 336-40). To
recapitulate and expand on this idea of truthful singers, soldiers are the characters who serve,
guard, and protect people and are usually loyal characters who are required to communicate
everything they see or know to their superior, a figure of authority, or even to the king directly.
Another group of working characters who sing are barbers. Some of these barbers transform
their barbershop into a musically inclined environment by allowing their customers to play
instruments there. An example of this in the English theatre is mentioned by Naylor when he states
that “there is an allusion […] from Morley (1597) to the habit of playing on an instrument in a
barber’s shop while waiting one’s turn to be shaved. This is also referred to in Ben Jonson’s
Alchemist and Silent Woman” (17). In Spain, in Flórez’s words, “el músico aficionado más
característico del teatro del Siglo de Oro, especialmente en el teatro breve, es el barbero” (118; the
amateur musician more characteristic of the Golden Age theatre, especially in the short plays, is
the barber). In this same section of her work, Flórez mentions the importance of the herald or town
crier because of the relationship of his job with the use of his voice (118). Similarly, Ann
Livermore also mentions the case of barbers and their relationship to music and their customers in
her work “The Spanish Dramatists and Their Use of Music” when she states:
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…in the “Rufian Viudo” the musicians enter without guitars and are promptly
asked why. They reply that the instruments are still in the barber's shop. The
barber, always a good fellow in Cervantes's scenes, and willing to gleek upon
occasion, soon brings the guitars and the players perform ‘de improviso’ . . . and
commence to sing this romance, after which they play the gallarda and after this
dance having made a mudanza, they proceed with the romance . . . after which
they play the canario. (144)
Among others, Flórez mentions two barber-musicians in the Spanish stage, a barber who also
happens to be a musician in Mojiganga del doctor alcalde by Francisco Serrano, and a barber who
is more interested in playing music that shaving his customers in El barbero by Vicente Suárez de
Deza (119).
With regard to barbers’ relation to truth, due to the fact that these characters are usually
surrounded by people most of the time because of their profession, along with their similarities to
fools, jesters, and musicians because their message can reach many people while at work, I
maintain that their singing could be considered as that of the town crier who communicates the
latest news to other characters. Furthermore, apart from creating a friendly environment, barber
shops create a special atmosphere of trust since the barber’s clients in some way risk having their
necks slashed open while being shaved. In relationship to the figure of the town crier, I believe
that barbershops can be also considered a common place of gossip. It is then not a surprise to
consider barbers as singers of truthful messages.
In her study of singers on stage, Flórez also emphasizes the importance of the blind character
in Spanish theater since one of the ways in which blind people made money in the early modern
period was by selling their songs to other people in the streets. Although entremeses (interludes)
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constitute a different kind of performance that usually employs more music, there is clear example
of this blind character in the Entremés de las beatas, who while singing a song, states that singing
is part of his “job” (118). There is also another entremés by Juan de Timoneda in which the
importance of singing in the theater is stressed, along with the power of words sung expressively
to move the listener (29). The title of this last work is Entremés de un ciego, un mozo y un pobre.
In a like manner, we encounter a singing character in Shakespeare who also represents the role of
beggar. In King Lear, Edgar is forced to flee the court and disguises himself as a mad beggar. Blind
characters relate to their social environment in the same way as beggars and people who live in
the street. They are characters who see life without filters and experience reality in a way that
higher social classes cannot. Similarly, these characters are usually ignored by respectable people
and their opinion is never taken into account, one reason why they are not afraid to speak their
mind and lay out some truth.
Another kind of character who sings on stage is the servant. On many occasions pages and
servants sing for their masters. Some of the most common situations for these characters to sing
are courtly banquets and the master’s general entertainment. In Shakespeare we find many
examples like that of Lavatch in All’s Well That Ends Well who is a poor servant of the Countess
of Roussillon and sings “Was This Fair Face?” In The Taming of the Shrew, Biondello, one of
Lucentio’s servants, sings “Nay, By Saint Jamy.” In this same way, two pages sing the song “It
Was a Lover and His Lass” in As You Like It, and in Much Ado About Nothing, Balthasar, who is
an attendant of Don Pedro and a musician, plays the lute and accompanies himself singing “Sigh
No More Ladies.” Similarly, some young boy-servants sing in Shakespeare also. In Measure for
Measure a boy who attends Mariana sings “Take, O Take Those Lips Away,” a sad song, to ease
her boredom, while in Love’s Labor Lost the singer is Moth, Don Armando’s young page, who
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sings “Fain Would I Have.” In this same play, the song “Thou Canst Not Hit It” is sung by
Rosaline, a lady attending the Princess of France. Another example of servant-singer is Balthasar,
a waiting man in Much Ado About Nothing, who sings “Sigh No More Ladies” about accepting
men’s infidelities as something natural in their condition. Also, in Shakespeare and connected to
the world of soldiers, a young servant, Lucius, sings “Go To Bed, Sweet Muse” by Brutus’ request
in Julius Caesar. In Spain, we find examples of servants singing for their masters in Primero es la
honra by Agustín Moreto and Los tres efectos de amor by Calderón de la Barca. In the first work,
Portia asks one of her maids to sing some coplas to her in order to feel better about her lover’s
absence. In Calderón’s play, Cloris, Laura, and Nise sing to relieve princess Rosarda’s melancholy.
Similarly, in Lope’s La burgalesa de Lerma, Inés and Tristán, two servants, sing for two ladies
called Leonarda and Clavela in order to accompany their dance and entertain them. These are just
a few of the cases of servants singing since, in the Spanish stage, professional musicians are more
prevalent than just regular singing servants and the word “musicians” abounds in the written texts.
An example of this type of character in the English stage is clearly seen in The Merchant of Venice
where a singer sings a song on stage.
In the case of servants, we face the same situation as with most fools, rogues, and drunks.
Servants are usually the characters who are more down to earth, they are the “Sancho Panza” of
most plays who try to keep their “Don Quijote” grounded to reality, especially when their masters
are losing their minds due to infatuation with another character. In this same way, the herald or
town crier is another character who is usually in charge of broadcasting important news and
transmitting messages from the king to the town and who is seen singing on stage. What all these
low-class characters have in common is that they live in a very realistic and physical world, away
from the commodities that the higher classes enjoyed. Thus, I believe that they create a link
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between material existence and the world of ideas. One clear example of this character is clear in
Don Quijote when Don Quijote the character is talking to the Duke and Duchess about Sancho and
he says:
Por otra parte, quiero que entiendan vuestras señorías que Sancho Panza es uno
de los más graciosos escuderos que jamás sirvió a caballero andante; tiene a
veces unas simplicidades tan agudas, que el pensar si es simple o agudo causa
no pequeño contento; tiene malicias que le condenan por bellaco, y descuidos
que le confirman por bobo; duda de todo, y créelo todo; cuando pienso que se
va a despeñar de tonto, sale con unas discreciones, que le levantan al cielo. (II.
32, 306)
(On the other hand, I want your lordship and ladyship to understand that Sancho
Panza is one of the most amusing squires who ever served a knight errant; at
times his simpleness is so clever that deciding if he is simple or clever is a cause
of no small pleasure; his slyness condemns him for a rogue, and his
thoughtlessness confirms him as a simpleton; he doubts everything, and he
believes everything; when I think that he is about to plunge headlong into
foolishness, he comes out with perceptions that raise him to the skies.) (trans.
Grossman 703)

4.4

Groups of Singers: The Issuers of Metaphysical Truth
In opposition to these individual characters who represent the physical reality of early

modern Spain and England, there exists the role of singing groups on stage. These groups of
characters represent a more metaphysical role in the plays than the individual characters, especially
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because of their relationship to the classical function of the Greek chorus. Starting with the most
ancient of all the singing types, the role of the chorus on stage, there are examples of this element
for example in Calderón’s El mayor encanto amor, Los tres mayores prodigios, Auristela y
Lisidante, and El jardín de Falerina. According to Edward Naylor, “the idea of the musical chorus
or dance of the heavenly bodies was perfectly familiar to all writers in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries” (149). It is because of the writers and some of audience’s familiarity with
classical theater8 that numerous plays present groups of singers or voices that could remind the
most educated part of the audience of the classic Greek chorus, and that the less educated audience
was no doubt accustomed to see in the plays (even if they did not understand its origin). This role
of the chorus is sometimes embodied by musicians on stage but it is undoubtedly visible in the
voices that sound off-stage, as musicians who are not seen and carry a mysterious message.9 The
opposition of solo singers to choruses is presented by Stein as a convention that conveyed the
tradition of the Spanish comedia of verisimilitude versus metaphysical groups of characters.
Regarding this topic in Calderón’s courtly plays, she says,
As in La fiera, el rayo y la piedra, there are two basic types of choral or ensemble
songs in Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo, and these categories reinforce the
larger metaphysics of the use of solo songs. Ensemble songs are sung by
supernatural or divine figures to represent the forces of the universe, and they

8

Some authors before comedia nueva and in opposition to it had translated and performed classical plays during the
sixteenth century and the first part of the seventeenth century, mainly in particulares and university performances.
9
Some examples of these off-stage voices can be found the following plays by Lope: El hijo por engaño y toma de
Toledo, La bella malmaridada, Un pastoral albergue, Los primeros mártires del Japón, Barlán y Josafat, El rústico
del cielo, San Nicolás de Tolentino, and La gran columna fogosa, San Basilio el Magno, or Mira de Amescua’s El
animal profeta, San Julián.
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are sung by mortals within the tradition of musical verisimilitude typical of the
comedia. (Stein, Songs 159)
The relationship to truth in the chorus is clear since it has served, since their introduction in
Greek tragedy, as the community perspective and commentary on the protagonist’s life. Choruses
are not only an interpretation of what is happening on stage but they sometimes represent a
prophetic criticism of the action in the play. We can find choruses that comment on what happens
on stage –something of which a character may not be aware – and certain times they help the
audience understand what a character is thinking or what the character cannot say, such as the
character’s hidden fears or secrets. Thus, they present the kinds of facts and truths that might be
obscured for someone in the performance. Choruses offer background information, summaries,
and comments on the action and in early modern Spain and England they also operate as agents of
guidance for some of the characters. According to Stein, there were visible and hidden choirs that
sang on and off stage usually either as “supernatural, enchanting music to influence the mortals”
(Songs 92), or “to guide, warn, or influence the thoughts and actions of mortal characters” (138).
The perfect example for this situation is presented in El caballero de Olmedo where “through their
song, anonymous voices advise don Alonso to turn back, but he does not fully comprehend the
message, so that the fate of the ‘caballero’ in the song is his as well” (27). This is the perfect
example of a prophecy, a warning, and ultimately a truth that is transmitted through music in a
play. For this reason, the chorus acts as an agent that communicates a metaphysical message. In
addition, this message can be taken as a divine one if we chose to relate these voices or choruses
to a religious ideology. Gustavo Umpierre also supports this idea of divine and supernatural
messages in the theatre of Lope de Vega and states:
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An intimate relationship exists between the element of the supernatural and
music in Lope’s theater. Music is used as a means of separating the dramatic
action from the rules which govern ordinary reality, and of temporarily widening
the audience’s capacity for belief, in a ‘magical’ way similar to that in which
special lighting effects are used by modern playwrights. This transformation of
ordinary reality manifests itself in three principal ways: auguries, scenes of
Divine intervention or assistance, and scenes in which the protagonist receives
a marked sign of Divine favor, usually as the result of a saintly life. (85)
It is because of this that we encounter numerous uses of musical ensembles related to
religious topics. For example, in Lope’s Locos por el cielo, there are angels and three celestial
voices who sing messages and responses to what musicians are singing on stage. This is also the
case in Lope’s La vida de San Pedro Nolasco, and Juan de Dios y Antón Martín, where angels
sing on and off-stage. Likewise, in Lope’s El serafín humano, El santo negro Rosambuco, La niñez
de San Isidro, and El saber por no saber, singing (usually off-stage) accompanies a religious
discovery, the ascent of a saint, religious responses, the descent of a religious figure, or the
ascension of the Virgin Mary. In this same manner, we also find characters related to God that are
not necessarily part of a chorus like, for example, Santa Brígida and Fray Diego who sing on stage
in Lope’s La limpieza no manchada and San Diego de Alcalá respectively. This correlation of
music with the divine could also explain why female singers are commonly considered angels.
Since the female voice is commonly compared to the sound of angels singing in heaven, we can
find examples of female characters being considered angels in the theatres of Spain and England
in the early modern period. For example, in Moreto’s Lo que puede la aprehensión, Fenisa sings
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and the duke of Milan falls in love with her when he hears her voice because he believes that the
voice can only belong to an angel.
Other groups of singers on stage that can be related to divine messages and prophecies are
characters with supernatural characteristics. Among these are fairies, witches, and, again, gypsies.
An example of this in Shakespeare is seen in The Tempest where one of the most magical
characters of the play, Ariel, is a singer and a musician and accompanies his magical doings with
songs (like his manipulation of other characters to fall asleep, awake, or fight among themselves,
and making himself invisible). Ariel also sings with other spirits of the island that serve as his
chorus. In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, there are also magical characters who serve as musicians
and singers. These are the fairies that sing to put their queen, Titania, to sleep in Act II. These
fairies, including their king and queen, also sing at the end of the play to bless the palace of Theseus
in Athens and the people who gather there for the marriages at the end of the play. In
“Shakespeare’s Dramatic Use of Songs,” H.B. Lathrop says, “fairies and sweet spirits of course
sing. One might think song would be their natural speech” and he reminds us that even “the
pretended fairies in The Merry Wives play their pranks with a song, reminding us how in Lyly's
plays no mischief of page or fairy but is performed to singing” (4). Similarly, in Lope’s Adonis y
Venus and El vellocino de oro there are nymphs who always sing accompanied by musicians to
praise Atalanta in the former play and to welcome Frixo and Helenia to land after they arrive from
sea riding the golden fleece in the later play. Just like fairies and nymphs, sorceress and witches
also perform as singers in many English and Spanish plays. We find one of the clearest examples
of these characteristic singers in Shakespeare’s Macbeth. In this play, the three times that music
and songs accompany the action are in scenes where the witches and Hecate (queen of the witches)
are invoking an enchantment around their cauldron, about to magically vanish, or being called by
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an invisible spirit. This type of use of music is even more manifest in Sir William Davenant’s
version of Macbeth and also in Thomas Middleton’s The Witch, where spirits, witches, and Hecate
are the main singers in the plays. In Gender and Genre: Musical conventions on the English Stage,
1660-1705, Amanda Eubanks Winkler states that there were established conventions for witches’
music in the early modern period. Thus, she refers to Arthur Bedford who, in the early eighteenth
century, presented his disapproval on the presentation of witches on stage in his book A Serious
Remonstrance on Behalf of the Christian Religion. Eubanks Winkler quotes Bedford’s reaction:
When witches are concerned, the Devil seldom fails to act his Part for their
Diversion, sometimes with the Sound of Trumpets, sometimes with martial
Musick mix’d with Instruments of Horror, and sometimes playing on
instruments of war. Sometimes they sing alone, and sometimes Musick is join’d
with their Singing; sometimes there is a Chorus, and sometimes there is a dance
of such Infernal Spirits. When His [God’s] Designs are frustrated, it is a matter
of general Rejoicing on Stage. Accordingly, here we have Hell represented as a
Jest, with Tombs and Dungeons, and also with Men and Women chain’d in
Rows, and Devils for their Companions. Here we may observe them flourishing
their Instruments of Horror to make Diversion, and carrying a Man to the Place
of Torments, with a Flourish of Musick sounding Triumph, in direct opposition
to the Joy of Angels at a Sinner’s Conversion. (38)
In some plays we can also find groups of singers or individuals who belong to a specific
social or ethnic group. A very specific group of talented singers on stage portrayed in both
countries are the gypsies. An example of this is found in Campion’s Entertainment: “A gypsy steps
forward and sings a song invoking ‘a chaine of prophecies’” (Long 61). More singing and dancing
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is found in The Spanish Gypsy (1623), which presents a group of gypsies, most of them being
characters that pertain to the nobility but are in disguise, who sing and dance on various occasions.
These Spanish gypsies sing together as a band, and their episodes appear to be of a more
performative kind than those of the beggars in A Jovial Crew. Their signature characteristics are
frisking, capering, dancing, singing, and fortune-telling, as described by one of the newlyGypsified members, Soto (Wong 70). In this same way, there are musicians who appear dressed
as gypsies in Cervantes’ Pedro de Urdemalas, and Lope’s El despertar a quien duerme. These
gypsies embody the same role that supernatural and fantastic characters represent due to their
exotic elements of otherness and relation to magic, enchantments, and curses.
However, gypsies are not the only ethnic group portrayed as skilled musicians in the Spanish
stage. Moors have a big influence in Spanish plays and there are numerous examples that present
these characters as musicians. We can see some of these Moorish musicians in Lope’s El remedio
en la desdicha where a Moor called Zaro sings on-stage to entertain other Moors, and a Moorish
character called Abindarráez sings about his love. Other examples in Lope are La envidia de la
nobleza where a captive sings for the Moorish King, and Pedro Carbonero where some Moors
sing and dance a ‘zambra’ to entertain the king and queen. It is also important to mention Lope’s
El nuevo mundo descubierto por Cristóbal Colón where we find not only Moorish musicians but
also natives of the New World singing and dancing on stage as part of their wedding scene. The
role of Moors as singers on stages conforms to the same norm as gypsies, fairies, and witches, and
their message can also be seen as mysterious and prophetic.
Another group of characters who usually perform the role of musicians and/or singers are
the peasants and shepherds. There are shepherds in this role in plays such as Lope’s El vaquero de
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Moraña, and Cervantes’ La casa de los celos.10 In the same way, peasants sing (and sometimes
dance too) in plays such as Lope’s Fuenteovejuna.11 It is important that these characters sing for
many different occasions as weddings, dances, courtly banquets, processions, to honor
mythological gods, to entertain others, to cure melancholic people, to celebrate the harvest season
or some traditions such as sowing, and also while keeping watch in the fashion of the
aforementioned soldiers. Peasants are similar to the shepherds in social status and roles in the
plays. Some of the examples of peasants and shepherds with music skills are equally presented in
pastoral plays and as a counterpoint to the divine characters of mythological plays, for example in
Calderón. We find examples of peasants as musicians and singers in Lope’s La mayor virtud de
un rey, and El villano en su rincón.
Nevertheless, sometimes these musically skilled characters are not given a specific ethnicity,
social group, or cultural association. It is very common to find any kind of servant as a musician
or just the word ‘músicos’ written in the stage directions to refer to musicians in general that play
on and off stage.12 There are many records on music in Lope de Vega’s plays thanks to Louise
Stein and her extensive research on the topic. However, it is extremely common to find these

10
Other examples in Lope’s Campesinos en las mocedades de Bernardo del Carpio, El caballero de Illescas, San
Isidro Labrador de Madrid, and El amor enamorado.
11
More examples of peasant singers in El valeroso catalán, La mayor virtud de un rey, Adonis y Venus, La juventud
de San Isidro, Al pasar del arroyo, El marido más firme, El hijo de los leones, El labrador venturoso, La niñez del
Padre Riojas, El galán de la membrilla, Lo que ha de ser, Porfiando vence amor, El saber por no saber, El verdadero
amante, El gran duque de Moscovia y emperador perseguido, El laverinto de Creta, La arcadia, El conde Fernán
González, Peribáñez y el comendador de Ocaña, Lo fingido verdadero, and El acero de Madrid among many others
12
Examples from Lope’s plays in La buena guarda, El prodigio de Etiopía, Juan de Dios y Antón Martín, El bastardo
Mudarra, ¿De cuándo acá nos vino?, El galan de la Membrilla, El abanillo, La dama boba, San Diego de Alcalá, La
fábula de Perseo, EL cardenal de Belén, El perro del hortelano, Audiencias del rey don Pedro, Las bizarrías de Belisa,
La moza del cántaro, El amante agradecido, El lobo del colegio, El cuerdo en su casa, El pleito por la honra, Dos
estrellas trocadas, El mayor imposible, El niño inocente de la Guardia, Las grandezas de Alejandro, La reina doña
María, El saber puede dañar, El truhán del cielo y loco santo, Por la puente Juana, and Amar, servir y esperar.
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musical characters in the early modern Spanish theater in general, like the characters in Cervantes’
La gran sultana, El rufián dichoso, and Pedro de Urdemalas, to name a few.

4.5

The Dychotomy of Truth: Singing to Persuade and Confuse
Having considered all the individuals and groups of characters who sing on stage and how a

common characteristic for all of them is their role in relaying the truth, let us examine the generic
exceptions of characters that are also included in this singing convention. It should be clear though
that to these characters we can always add any other character who exhibits characteristics of any
of the following topics: madness, enchantment, and melancholy (or a desire to cure another
character’s melancholy). Thus, we find examples of this in Twelfth Night when Sir Toby sings and
is considered inappropriate (since he does not belong to a low class), to the point that Malvolio
calls his attention; in King Lear when he is sung to in order to recover him from his madness; in
Pericles we see the same situation when Cermon sings to Marina; John Long reminds us too of
“bits of ballads sung by Ophelia and Hamlet that reveal the disorder in the minds of these
characters. Webster, we recall, has Ferdinand use a group of singing madmen to attack the sanity
of the Duchess of Malfi” (viii). In The Tempest, Prospero employs music to disenchant Alonso,
and Antonio, among others. In Spain, Calderón’s Los tres efectos de amor begins with Princess
Rosarda’s ladies singing to relieve the princess’ melancholy (Stein, Songs 59).
Related to medicine and melancholy (topics that will be studied in more depth in the
following chapter) is the topic of madness that represents another stereotype for characters who
sing on stage. We find many characters in Shakespeare who sing either when they become mad or
when they pretend to be. In “Shakespeare’s Dramatic Use of Songs,” Lathrop recognizes that
“Snatches of song are sung by such people as Falstaff, Petruchio, Mercutio, old Evans in the Merry
Wives, the grave-digger in Hamlet, and Edgar when simulating insanity” (1).
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This idea of mad singers could also be related to the role of the singing fools that we already
analyzed earlier in this chapter. According to Roger Ellis,
Shakespeare's world is thronged with fools and madmen, and often a single play
will treat of several levels of madness. The folly of Hamlet, the madness of
Ophelia, the professional Yorick; the natural Touchstone, the melancholic
Jaques; the mad Lear, the professional fool, the masquerading Bedlam; these, to
choose a few only, present various aspects of the outsider's awareness of himself
and a world at odds with him. With Shakespeare's fools we are at once in a world
where moral certainties are being questioned: where the questioner proves fool
by his question, and the fool proves a wise man by his answer: and where the
insane alone seem to understand what the real world is like. (251)
Because fools usually are not seen as a threat to their benefactors or the status quo, they are
not censored, which gives them the ability to tell the truth. Because of this, one can also interpret
their status as realists or even wise men. In fact, most of the outcast characters are not considered
dangerous or important enough to pay attention to what they say. This is why these characters can
venture to say anything they believe true without fearing repercussions. Sometimes in both
countries, the mad characters are those who call attention to reality and, through their singing,
comment on the ironies of life and the situation in which they find themselves. In Spain, often
times it is the gracioso who is more down to earth and says what every character thinks but cannot
say out loud. This is the same in the case of drunks and rogues who are usually not afraid of the
authorities. In this same way, Lathrop states,
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Fools are all singers. They are professional entertainers, they are emotionally
unbalanced, hysterical, and excitable, and song, whether fragmentary or
complete, is appropriate in their mouths. Rogues also sing. Like fools, they make
a business of entertaining; and their irresponsibility is marked by their giving
themselves up to impulse, instead of looking to the remote consequences of
action. Illustrations are Falstaff, Pandarus, Autolycus. (4)
Similarly, we can see the idea of carefree honesty reflected in the role of mad characters as
singers. In the same manner that Lathrop presents fools and rogues, Elena Carrera refers to insane
people and idiots in “Madness and Melancholy in Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century Spain” when
she states that:
…insane people and idiots were seen as lacking the necessary mental faculties
to understand their actions, and thus had no legal rights or responsibilities. In
theory, they enjoyed immunity from the usually savage penalties imposed on
criminals and heretics in early modern Spain. (14)
It is fascinating to see how if all the characters that are allowed to sing on stage are usually
characters who speak the truth, this trend can be seen as a convention that was adopted in both
Spanish and English theaters and that was understood and accepted by their audiences. Usually
these marginalized characters are the only ones able to say what they think or criticize reality
without fearing the weight of retribution. In this same way, the choruses, outside voices, and
gypsies are groups of characters that present a divine truth, a prophecy, or a truth that is known to
the audience but the main character on stage ignores. According to Antonio Bonet Correa, “los
locos, como los niños, dicen verdades. (…) Colocados en el primer plano, en el lugar preferente,
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resultaban más cuerdos que los cuerdos” (fools, like kids, say the truth. (…) Set in at the forefront,
in a preferred place, they turned out to be saner than the sane ones.) (48).
As Flórez states, “frente a este grupo de personajes sacados de la vida corriente encontramos
otro formado por seres irreales –los dioses de la mitología grecolatina” (126; facing this group of
characters taken out of normal life we find another group consisting on unreal beings – the gods
of Roman and Greek mythology).
When analyzing the roles of singing characters in Spanish and English early modern plays it
becomes obvious that it was no coincidence that certain characters sang on stage while others did
not. After such an analysis, it is clear that there are certain conventions that apply to theater in both
countries and that have not been studied in depth by scholars. Flórez and Stein have written about
some stereotypical singing characters in Spanish early modern theater, but there is not a conclusive
study as to why these characters sing while others do not and what all of them have in common as
a theatrical tool for the playwright. Consequently, I believe that the connection of these characters
is their role in relaying or presenting the “truth.” Most of these characters represent stereotypes
whose discourses are not censored by the ruling power since these outcast characters are not
considered dangerous, influential, or important in society. Other characters simply symbolize
another kind of truth, not as personal or humane but more metaphysical or divine. I identify
choruses with divine and universal truth, facts, social opinion, and prophecies. Music in the voices
of these singing characters becomes then a transmitter of truth and reason. Furthermore, we can
prove the role of truthfulness in singing characters through the use of songs to deceive and seduce.
Thus, we witness the use of singing as a representation of a “dichotomy of truth,” sometimes
communicating a truthful and reasonable message and other times used as a manipulative method
to trick a listener into thinking that the singer is telling the truth. Although music has been criticized
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because of its mesmerizing qualities and ability to manipulate people’s emotions, the use of music
as a deceiving element in a more ideological way has not been studied before in the context of
theater performances.
Looking at the use of music in this light takes on a new meaning through the theoretical
frame of cognitive studies. Taking into account specifically the discipline of theory of mind, we
could conclude that the convention of singing on stage as a way to convey truth is clearly proven
by the application of music as a deceiving method. According to Lisa Zunshine:
“Theory of Mind” and “mind reading” are the terms used interchangeably to
describe our ability to explain behavior in terms of underlying thoughts, feelings,
desires, and intentions (Baron-Cohen 1995). We attribute states of mind to
ourselves and others all the time; for example, we see somebody reaching for a
cup of water, and we assume that she is thirsty. Our attributions are frequently
incorrect (the person who reached for the cup of water might have done it for
reasons other than being thirsty); still, making them is the default way by which
we construct and navigate our social environment. (“Theory” 164-65)
Regarding this theory, when a character sings and knows the conventions they believe that
other characters who are listening to their song are going to believe them. This could lead to a
misuse of this theory of mind in order to deceive a character by making her think that the singer is
telling the truth when she actually is not. However, this phenomenon is not exclusive to the
characters or a play, but these mental states can belong to the narrator of a novel or the poet in the
case of a play. A playwright may use musical conventions to deceive an audience into thinking
that a character is telling the truth just to reveal the deceit later on in the play. This is due to the
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fact that characters and audience assume that singers are always truthful and are misled into
thinking that any singing character is going to deliver an honest and accurate message.
When researching about theory of mind in literary works, we sometimes find that evil
characters are extremely skilled with the use of theory of mind. These characters can manipulate
others by imagining what they are thinking or how they will react and behave under certain
circumstances. Think of Iago in Othello as an excellent example of this model. According to
Zunshine, “evil masterminds tend to be highly sociocognitively complex” (“From” 17). This is
due to their need to control situations to turn them into their advantage. Moreover, those same
types of characters who sing to convey a message of truth might also use music to articulate some
kind of persuasion or confusion without the necessity of being considered “evil.” We thus
encounter a use of singing characters that relies on the convention of a truthful message conveyed
through singing in order to manipulate the listener into thinking that the message the singer is
transmitting is true. This is the case of some magical characters like Ariel in The Tempest who
sings to attract Ferdinand and make him believe his father has perished in the shipwreck.
Furthermore, in her presentation on the panel “Theorizing the Relation of Cognitive Literary
Studies and Comparative Literature” during the Annual Conference of the Modern Language
Association in New York in January 2018, Zunshine presented an inspiring idea about marginal
characters and theory of mind. According to Zunshine, marginal characters are remarkably skilled
in mindreading since sociocognitive complexity requires intense social interaction. Marginal
characters are continuously fighting for survival and need to have a great understanding of theory
of mind to endure their situations. This idea could explain why marginal characters sing on stage
thus revealing a higher level of perception of reality.
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Finally, the theme and subgenre of the plays is likewise a remarkable topic to analyze when
studying music in early modern theater in both Spain and England. Since specific types of
characters are more likely to sing on stage, it is not a too long a stretch to consider the idea of
playwrights favoring a certain setting in their works as a productive way to adhere to the stated
conventions. Playwrights could have used certain environments in their plays in order to have more
singing characters and transmit specific messages to their audiences since those audiences would
understand the convention and would perceive the sung messages as true, even when they are not
fully aware of the convention. Just like Shakespeare uses more music in his comedies while
Calderón implements more music in his more philosophical plays, we face a rise of pastoral and
mythological works in relation to music. This could obviously be a coincidence but it is thoughtprovoking to acknowledge the role of these type of characters as the possible sources for the
creation of new genres, the Spanish opera and zarzuela, with which Calderón experimented and
that he conceived. This might also have some influence in the mythological theme of most of
Calderón’s musical plays.

4.6

Female Singers: Angels and Whores
It is interesting to study female singers on stage since the roles of singing characters did not

usually include women. The roles of women as singers have been extensively studied by Katrine
Wong. One of the main ideas of her work is that “Music’s twofold power in corrupting and
sublimating one’s soul is most effectively exemplified in the relationship between the art and the
female sex” (8). Wong studies the complex of the Madonna/whore; often women who sing suffer
on stage. According to Wong, “singing in public, is considered inappropriate in honest women”
(36) and,
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…in a theatrical culture where madness is commonly signified with arbitrary
singing, Bellafront’s (the main character in The Honest Whore by Thomas
Dekker and Thomas Middleton) feigned madness is perhaps the sole license for
her behavior. Bellafront undergoes a transformation from being a singing whore
to a “chaste as infancy” wife-to-be who sings while pretending to be a
madwoman. (36)
Another wife figure who sings, under the excuse of temporal madness, is Annabella in John
Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s A Whore. Annabella has betrayed her husband and is pregnant with her
brother’s son. When her husband finds out about her pregnancy and asks her about the identity of
her lover, Annabella starts singing like a mad woman. This example could be compared to the
character of Ofelia, who appears singing after she loses her mind in Shakespeare’s Hamlet.13 In
Shakespeare’s Pericles Marina is a great example of this dichotomy. Marina is sold to a brothel
but manages to keep her virginity intact by convincing men to seek virtue and not have sexual
relations with her. She then becomes the singer who was considered a whore but ended up being
the image of chastity.
In Spain, we see examples of these women singers in plays like Calderón’s La desdicha de
la voz and Las manos blancas no ofenden. In the first example, Doña Beatriz’s singing makes her
miserable. She is notably melancholic when she sings the first time and soon after she decides to
disguise herself as a servant. Now called “Lucía,” Doña Beatriz sings from the social position of
a servant and is asked to sing for her mistress, Doña Leonor, (who is in fact her rival). In Las
manos blancas no ofenden, we find the curious case of Celia who is actually a man, César,

13

See Wong for more examples of these signing women.
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disguised as a woman in order to get close to his beloved Serafina and win her love by singing for
her as one of her maids.
Finally, the idea of a female character who uses music to manipulate or lure other characters
is presented in metaphysical characters such as nymphs, witches, fairies, and sirens, who are
known for tricking and seducing other characters with music. Consequently, the manipulation of
any of the elements that belong to this convention would result in the disorientation or deception
of other characters or even the audience. This could be the reason why a plethora of characters are
easily carried along by mysterious voices, music, or other characters’ singing. It would be
reasonable to believe that both characters and audiences were accustomed to the convention of
music as a channel for truth, and thus any character or playwright who wanted to seduce, lure, or
captivate another character would make use of this practice for their own ulterior purposes. This
theory would present the opportunity for a compelling analysis on theory of mind in many singing
characters that use music to charm other characters. In this way, it would be interesting to study
plays such as Calderón’s El golfo de las sirenas where the characters of Scylla and Charybdis
compete trying to seduce Ulysses through their use of physical beauty and captivating melodies.
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CHAPTER 5.
HEALING MUSIC: MEDICINAL USE OF MUSIC IN
SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURY SPANISH DRAMA

5.1

Music to Heal and to Infect: Theory of the Spheres and the Humors of the Body
Nowadays it is widely accepted that music can be used as a healing treatment. Modern

science has proven that music slows one’s heart rate, reduces depressive feelings, lowers blood
pressure, reduces levels of stress hormones, provides relief to heart attack and stroke victims and
patients undergoing surgery, and can boost memory and mood (American Psychological
Association et al.). In The Cognitive Neuroscience of Music, Trainor and Schmidt analyze the
importance of music in relation to emotions and state of mind: “(L)istening to music does activate
autonomic, subcortical, and cortical systems in a manner similar to other emotional stimuli” (310).
They also study the role of music in social and evolutionary studies asserting that “listening to
music can reduce testosterone levels [and this is] likely to result in less aggression, less conflict,
less sexual confrontation or sexual competition, and consequently more group cohesiveness.” (70)
In his book, The Singing Neanderthals, Steven Mithen discusses the influences on premature
infants of lullabies sung by a female vocalist. Benefits include improved development of sucking
abilities, stabilization of oxygen saturation levels, weight gain, and improved physical
development.
The medicinal uses of music have been recognized and employed throughout medical
history. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, music was not only used as a healing method
but was also considered a dangerous practice for some people due to the powerful affect that music
has on emotions. Thus, music was considered both a problem and a solution to diseases such as
love sickness, melancholy, sadness, and madness. This is because along with affecting the physical
body, music was known to infect the soul too.
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We can find numerous references to music and medicine the literature, philosophy, and
historic studies of this period. Among other characteristics of music, it is common to encounter
the idea of music as either a divine or a satirical and erotic element. Thus, the use of music on
stage was sometimes considered erotic and immoral. According to Louise Stein, “the performance
of seductive melodies, rich harmonies, suggestive rhythms, and insistent bass lines by female
actress-singers in public theaters was considered potentially dangerous to public morality” (“Eros”
659). Yuri Porras, in his article on the music in Fernando de Rojas’ Segunda Celestina and
Feliciano de Silva’s Celestina, states that personal expression and diversion through music was
considered an essential therapy to relieve sickness but this music could also captivate and stun a
listener’s will (“El mal” 140). According to Clara Bejarano Pellicer, “las cualidades curativas de
la música eran un tópico procedente de la Antigüedad, intimamente relacionado con la teoría de
los afectos, de manera que las enfermedades más susceptibles de recibir tratamiento musical eran
las psicológicas” (1749; music curative qualities were a cliché originating from the antiquity,
closely related to the theory of affects, in a way that those illnesses more liable to receive musical
treatment were the psychological ones). Melancholy was one of the most common diseases of the
time and that is most related to music in literary, historic, and medical texts of the Golden Age.
One of the main references in the seventeenth century when dealing with melancholy is Robert
Burton’s work The Anatomy of Melancholy. In this text, we also find references to music. In
Burton’s words, “The very tone of some of their voices, a pretty pleasing speech, an affected tone
they use, is able of it selfe to captivate a young man […] they are able to overcome a saint […] A
sweet voice and musicke are powerful enticers” (110-11). I will focus on the importance of music
as alternative medicine as well as its relation to other marginal forms of knowledge of the time. I
am interested in the correspondence between music and illness, especially melancholy since it is
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the disease most closely related to musical healing treatments found in most literary examples of
the Spanish early modern period.
In order to explore the relationship between music and medicine in the Spanish stage of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, we first need to examine different medical theories that were
commonly believed in this period. There are two main theories that relate to music and its influence
on the human body: that of the harmony of the spheres and the theory of humors. Both theories
have been briefly explained in the introduction to this dissertation but will be considered in depth
in this current chapter.
In the early modern era it was believed that the harmony of spheres was connected to and
had an effect on the physical body and its humors (fluids). Hippocratic medicine was highly
influential in the medicine of the early modern period, having an origin in classical philosophy and
medieval theories. According to Yumiko Yamada, Hippocratic (or Galenic) medicine was not
something outdated but represented advancement in early modern Spain. She explains:
Hippocratic (or Galenic) medicine spread mainly from the University of Padua,
the center of Aristotelian studies in Europe. There they adopted double standards
of truth: the Church’s dogmas on one hand and independent philosophical
thinking on the other. Far from outdated, Galenism at this period was considered
synonymous with progress. Aristotle and Galen remained alive not only in the
seventeenth century but even into the early eighteenth century, to bring forth the
full bloom of anatomy. (431)
According to this medicine, the four humors that form human bodies were black bile, yellow
bile, phlegm, and blood (Vives xi). These humors corresponded with four temperaments:
melancholic, choleric, phlegmatic, and sanguine respectively, which described someone who had
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an excess of one of those humors. Thus, a good balance between these humors in the body
determined the wellbeing of a person and any alteration to this balance could cause devastating
effects on the humors that had to be counteracted by the expulsion of this dominant humor. Frances
A. Yates notes that “according to classical Galenic psychology, the four humors corresponded to
four personality types: sanguine people were successful and optimistic, choleric people had quick
tempers and were ready for conflict, phlegmatic people were calm and a bit lazy, and melancholy
people were depressed and pessimistic” (50-51). Also, according to Jacques Ferrand’s Maladie
d’Amour ou Melancolie Erotique (1626), there existed three kinds of melancholy depending on
the part of the body where the imbalance originated. Thus, there were melancholies rooted in the
brain, the veins, and the flatuous or hypocondries, “which comprehend the Liver, Spleen,
Mesentery, Guts, the veine o the Matrix, and other adjoyning parts; all which may be the seat of
Hypcondricall Melancholy; and not the Orifice of the Stomack only, which was the opinion of that
Ancient Physitian Diocles” (25-6). According to S. K. Heninger, Jr.:
Just as the four basic qualities interact to produce the four elements that comprise
the world’s body, they similarly produce the four humours that compose the
body of man and make him a microcosm. Choler, for example, is hot and dry,
blood is hot and moist, phlegm is moist and cold, black bile is cold and dry. In
like fashion, the four qualities distinguish the four seasons which divide the year:
summer is dry and hot, spring is hot and moist, winter is moist and cold, and
autumn is cold and dry. The pattern of the tetrad is omnipresent, providing a
common origin for all natural systems in the world, and thereby interrelating
them. (168)
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Melancholy was considered a prevalent disease during the early modern period and was
extensively studied. According to Debra Collins Ames, between 1580 and 1601 the most important
treatises on melancholy were written in Spain and other European countries such as France,
England, and the Netherlands14 (46). Likewise, Belén Atienza says that “España es, junto con
Inglaterra, el país de Europa en el que el mayor número de medicos escriben sobre la melancolía”
(152; Spain is, along with England, the European country in which most doctors write about
melancholy). Atienza, who has studied in depth the topic of melancholy and madness in the
Spanish Golden Age, explains that this issue was analyzed by important doctors of the time,
including those who treated Felipe II, Felipe III, and Felipe IV15 (152). Yet these physicians drew
from centuries of reflections on the disease that “comienzan con Hipócrates y los escritores del
Corpus hipocrático y continúan a lo largo de la historia con aportaciones de Galeno, Platón,
Aristóteles, Santo Tomás, San Agustín, Avicena, Averroes, Santo Tomás de Aquino y otros
muchos médicos y filósofos” (151; start with Hippocrates and Hippocratic writers and continue
along history with contributions by Galen, Plato, Aristotle, Saint Thomas, Saint Augustine,
Avicenna, Averroes, Saint Thomas Aquinas and many other doctors and philosophers). She also
states that madness and melancholy “fascinaron a muchos de los artistas y pensadores más

14

Debra Collins Ames takes this idea from Teresa Soufas’ book Melancholy and the Secular Mind in Spanish Golden
Age Literature. In her first chapter (about Cervantes) Soufas states “The renewed emphasis by the Florentine
Neoplatonists upon the pseudo-Aristotelian notion that the melancholy mind is the more intelligent one of scholars,
poets, and philosophers does not generally form the basis of European medical discussions. Most doctors writing about
melancholy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries nevertheless acknowledge this viewpoint rather
unquestioningly, though adhering to the negative Galenic view of melancholy as a diseased condition. Velásquez and
Freylas among other doctors in Spain are joined in this approach by other medical writers like Timothy Bright and
Thomas Wright in England, Pierre Charron in France, and Levinus Lemnius and Andrew Boorde of the Netherlands
– all of whom wrote their works on melancholy within a twenty-year period from the 1580 to 1601.” (8-9).
15
These doctors, according to Atienza were “Cristóbal de Vega, Francisco Vallés, Alfonso Ponce de Santa Cruz and
Luis Mercado (doctors of Felipe II); Pedro García Carrero (doctor of Felipe III) and Vicente Moles, Pedro Miguel de
Heredia, Tomás Murillo y Velarde and Gaspar Bravo de Sobremonte (doctors of Felipe IV)” (152).
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importantes de la tradición occidental y oriental, (…) médicos como Levino Lemnio, (…) filósofos
como Brant, Ficinio o Erasmo, o pensadores políticos como Machiavelli y los racitistas” (9;
fascinated many of the most important artists and thinkers in the occidental and oriental traditions,
(…) doctors like Levinus Lemnius, (…) philosophers such as Brant, Ficino or Erasmus, political
thinkers like Machiavelli and the taciteans). Thus, during history the study of melancholy and the
bodily humors was associated with other sciences, especially those related to the harmony of
spheres, to try to explain its causes and possible treatment. Francisco Sáez Raposo, in an article
about music in Austín Moreto’s theater, clarifies that:
Empédocles había unido la medicina con los cuatro elementos (tierra, agua, aire
y fuego) que, desde época presocrática, se aceptaban como las unidades
constituyentes de la Naturaleza. Si todo está construido a partir de los mismos
principios activos, el ser humano funcionará de forma equivalente, aunque
microcósmica, al resto del universo. Al constituirse como dos entidades
absolutamente asociadas, los fenómenos que afecten a éste son susceptibles de
ser explicados en nosotros por medio de una correspondencia basada en el
principio de simpatía. Por ello, mediante la astrología, considerada entonces
como una ciencia, no sólo se intentaba predecir el destino de las personas, sino
también sus enfermedades, para cuyo tratamiento, obviamente, se consultaba la
posición de los cuerpos celestes y de los niveles de los distintos fluidos
corporales. Ésta sería la corriente de pensamiento imperante en Europa hasta la
llegada de la Ilustración. (236)
(Empedocles had connected medicine with the four elements (earth, water, air,
and fire) that, since pre-Socratic times, were accepted as constituent unities of
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Nature. If everything is built from the same active principles, human beings will
work similarly, although microcosmically, to the rest of the universe. Being
constituted as two entities absolutely associated, every phenomenon that affects
one of them is liable to be explained through a correspondence based on the
principle of sympathy. Thus, through astrology, then considered a science, the
goal was not only to predict people’s destinies, but also their diseases, for which
treatment, obviously, the procedure was to consult the position of the celestial
bodies and the levels of the different bodily fluids. This was the dominant school
of thought in Europe until the Illustration.)
However, these humors were not only associated with the four elements. Regarding the
relation of all systems, already presented by Heninger, Atienza explains that there was a “Sistema
de correspondencias entre los cuatro humores (flema, sangre, cólera y melancolía), los cuatro
elementos (aire, agua, fuego y tierra), las cuatro calidades (frío, caliente, húmedo y seco), los
cuatro planetas principals (Luna, Júpiter, Marte y Saturno), las cuatro estaciones y las cuatro
edades del hombre” (157; system of correspondences between the four humors (phlegm, blood,
black bile, and yellow bile), the four elements (air, water, fire, and earth), the four qualities (cold,
hot, humid, and dry), the four main planets (the Moon, Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn), the four seasons,
and the four ages of man). For example, sometimes melancholy was thought to be caused by the
brain overheating, a condition considered more prevalent among those living in a warmer climate.
In this way, Porras states that lovesickness was a more predominant disease in Mediterranean
countries or those with a warmer climate that could trigger a humoral imbalance (“El mal” 145).
Similarly, other possible causes for melancholy were lack of sleep, and problems with personal
hygiene and diet. In this same manner, connections to other elements, like the sun, were considered
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as important elements that could threaten the balance of the humors. For example, Jeanice Brooks
explains how the sun was a crucial element in Ficinian therapy since:
…not only was Apollo the god of medicine, but Ficino believed that the
melancholy effect of Saturn on the human spirit was best counteracted by the
sun’s beneficent force. Among the principal ways of attracting solar influence
was the performance of Orphic Hymns. For Ficino, music was a mind medicine,
its healing effects on the spirit similar to those obtained by plant remedies for
bodily ills. (1231-32)
Since “la medicina humoral creía en la curación por los contrarios, esto es, en ‘invertir’ o
‘neutralizar’ las causas de una enfermedad para dominarla (así una enfermedad causada por el frío
se curaba con calor, etc.)” (162; humoral medicine believed in healing through opposites, that is,
to ‘invert’ or ‘neutralize’ the causes of an illness in order to dominate it (consequently, an illness
caused by cold was cured with heat, etc.) it was important to distinguish the causes of infection in
order to find a treatment to remedy the illness. But melancholy and other diseases contracted due
to a humoral imbalance were related not only to elements, qualities, planets, seasons, and ages.
The patients’ gender also had an equal effect on their symptoms and treatment. According to
Amanda Eubanks Winkler, Ferrand’s Erotomania and Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy describe
“the differences between men and women, drawing conclusions about how gender affected the
propensity to succumb to lovesickness” (205). Thus, quoting Ferrand:
…without all doubt a Woman is in her Loves more Passionate, and more furious
in her follies, then a man is . . . Women are Naturally of meaner Spirits and lesse
courage, then Men; neither is their reason so strong as theirs: and therefore are
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they lesse able to make resistance against so strong a Passion, as Galen saies . .
. This opinion is confirmed also by daily experience, which affords us Examples
great store of Women, that are ready to run Mad for Love; but seldome any Men,
whom we neer see brought to that Extremity: unlesse they be some effeminate
weake spirited fellowes, that have been alwaies brought up in Lascivious
courses, and in Ladies Laps. (214-15)
Physical symptoms of a melancholic manifested in a pale complexion or yellowish face, lack of
appetite, extreme thinness, vomiting, fever, and lack of sleep. However, symptoms could also be
psychological, such as fear and sadness. It is because of this that a patient could be so desperate as
to commit suicide (Atienza 160). Atienza defends that melancholic people were often antisocial.
Sometimes this behavior would degenerate into animalistic and violent behavior against other
people or themselves (160).
Nevertheless, not every patient struggled with melancholy in the same way. In contemporary
thought, it was commonly believed that certain types of people were more likely to suffer from
melancholy than others. In addition, according to Lawrence Babb, young people were more
predisposed to melancholy because they were believed to have hotter blood. Individuals of a
sanguine disposition would easily fall victims to this illness, and people who ate warm, moist food
were in risk of creating a surplus of blood that would result in melancholic states (130-31).
Moreover, according to Ames, this illness was more prevalent at court due to the easy life and rich
diet on which nobles indulged, and which made them more vulnerable to this king of suffering
(48). It is due to this theory that it was necessary to distinguish between two types of melancholies
depending on a patient’s social status: morbus amoris, also known as hereos love, and nimis love,
“excessive love” or “magical love.” Porras defines them as a form of illness:
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El morbus amoris o amor hereos, también llamado “mal de amores” y que se
definía como la corrupción del eros, (…) afectando específicamente a jóvenes
nobles y ricos, cuyo tiempo y medios los hacían más propicios a esta
enfermedad. (…) el mal de amores afectaba también a la plebe, aunque en este
caso era llamado nimis amor o “amor execivo”/ “amor mágico,” y era causado
por algún maleficio. (“El ma”l 139)
(Morbus amoris or hereos love, also called “lovesickness” was defined as a
corruption of eros, (…) [this illness] specifically affecting noble and rich young
people, whose time and means made them more propitious to this illness. (…)
lovesickness also affected the masses, although in this case it was called nimis
love or “excessive love”/ “magical love,” and was caused by some sort of curse)
Finally, and in order to consider the importance of music as a treatment for melancholy,
Porras notes that the four humors and basic temperaments “se reflejaban respectivamente en los
cuatro modos musicales básicos- el mixolidio, el dórico, el lidio y el frigio- y, por eso, cada modo
musical podia afectar a su ‘humor’ y temperament correspondiente” (“La letra” 186; were reflected
in the four basic musical modes – mixolydian, dorian, lydian, and phrygian – and, because of this,
each musical mode could affect its corresponding ‘humor’ and temperament). This idea is in
accord with the cosmologic theory of spheres and, therefore, is also related to the importance of a
humoral balance. This is due to the fact that music was believed to have the power to balance
elements and substances not only in human beings but also in the universe. According to theories
by Pythagoras, Plato, and Plotinus, the universal spheres emitted inaudible sounds equivalent to
those represented in music scales that affected the microcosms of the world, including the
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respective equilibrium of the human body’s four basic humors and temperaments (Porras, “El mal”
140).
It is due to this idea of music affecting the balance of the humors that Burton and the music
theorist Thomas Salmon prescribed music as a treatment for melancholy:
By its refreshing sweetness it [music] lulls the soul into its own placate posture,
and gives it ease and quiet. . . after hearing some brisk Airs, or melodious
Consort, the mind is raised, the fancy enlivened, care and sorrow suppressed,
and an inclination produced ready to dispatch any employment. . . and [it] doth
still set the Soul in order, charming the madness even of one bitten by a
Tarantula. (6)
We can find references to music as a medical treatment as early as Theophrastus who,
according to Katrine K. Wong, “was among the earliest philosophers to prescribe harmonious
music as a remedy for lovers troubled by melancholy” (18). Similarly, in Molina Jiménez’s
Literatura y música en el siglo de oro español, we encounter the use of music as a medical
treatment in reference to Galileo’s writings. Molina Jiménez explains how Galileo attributed
certain healing results to music “desde restituir el oído a los sordos hasta curar las morderuras de
serpiente y resucitar a los muertos, pasando por hacer castos a los lujuriosos, moderar a los ebrios
y a los coléricos, hacer mansos a los feroces…” (18; ranging from restoring hearing to the deaf,
curing snake bites, resuscitating the dead, making the lustful chaste, and moderating the inebriated
and choleric, to taming the vicious…). This same way, Edward W. Naylor in Shakespeare and
Music analyses the work of a learned Jesuit named Anastasius Kircher (1601-1680) in whose work
(Musurgia) he narrates a case of healing through music and dance. For this treatment, the patient
was encouraged to dance violently since “the perspiration thus produced was said to effect a cure”
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(34). Naylor also states that in another work (Phonurgia nova [1673] Kircher actually gives the
notes of “the tune by which one case was cured” (34). Naylor also mentions that Kircher’s works
deal with King Saul’s madness which “was relieved by David’s harp playing. […] Songs like ‘Tom
o’Bedlam,’ mad-songs they were called, were very commonly sung in England in the seventeenth
century” (35). However, this kind of treatment was not exclusive to England but was a widelyspread remedy. Another early reference to music as a healing method is found in Marsilio Ficino,
who believed that the music of instruments that were plucked could heal the body. Damiani says
that Ficinio, in his De vita sana “prescribed quiet and harmonious music for voice and the cithern,
whenever the soul is out of tune and troubled by melancholy” (442). Damiani also quotes
Casiodorus’ De musica to show the early origin of the idea of music as a healing treatment. In this
manner, he also states that “the psychological effect of music, well known in antiquity, was
exemplified by the work of the mythical physician Aesculapius, who ‘with music cured a
madman,’ and stressed that ‘many are the marvels worked by this art on the distressed souls’
(Casiodorus, De musica, III, 2)” (454). Damiani also finds references to this topic in Petrarca’s
Rime “to alleviate their suffering, shepherds constantly sing, for, as Petrarch noted, ‘cantando il
duol si desacerba’ (Rime, XXIII)” (438) (singing makes the sorrow less bitter). Similarly, Porras
mentions numerous treatises from the 13th to the 17th centuries that prescribe music as a therapy to
treat many diseases, for example: Pedro el Hispano’s Viaticum (1277), Bernardo Gorfonio’s El
lilio de Medicina (1495), and works by Guillaume Machaut, Alfonso de Madrigal, Francisco
López de Villalobos (“El mal” 139). We can also find examples of treatments with therapeutic
music in Al-Andalus in Ignacio Calle Albert’s Fundamentos histórico-artísticos de la música
como medio terapéutico en Europa. Finally, Manfred Tietz mentions treatises on how to cure with
music by Bermudo or Nassare (140).
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Music was not the only treatment used to heal lovesickness and madness. In the course of
history, music has been combined with other fields in ritualistic and medicinal healing. Thus, for
example, in Singing Neanderthals Steven Mithen refers to Evans-Pritchard’s 1937 report on
Azande16 where he gives an account of what Mithen describes as:
…witch doctor’s séances during which divinatory medicines made of magical
trees and herbs were activated by drumming, singing, and dancing. In the 1990s,
three important anthropological studies were published concerning the use of
music for healing by traditional societies in the Malaysian rainforest and in
central southern Africa. (97)
In this same manner, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, other methods were
usually prescribed creating different combinations of remedies that sometimes consisted of balms,
witchcraft, or surgical treatment. In A Treatise on Lovesickness, Jacques Ferrand states that “the
‘patient’ should not be left alone to brood, as this will aggravate his condition and even result in
suicidal thoughts; rather, he should always be engaged in some psychological diversion, such as
music, conversation, exercise or travel” (82). Likewise, other methods that were usually combined
with healing music were attention to diet and purging. According to Atienza, digestion was closely
related to the generation of humors. For example, since melancholy was “descrita como un humor
negro, seco y térreo” (Atienza 162; described as a black, dry and earthy humor) a person could
contract this illness by eating food of similar characteristics. Thus, melancholic people were told
to avoid “alimentos negros (como lentejas, berenjenas, col, olivas negras o vino tinto), secos (como
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The Azande are a community in the north east of the Democratic Republic of Congo. They have been studied
especially for their beliefs on magic, witchcraft, and oracles.
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queso, carne salada, frutos secos o pescado salado), y térreos (como los tubérculos y las raíces)”
(Atienza 162; black food (such as lentils, eggplant, cabbage, black olives or red wine), dry food
(such as cheese, salty meat, nuts or salty fish), and earthy food (such as tubers and roots)).
Phlebotomies and purges were the second most common treatment recommended by physicians at
the time. However, it was also common to resort to surgical interventions and pharmacologic
remedies (Ames 46).
As stated above, melancholy was divided in two types of sickness depending on the social
status of the patient. This separation of melancholies created, according to Atienza, a
“democratization” or “popularization” of the sickness at the end of the sixteenth and beginning of
the seventeenth centuries. Consequently, melancholy “se convierte así no en un lujo de la nobleza
sino en un mal común, y empieza a perder su prestigio” (Atienza 154; becomes not a luxury of the
nobility but a common ailment, and starts losing its prestige). It is due to this popularization that
the treatment of this illness moves from the field of medicine to be dealt with by other alternative
disciplines. With this change, there is a rise in superstitious ideas such as the belief that
melancholic people were possessed by the devil (Atienza 167). This kind of thought led to many
different solutions to cure melancholy. John Slater and María Luz López Terrada, in their study
on medicine in Spanish interludes, mention how “plasters and aromatics were commonly used by
physicians, surgeons and apothecaries during the seventeenth century” (238).
Similarly, in this period, astrological belief in the influence of planets, especially Saturn, over
melancholic patients still prevailed. This is because Saturn was considered a planet of
“significación ambivalente puesto que, si por una parte simbolizaba el saber y la ciencia (dotando
a sus hijos de gran inteligencia), por otra parte era tenido como un planeta maligno que anunciaba
catástrofes, muertes y esterilidad” (Atienza 168; ambivalent significance since, on the one hand it
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symbolizes knowledge and science (providing his sons with great intelligence), and on the other
hand it was considered a malign planet that presaged catastrophes, deaths, and infertility). It is not
strange then that some “magical” remedies were used as a treatment for melancholy, for example,
the use of “roots and plants such as the mandrake and the rue, and some minerals with magical
properties such as gold, emeralds, or bezoar stone” (Atienza 168). In her work, Atienza also
explains the use of “theater therapy” (the main idea of her dissertation), “imago therapy” and “logo
therapy” as curative methods for melancholy in the Renaissance (177).
Another popular theory about melancholy and its treatment at the time was the folk belief
that this illness was caused by a stone residing in the head of the patient. This is why some surgeons
“fingían curar la locura mediante la fingida ‘extracción’ de la piedra de la locura” (Atienza 18;
pretended to cure this madness by the pretended ‘extraction’ of the madness stone,” although this
theory was not very widespread in Spain. Likewise, some doctors avoided writing about some
kinds of melancholy in their treatises. This is the case of nimis love or “excessive love” which was
only suffered by the lowest classes of society and was closely related to curses and witchcraft (“El
mal” 147).

5.2

Healing Music in Spanish Literature
After considering the influence of these scientific and pseudoscientific theories of the time

and the historical interest in melancholy and lovesickness, it is logical to consider the repercussion
of these theories in the literature of the time. Writers like Cervantes, Moreto, Lope and Calderón
were interested in melancholy. Atienza’s study significantly demonstrates the importance of this
topic in Lope de Vega’s work. The fact that melancholy was a common concern among all levels
of society is reflected in the great number of publications on this issue. Some of the most important
artists of the time also explored the issue. Atienza points out the relevance of the works of
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Boccaccio, Ariosto, Bandello, Rabelais, Tasso, Cervantes, Shakespeare, other Elizabethan writers,
actors of the commedia dell’arte, Durero, and Velázquez (8). We find examples of healing music
or references to music as a medicinal treatment in the literature of every country in Europe at the
time. For example, “the seventeenth-century poet William Congreve claimed that ‘Music has
charms to soothe a savage breast / To soften rocks, or bend a knotted oak’” (Mithen 85). Likewise,
many examples can be found in Shakespeare works. “Shakespeare depicts that soft music be
played to help return the mad King Lear to sanity, and he has Cermon, in Pericles, use music to
restore life to the seemingly dead Marina” (Long vii). Also, “bits of ballads sung by Ophelia and
Hamlet reveal the disorder in the minds of these characters. Webster, we recall, has Ferdinand use
a group of singing madmen to attack the sanity of the Duchess of Malfi” (Long viii).
Focusing now on Spain, we also find examples of medicinal music in works of the end of
the medieval era. Such is the case of the Celestina, whose examples are studied by Porras. He
mentions an example in Rojas’ work in which Melibea asks Lucrecia to play a tune for her while
she waits for her love. Melibea is moved to sing with Lucrecia a duet in which “aparece
manifestado el mal de amores tal como se describe en los tratados medicos sobre la enfermedad”
(“El mal” 143; lovesickness appears as it is described in medical treatises about the sickness). In
this same way, Porra’s work depicts the topic of music as an infection or feeling of unease:
…al igual que Calisto, Melibea cae dentro del mismo círculo vicioso emocional,
ya que la música no solo alivia la enfermedad sino que la intensifica. A medida
en que Melibea usa el canto como desahogo, la música exacerba sus emociones
hacia Calisto, por lo cual transforma la cura en causa de la enfermedad. (“El
mal” 144)
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(just the same way as Calisto, Melibea falls into the same vicious circle of
emotions, since music does not only relieve from the sickness but it also
intensifies it. As Melibea uses singing as relief, the music aggravates her
emotions towards Calisto, transforming the cure in cause of this sickness.)
Just as Porras’ work on Celestina, Bruno Damiani’s study of La Diana of Jorge de
Montemayor shows another example of this use of music in relation to melancholy in another work
of prose. However, this example is also of a failed treatment since:
…despite the sweetness of music, when Sireno sings of his sorrow it only
increases it. (..) The ambivalent nature of music is indicated when Arsileo says
that “music is as big of a part to make sadness grow as the happiness of that who
lives being the happiest.” This is confirmed when the same song makes Arsileo
sad and Amarilida happy. (453-54)
Similarly, many examples of medicinal music abound in Cervantes’ Don Quijote. For
example, in I, 13, Grisostomo has written a song to help him endure his love for Marcela.
Unfortunately, when we get to this example, Grisostomo has already died and there is no music to
accompany the words of this lovesick patient. Also in I, 23 and 24, Don Quijote and Sancho find
a sonnet in a suitcase and they refer to this sonnet as a love “trova”, which is a kind of ballad or
song. This ‘trova’ belongs to Cardenio who narrates his story and exclaims:
¡Ay cielos, y cuántos billetes le escribí! ¡Cuán regaladas y honestas respuestas
tuve! ¡Cuántas canciones compuse y cuántos enamorados versos, donde el alma
declaraba y trasladaba sus sentimientos, pintaba sus encendidos deseos,
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entretenía sus memorias y recreaba su voluntad! En efecto, viéndome apurado,
y que mi alma se consumía con el deseo de verla… (DQ, I.24, 333)
(O heavens, the letters I wrote to her! The delicate, virtuous responses I received!
The songs and love poems I composed, in which I declared my soul and
transcribed its sentiments, depicted its burning desires, prolonged its memories,
and re-created its yearnings! Finally, finding myself in such an agitated state,
and seeing that my soul was being consumed with the desire to see her…) (trans.
Grossman 201)
In I, 26, Don Quijote writes some verses to which he refers as a copla while he pretends to
be mad in Sierra Morena. This copla could be considered a folk or popular song and Don Quijote
is using music to symbolize his state of madness that could refer to the theory of music as the cause
of a humor imbalance and madness as a consequence of melancholy. The idea of music not only
as a cure but as an infection is very common in the literature of the early modern period. According
to Umpierre:
Melancholy, that most common malady of the spirit in Renaissance literature, is
a popular affliction with Lope’s characters. Frustrated love is usually the cause
of this sadness of the heart and, according to contemporary beliefs, music is
always called upon to dispel it. (…) But music serves, at best, only to remove
the melancholy feeling temporarily; more often, it aggravates the conditions
which it had aimed to cure. (26)
In Don Quijote we also find examples in II. 38 and 44. In II. 38, Don Clavijo sings to win
his lover’s (Antonomasia) duenna (Trifaldi) in order to get to her bedroom and sleep with her.
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Trifaldi explains how Don Clavijo defeated her when she states: “En resolución, él me aduló el
entendimiento y me rindió la voluntad con no sé qué dijes y brincos que me dio; pero lo que más
me hizo postrar y dar conmigo por el suelo fueron unas coplas que le oí cantar una noche desde
una reja que caía a una callejuela donde él estaba” (DQ, II.38, 349) (trans. Grossman 737; In short,
he flattered my understanding and overcame my will with all kinds of trinkets and pendants, but
what overpowered me and threw me to the ground were some verses I heard him sing one night at
one of the latticed windows that faced a lane where he was standing). In this example, we can
appreciate the idea of music affecting the soul and maddening a person through infection like a
disease. It is also clear that music was also considered potentially dangerous since Trifaldi
mentions Plato’s advice on the threats of music. In this second part of Don Quijote, chapter LXIV,
Altisidora is the singer who, encouraged by Emerencia, wants to sing for Don Quijote since she
exclaims “No me porfíes, ¡oh Emerencia!, que cante, pues sabes que desde el punto que este
forastero entró en este Castillo y mis ojos le miraron, yo no sé cantar, sino llorar” (DQ, II.44, 392)
(trans. Grossman 773; Do not urge me, O Emerencia, to sing, for you know that since the moment
the stranger entered this castle and my eyes looked upon him, I can no longer sing but only weep).
It seems Altisidora suffers from lovesickness and Emerencia tries to encourage her love by making
her sing to him and blaming it on the heat if they are caught and reprimanded by the duchess. It is
probably not a coincidence that Emerencia mentions the heat since it was one of the symptoms
related to melancholy. Thus, Emerencia states:
No des en eso, Altisidora amiga -respondieron-, que sin duda la duquesa y
cuantos hay en esa casa duermen, si no es el señor de tu corazón y el despertador
de tu alma; porque ahora sentí que abría la ventana de la reja de su estancia, y
sin duda debe de estar despierto. Canta, lastimada mía, en todo bajo y suave al
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son de tu arpa, y cuando la duquesa nos sienta le echaremos la culpa al calor que
hace. (DQ, II.44, 392)
(Do not be concerned about that, Altisidora my friend, was the reply, for
undoubtedly the duchess and all those in the house are asleep, except for the lord
of your heart and the inspiration of your soul, for just now I heard the jalousied
window in his room being opened, and no doubt he must be awake; sing, my
suffering friend, softly and quietly to the sound of your harp, and if the duchess
hears us, we can blame the heat. (trans. Grossman 773)
Similar to the cases in Don Quijote, we encounter the problem of music as the cause of
infection instead of a cure for lovesickness in Jorge de Montemayor’s La Diana. Damiani analyzes
how “despite the sweetness of music, when Sireno sings of his sorrow it only increases it” (453).
According to Damiani the dichotomy of music is clear in Arsileo’s words “music is such a part to
make the sadness of the unhappy grow as the happiness of the merriest [and it] is confirmed when
the same song makes Arsileo sad and Amarilida happy” (254). In Celestina, according to Porras,
music is used by Melibea in order to relieve her lovesickness but ends up worsening her condition
since she “cae dentro del mismo círculo vicioso emocional, ya que la música no solo alivia la
enfermedad sino que la intensifica” (“El mal” 144; falls into the same emotional vicious circle,
considering that music not only soothes her but it also intensifies the illness).
However, though music was believed to potentially cause sadness and illness in the listener,
it was also viewed as a cure. Damiani refers to this aspect looking at “the Stoic’s belief that music
affects the ethos of man, that it can reshape him, or purge him” (454). He then defends that “the
psychological effect of music, well known in antiquity, was exemplified by the work of the
mythical physician Aesculapius, who ‘with music cured a madman,’ and stressed that ‘many are
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the marvels worked by this art on the distressed souls’ (Casiodorus, De musica, III, 2)” (454).
Damiani also remembers Castiglione who “reminds us that music has the power to induce a good
new habit of mind and an inclination to virtue, rendering the soul more capable of happiness, just
as corporal exercise makes the body more robust” (454). In this same way, “porque la experiencia
me mostraba que la música compone los ánimos descompuestos y Alivia los trabajos que nacen
del espíritu” (DQ, II.28, 393-94) (trans. Grossman 249; for experience had shown me that music
soothes unsettled minds and alleviates troubles arising from the spirit).Moreover, we can also find
references to healing music in Mateo Alemán’s Guzmán de Alfarache that are studied in depth in
Calle Albert’s work Fundamentos histórico-artíticos de la música como medio terapéutico en
Europa.
Now that we have seen examples of medicinal music in literature of the Spanish Golden Age
in general, let us focus on examples from Spanish drama of this same time period. Theater is
another field that includes many examples of the theory of the humors and the harmony of the
spheres in connection to musical elements. Some of the main playwrights who create references
to this topic in their theatrical works–or at least the most studied on this issue–are Lope de Vega,
Agustín Moreto, and Calderón de la Barca.
Cervantes is another author who not only refers to medicinal music in his novels but also in
his plays. Such is the case of Los baños de Argel. In this play many characters sing in groups but
Julio asks Ambrosio to sing the same way he usually does when he is by himself. Thus, in the
second act, Ambrosio sings about how people might think that he is happy because he sings but
he is not happy at all: “Aunque pensáis que me alegro,/conmigo traigo el dolor” (559-60; although
you think that I am happy,/ with me I bring the pain). He also states that “y porque el mal, con
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callar,/ se hace mucho mayor” (568-69; the wrong (or illness), with silence,/ becomes much
bigger).
The use of medicinal music to treat melancholy is common in the theater of other authors but
it is especially important in the works of Lope de Vega since melancholy and madness seem to be
recurrent topics in his plays. According to Atienza:
El tema de la locura y la melancolía domina los veinte primeros años de la
producción lopesca que van de 1590 a 1610, aunque hallamos ejemplos del tema
en obras más tardías. La frecuente aparición del tema en las obras de Lope
coincide con la explosión de escritos sobre la melancolía en España y Europa
entre 1580 y 1620. (10)
(The topic of madness and melancholy dominates the first twenty years of
Lope’s production from 1590 to 1610, although we find examples of this topic
in later works. The frequent appearance of this topic in Lope’s works coincides
with the explosion of writings on melancholy in Spain and Europe between 1580
and 1620.)
Thus, Lope sometimes presents this issue in a comic or tragic way depending on the play.
According to Atienza, melancholy can be faked in Lope when lovers try to evade paternal
authority, resulting in a comical element or it can be a tragic illness.17

17

Some of Lope’s plays that deal with this theme are, Los locos de Valencia (1590-1595), El peregrino en su patria
(1604), El loco por fuerza (1597-1608), La Quinta de Florencia (1600?), El príncipe melancólico (1588-1595), El
mármol de Felisardo (1594-1508?), El bobo del colegio (1604-1608), El ruiseñor de Sevilla (1604-1603), and El
último godo also known as El postrer godo de España (1599-1603), and El halcón de Federico (1620).
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Although all these plays deal with madness and melancholy, not all of them present examples
of healing through music. Furthermore, some of them mix different types of remedies as is the
case of El ruiseñor de Sevilla. In this play there are allusions to a balm used to cure the protagonist.
This is also the case in El príncipe melancólico, where a curse is used in an attempt to heal the
protagonist. Nevertheless, several examples of healing music are found in Lope’s plays. In El
ruiseñor de Sevilla, Lucinda pretends that in order to cure her illness she has to sleep in a remote
bedroom where she can hear the singing of a nightingale since it is the only thing that relieves her
(Atienza 258). Similarly, in El acero de Madrid, Belisa suffers from a supposed oppilation.18 This
kind of illness was caused by the practice among women of the time of eating clay in order to
whiten their skin. Even though this illness was usually cured with water and iron powders, the fake
doctor Beltrán prescribes Belisa long walks too. Despite this first diagnosis, when Teodora
(Belisa’s aunt) complains of the same illness, the same “doctor” looks for the musicians and orders
them to sing to entertain her. The musicians’ song deals with the fact that she has no love, she eats
clay, and she is not sleeping well, all of which are characteristics of melancholic people. It is not
a surprise that the physician has different advice for Teodora since, according to Howard Mancing,
“tradicional descriptions of opilación sometimes resemble descriptions of melancholy” (Mancing,
“Pica” 314). This play then presents an excellent example of the theories mentioned above;
remembering the different correspondences of humors with food, clay is dry, dark, and earthy so
it would not be surprising to consider this as a cause of melancholy, along with the lack of love
and sleep.

18

For a detailed description of Oppilation, its symptoms, origins, and treatment in literary texts see Mancing (“Pica
Syndrome”).
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In Moreto’s Yo por vos y vos por otro, Juana tells Margarita “Lo que Isabel, mi señora, ... /
Con la música se está, / divirtiendo su dolor” (3.6-14; what Isabel, my mistress,…/with music is/
entertaining her pain). Yuri Porras, with regard to this play, deals with symptoms of lovesickness
such as depression, anxiety, lack of concentration, cardiac irregularities, accelerated pulse, fever,
and desire for solitude. When Isabel and Margarita lock themselves in their bedrooms and the offstage music is intensified in the words “Cielos, ¿qué estrella traidora / influye este efecto en mí?”
(1.595-96; Heavens, what treacherous star/ affects this affection in me?), or when Margarita asks
the musicians to leave but to do it while singing “Retiraos, y vuestro acento / prosiga, porque el
sentido, / con vuestra voz divertido, / suspenda mi sentimiento” (1.600-05; leave, and your accent
/continues, since the sense / with your voice amused, / suspends my sense). Furthermore, Porras
declares that both women show similar symptoms during the song: “Tan triste como yo está, / pues
mi misma pena llora” (1.593-94, as sad as I am she is,/ as my same pain weeps). Nevertheless, in
this play there is also an example in which two characters are affected by music in completely
opposite ways. While music soothes Isabel, Margarita becomes more sorrowful after listening to
it: “Margarita: “Por esto más me entristece/la música” (3.57-58; this is why it makes me even more
sad /the music), “Isabel: “No dejéis de proseguir;/que vuestra voz me divierte” (3.95-96; don’t stop
proceeding; / that your voice entertains me). In another study about music in Moreto, Porras
discusses the case of Antíoco y Seleuco where doctor Erisístrato tells the prince Antíoco to get out
of bed and he tries to cure him with music:
Salen músicos, el Príncipe arrimado a un criado,
y siéntase en una silla…
Antíoco

No cantéis. Todo me aflige;
¡Ay, corazón! ¿Dónde vas?

Erisístrato

La música es lo que más
Aquesta pasión corrige,
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y así, sñor, os conviene
oír cantar. ([Ap]) Esta ha de ser
el medio para saber
qué pasión es la que tiene.)
Antíoco

No cantan tono ninguno
que divierta mi dolor. (1071-82)

(Enter musicians, the prince close to a servant
And sits on a chair…
Antíoco

Do not sing. Everything bothers me;
Oh, hear! Where are you going?

Erisístrato

Music is what most
this passion mends,
thus, my lord, it’s convenient for you
to hear singing ([aside]) this must be
the way to know
what passion is that he has.)

Antíoco

They can’t sing any tome
that entertains my pain)

In La fuerza de la ley by Moreto, in the first act, Demetrio and Aurora listen to music and
comment on their pain because he doesn’t want to marry Fénix (queen of Egypt) and Aurora has
been engaged to Alejandro (Demetrio’s cousin and Nise’s lover) against her will (Moreto vv. 51562 and “El mal” 188-9).
Nise

Es verdad, y yo lo siento,
aurora, pero la mía
es una melancolía
de ignorar sentimiento;
si ella tu pena aumentó,
ya en esta canción oíste…

Músicos

Que mueras o vivas triste,
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¿qué culpa te tengo yo? (1626-1633)
(Nise

It is true, and I am sorry,
dawn, but mine
is a melancholy
because of ignoring feelings;
you already in this song heard…

Musicians

That you die or live sadly,
How is it our fault?)

Later on, Nise brings musicians to relieve her brother’s distress:
Nise

¿Vengo para consolar
yo, ó para ser consolada?
Cantad, pues ya que se ofrece
el príncipe allí sentado;
en lo sufrido y callado,
bulto de piedra parece.
(…)
Cantad, sea el dulce acento,
suspendiendo su rigor,
la tregua de ese dolor
([Ap.]) pero no de mi tormento. (1992-2069)

(Nise

Am I here to comfort
Or to be comforted?
Sing then, since it is offered
To the prince there seated;
In the complaisant and uncomplaining,
Stone shape he seems.
(…)
Sing, being the sweet accent,
Suspending its harshness,
A truce to that pain
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[aside] but not to my torment)
Another example, studied by Francisco Sáez Raposo, is that of Primero es la honra where
the characters themselves reach for music as a medicine to cure their own lovesickness or that of
another character. An example of the first case is found in Porcia who, in order to stop the pain
that she feels because of her lover Federico’s absence, asks one of her maids to sing some coplas
about the sorrow of a lover’s absence. According to Sáez Raposo, the song “provoca una respuesta
empática en el atormentado ánimo de la dama. Su audición producirá un efecto analgésico y
sedante” (236; produces an empathetic response in the tormented spirit of the lady. Its audition
produces an analgesic and sedative effect on Porcia) who falls asleep after listening to the music.
The other character in the play who looks to help someone else with music is the queen, who feels
sorry for her husband’s melancholy and tries to soothe his spirit with music. After listening to the
music, the king is relieved: “¡Oh, qué Alivio he debido/ al sentido desta voz,/ que el ultimo bien
de un triste/ es padecer con razón!” (2014-2017; Oh, what a relief due to the sense of this voice,
since the last good of a sad man is to suffer for a good reason!). Another of Moreto’s plays that
exploits love conflicts and makes use of music as a cure is El Eneas de Dios, also known as El
caballero del Sacramento. In this play, the King of Sicilia is in love with Doña Gracia, daughter
of the Count of Barcelona while she is in love with Don Luis de Moncada. Doña Gracia is engaged
to the king but plans to escape with Don Luis, but when he gets caught up in the rescue of a church
from a fire, Doña Gracia thinks he changed his mind since he never arrives to the appointment and
she believes that he might have left her for another woman. In the Sicilian court, Doña Gracia is
in deep sadness and this sadness is amplified when she listens to a depressive song (vv. 1079-82
and 1111-14).
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It is also common to see in Spanish entremeses certain types of characters related to
alternative medicines of the time. John Slater and María Luz López Terrada discuss how:
…representations of healing alternatives revolve around a series of clearly
defined characters that include the physician, barber-surgeon and apothecary. In
addition to practitioners such as these, with university or guild-based training,
there appear a great number of empirical and faith healers. The saludador, or
charismatic healer, ensalmador (charmer), the medical astrologer, tooth-puller,
street vendor of simples, even women barbers and physicians, appear on stage
with greater or lesser degrees of historical accuracy. (230)
Calderón de la Barca’s plays enhance the use of music as a cure that we have seen in
Cervantes, Lope and Moreto. In the first act of Los tres afectos de amor, for example, we find
Cloris, Laura, and Nise singing coplas to relieve their mistress Princess Rosarda’s melancholy
(Stein, Songs 59). Similarly, in La cisma de Inglaterra, the queen offers the king a song to alleviate
his sadness (Hernández-Araico, “La función” 95). In La vida es sueño, when Segismundo wakes
up at the court, surrounded by servants and musicians, according to Calle Albert he “cae en una
profunda melancolía mandando que no le canten más” (400; falls in a deep melancholy ordering
not to be sung to anymore). Segismundo claims “Yo/ no tengo que diverter/ con sus voces mis
pesares;/ las músicas militares/ solo he gustado de oír” (Calle Albert 400; I don’t have to entertain
my sorrow with your voices, only military music I have enjoyed). A lesser known play by Calderón
titled Los amantes del cielo exhibits the perfect example of a melancholic and the influence of
classical Greek theories on medicine at the time. In this play, Crisanto is the melancholic and
Carpoforo, a wizard disguised as a knowledgeable doctor, goes to visit him at home to cure him.
During this scene, Carpoforo talks to Crisanto’s father about his professional references. Crisanto’s
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father asks, “De donde sois?” (where are you from?) to which Carpoforo answers “Soy de Atenas”
(I’m from Athens) and the father validates him by stating “Esa es la patria eminente/de todas las
ciencias” (that is the homeland/ of all sciences). After this exchange, Carpoforo asks what Crisanto
has and his father concludes that he suffers from “deep melancholies” and continues by defending
that Crisanto has been cursed since “in the soul is all his trouble.” Decisively, Carpoforo claims
that he will cure Crisanto’s soul “if heavens favor me.” Then Crisanto enters surrounded by
musicians whose “voices, to his sad sorrow give cheerful music” according to his father. However,
Crisanto does not seem convinced by this treatment since he declares that “la pena mía/ con voces
no se divierte,/ y la música en muy fuerte/ cura a la melancolía,/ pues más con ella se aumenta”
(1255-1259; my sorrow is not entertained by voices, and music is a very strong cure to melancholy,
since it is magnified by it).
There are many other plays that could be studied and we would be sure to find examples of
this pseudoscientific use of music as a medicinal treatment. 19 It is clear, however, from the
examples cited, that the relation of healing music and lovesickness, melancholy, and madness has
a strong bond in the literature of the time.

19

Such as Lope’s El castigo sin venganza, and Calderón’s Circe, El mayor encanto amor, and El jardín de falerina
among others.
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CHAPTER 6.

6.1

CALDERÓN’S MUSICAL THEATER

The Blooming of Court Theatre vs. the Corrales
In the seventeenth century, the Spanish monarchy supported the creation of varied spectacles

in the court with the purpose of advertising and showing the power of the kingdom, especially to
impress visitors or foreign emissaries (Díez Borque 15). However, these ostentatious shows just
highlighted the inconsistency of a country in bankruptcy that portrayed opulent spectacles to hide
its problems from society (11). There are some records of these performances available to us from
engravings and testimonies of the time (20).
In the first decades of the seventeenth century, masques were common in the palace, the
street, and towns, especially during Carnival (24). After Felipe IV became the king in 1621, the
production of Spanish court dramas grew and the masques became more evolved (Flórez, Música
229), above all because of the support of the Queen. According to McKendrick:
The Queen’s fondness for the drama certainly remained undiminished: between
5 October 1622 and 8 February 1623 no fewer than forty-five particulares by at
least a dozen dramatists, most of whom wrote for the corrales, were performed
by five different companies in her apartments, Sundays, Thursdays and feastdays being regular play days at the Alcázar. (215)
It was in the Alcázar that the first sung fiesta was performed in 1622.20 Written by Juan de
Tassis y Peralta, count of Villamediana, in 1622 and titled La gloria de Niquea, this musical drama
is considered the most important play in the beginnings of the new musical genre and was

20

For detailed accounts of the performance see Domínguez’s article or Flórez’s Música 230-36.
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performed in the gardens of the Royal Palace in Aranjuéz on May 15, 1622, to honor the king’s
birthday (Flórez, Música 230). The story was taken from the second part of Amadís de Grecia by
Feliciano de Silva in his Florisel de Niquea and counted on the collaboration of the scenographer
Giulio Cesare Fontana (Flórez, Música 230-31). This show presented characteristics from the
amateur court plays (McKendrick 214) since the queen Isabel, the infant María, and some of the
court ladies performed in it. However, it also represents the beginning of an innovative genre at
the time in which the sight prevails over the hearing of the show (Flórez, Música 230-31).
Furthermore, the importance of music in La gloria de Niquea represents the beginning of a new
way to create court spectacles that will lead to the court fiesta cantada (sung celebration) (Flórez,
Música 234). It was this performance that “did bring somewhat more of an Italian flavor to the
Spanish court. Its author, the ill-fated aristocratic poet Villamediana.” (Greer 19).
It is during this period of the 1620s in the 1630s that Calderón wrote some of his most famous
plays for the public theaters such as La dama duende, La vida es sueño, and El médico de su honra.
According to Stein, during the reign of the Spanish king Felipe IV, the Italian influence affected
the court plays more in a visual and a musical way, and the set designs were created after the
models that had been developed in the Italian court stages during the seventeenth century (Songs
132-3), since “the monarch relied on the expertise of a series of Italian engineers that he brought,
one by one, to the Madrid court: the Neapolitan Giulio Cesare Fontana, the Florentines Cosme
Lotti and Baccio del Bianco, and the Roman Antonio Maria Antonozi” (Sánchez del Peral 262).
In 1626 a famous Italian designer arrived in Madrid. His name was Cosimo Lotti and he was
responsible for the design and construction of some of the most important scenery and machinery
in the court theaters, especially the Buen Retiro Palace. He was originally hired to work in the
gardens of the palace and was supposed to “construct fountains and garden water-works at the
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request of Olivares and through the good offices of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, [however,] Lotti
soon proved himself a highly skilled and inventive designer of stage scenery and machinery and
became chief tramoyista to the court” (McKendrick 215). Other innovations brought by Lotti to
Spain were that he introduced Italianate perspective in his designs for theatrical plays and
implemented more artificial light to make night performances possible for the court audiences even
outside the theaters (Mujica 15-16). But before the Buen Retiro was built in the 1630’s, Lotti
collaborated with Lope de Vega in the creation of the first Spanish opera, La selva sin amor.
La selva sin amor was first presented before the King, the Queen, and the Infanta María in
the salon de comedias of the Alcázar on December 18, 1627 (McKendrick 215). The libretto was
written by Lope de Vega, the set design was created by Cosimo Lotti, and the music was composed
by Filippo Piccinini (Greer 21), an Italian musician working for the court since 1613. This
collaboration between a Spanish playwright and two Italian artists was an effort to represent the
new Italian theatrical trends. However, according to Flórez, Piccinini had been in Spain for so long
that he was not familiar with the new musical tendencies in Italy and had to be assisted by an
amateur musician who was the secretary of the Florentine embassy in Madrid, Bernardo Monanni,
who had arrived in Madrid just a year before along with Lotti. Flórez points out that it is because
of the influence of the Italian artists, and Lope’s high opinion of Lotti, as a reason to believe that
the latter had great influence in the general outline of the play (293). What is clear is that La selva
sin amor constitutes one of the main examples of early Italian theatrical designs and musical
elements in Spain in the seventeenth century. We can appreciate the significance of these
innovations by the reaction that some members of the audience recounted after the performance.
A curious account of a reaction is recorded in Shergold’s A History of the Spanish Stage when he
states:
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For La selva sin amor Lotti made a sea painted in perspective and on a distant
shore were seen a city and a lighthouse, while ships and shore batteries
discharged their guns. Fish moved up and down with the rise and fall of the
water, and the whole was illuminated with concealed lighting. It was revealed
by drawing back a curtain, here called a “tienda”. Venus appeared in a car drawn
by swans, above which flew Cupid, and music was provided by a hidden
orchestra. All at once the scene of the sea disappeared and was replaced by a
woodland grove on the banks of the Manzanares with a bridge over which
passed, in correct perspective, the normal traffic in and out of Madrid. The Casa
del Campo and the Palace were also seen. This scenery was the admiration of
all who saw it, and it is probably to La selva sin amor that Carducho refers when
he speaks of a play in which the movement of the sea was so natural that it made
some of the ladies feel sea-sick. (276)
After La selva sin amor, Lotti collaborated with other playwrights in musical dramas and started
to participate with Calderón in 1633 when they worked on Auristela y Lisidante. Later on, they
also collaborated on El mayor encato amor in 1635, the year when Calderón was named director
of palace performances.
Another important characteristic of the theatre in the second part of the seventeenth century
is related to the space in which the plays were performed. In 1629 the construction of the Palace
of Buen Retiro began and the Palace was in use in 1632-1633 (McKendrick 217). Although the
Coliseo theatre in the Buen Retiro would not be finished until 1640, there were other performance
spaces in the Palace that were used and whose structure and technical elements greatly differed
from those of the public playhouses. In the new theaters at the court and with sophisticated
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engineering and music, professional acting companies were hired to perform, for example during
the summer of 1631 (McKendrick 216).
According to Mujica, “the second half of the seventeenth century saw a decline in the
corrales (public theaters).21 Ambitious playwrights looked increasingly to the Court for patronage,
especially after Felipe IV had the palace of the Buen Retiro constructed in the 1630s” (15). By this
time, the audiences at the court could enjoy performances from all kinds of troupes but the
importance of the stage and the significance of resources available made theatre companies
compete to be hired at the court. Mujica explains that:
At first amateur plays were performed by courtiers, but soon professionals were
producing comedias de tramoya, that is, plays in which stage devices were used
extensively. Tramoyas were also used in the corral theater, but those at court
were more sophisticated. Some court spectacles were extraordinarily
extravagant. (15)
Although theatre companies were allowed to present court plays in the public theaters after
their performances in the court, the corrales began to feel the competition from court theaters for
the acting companies. Nevertheless, Thacker states that, although “some playwrights and
tramoyistas made a good living out of their association with the court, and acting troupes were
frequently summoned to the palaces leaving the Príncipe or the Cruz untenanted,” the decline of
the corrales was exaggerated (129).

21

See also Thacker 114 and 129.
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6.2

Calderón, Painting, and Music
As we will see in the next chapter about the senses, writing theatre during Calderón’s time

often involved a strong visual component and, as Frederick de Armas notes, “it was thought that
visualization was a key to memory” (Writing 7). The influence of the Italian opera and its visual
techniques, along with the importance of other arts such as painting and music in the early modern
era, contribute to the development of a theatre that combines different artistic fields in one
performance. In the same way that in Spain the comedia nueva combined elements of tragedy and
comedy, the theatre of the court blurred the divisions of arts, especially poetry, painting, and music
in opera and zarzuela. According to Díez Borque, “sabido es que la representación teatral de XVII
es un conjunto de espectáculos dentro del cual la música, el canto, la danza y el baile ocupan un
papel central como factores de captación de público, al que se pretende dar un espectáculo total.”
(26; it is known that the theatrical performanceof the seventeenth century is a combination of
spectacles inside which music, singing, dance and baile occupy a central role as factors to gain
audience, to whom one expects to offer a complete show).
However, the fact that court spectacles demanded a combination of artistic disciplines is not
the only reason why Calderón utilized so many resources apart from his poetry. As Alice Pollin
explains in her article “Calderón de la Barca and Music,” the Spanish playwright admired painting
and was a supporter of the art, advocating for the inclusion of painting among the liberal arts (363).
Valbuena Prat also says that Calderón’s house became a museum full of images, paintings and
reliquaries (250). Similarly, Thacker reminds us that Calderón’s El pintor “reveals Calderón’s
knowledge of and respect for the world of painting, which is carefully woven into the drama”
(102). Furthermore, Calderón can be considered as a visual writer since his stage directions provide
more visual cues than any other playwright of his generation (Thacker 114).
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Another characteristic of Calderón’s court plays and the multidisciplinary approach to theatre
in the early modern Spanish court is the use of mythological stories and allegorical interpretation
of classical legends. This could be due to the influence of Juan Pérez de Moya’s Filosofía secreta
(1585) and also to the exhibition in the court of paintings by artists such as Velázquez, Rubens,
Titian, Tintoreto and Veronese (Thacker 112), who were also inspired by classical mythology.
Similarly, Stroud, Flórez, and Foster have seen a relation between the recurrent use of classical
mythology in Calderón and his Jesuit education (Foster 89).
Apart from visual elements and classic mythology, Calderón was obviously attracted to
music and added musical components to his court plays up to the point of collaborating with
musicians like Juan Hidalgo in composing operas and zarzuelas. According to Christopher
Gascón, Calderón’s use of music is not incidental or aesthetic but it “functions with powerful
agency as it instigates conflict, alters emotions, introduces complications, and shapes the final tone
and meaning of the work” (3). Thus, Calderón is not just another dramatist influenced by the
techniques of his time. On the contrary, he is the precursor of some of those techniques and
contributes to the parallel evolution of music and theatre in the early modern Spain. Gorge Yuri
Porras agrees with this idea when he says that “Calderón de la Barca modified and expanded their
use [of songs and dances] by relating them directly to the plot and to dramatic structure” (“Extant
Music” 19).
In his court theatre, Calderón can be considered not only one of the best but the master of
musical theatre, not only because of his composition of operas and zarzuelas but because of his
knowledge and command of all the different elements necessary to compose a good musical play
for the court. Calderón’s theatre incorporated dance, music, scenery, and machines “to enhance
rather than compete with his poetic text. Music is not just something to fill gaps or hide machine
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noise but an integral part of the dramatic structure” (Greer 54). Supporting this idea of a balance
in the artistic parts of the performance, according to de Armas, “even though texts and paintings
compete with each other in Antiguity and during the Renaissance, there was also the belief that
poetry and painting were sister arts (Writing 10).
We could think that by having such a combination of different arts in Calderón’s court plays
the audience could get distracted. It could also be possible that music would be an impediment for
the audience to listen to the dialogue. According to Greer:
Of this complex of artistic elements, however, it was the visually spectacular
ingredients – illusionistic perspective scenery and stage machinery – that
aroused most admiration from the majority of contemporary viewers and gave
such great importance to the role of stage architects that in Italy, France, and
England, and in non-Calderonian Spanish court plays, they often overshadowed
the creative role played by authors of their poetic texts. (10)
It is interesting to note that this was a phenomenon that occurred in other countries but did
not apply to Calderonian theatre. This is due to the fact that music in Calderón’s plays “strongly
supports the themes and the plot, so that it is not a superfluous element of spectacle, but intrinsic
to the success of the play” (Greer 71). Greer explains that Calderón’s “refusal to surrender control
of the production to the engineers” is the main reason for his success in balancing these artistic
elements in his court spectacles (15).
I would like to offer another example of the importance and enjoyment of the collaboration
among the arts in the society of the early modern Europe. During my research I encountered the
story of the construction of a garden and the decorative elements of the garden that can be applied
to the composition of other works of art of the time, in our case a court spectacle. In the introduction
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to Sense and the Senses in Early Modern Art and Cultural Practice, Alice E. Sanger and Siv Tove
Kulbrandstad Walker tell their readers about the garden of the duke Francesco de’ Medici at
Pratolino. This garden, designed by Bernardo Buontalenti between 1569 and 1586 combined
elements from literature (buying from epic and pastoral poetry to myths), musical instruments,
fountains, and hydraulic automata with fake birds that sang. According to the editors, this garden
“invited comparisons with the spectacular productions of the contemporary Florentine theater”
(34).22 This combination of arts in the garden is a good reminder of the significance of Lotti’s work
since he was originally hired as a plumber for the palace gardens. But more importantly, the
contemplation of the idea of this garden reflects the importance of collaboration in the theatre too.
With regard to this collaboration, Thacker notes that “the demands of working with professional
set designers and engineers for the auto and the comedia must have heightened Calderón’s
sensitivity to the possibilities of the visual side of his work for the stage” (115). However, despite
the interst in visual arts and his collaboration with those set designers and engineers, Calderón
gives more importance to the sense of hearing. As Alice Pollin states, “Calderón generally and
traditionally grants supremacy to the auditory” (364).

6.3

Calderón’s Court Theatre Works
In previous chapters we have seen the situation of early modern Spanish theatre in general,

when evolution of comedia and comedia nueva, the use of music in early modern Spanish and
English theatre, and the court theatre performances before Calderón started working for the court.
Let us then look at how Calderón’s court spectacles evolved, how he affected the relation of music

22

To know more about the garden, see Suzanne B. Butters.
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and theatre in the court, and what kind of collaborations Calderón took on in order to create these
highly interdisciplinary works. In order to do so, we will review Calderón’s courtly plays and other
significant events in chronological order to gain a better understanding of the evolution of
Calderón’s musical plays.
The court theaters were appealing to acting troupes, and the best actors and musicians sought
to perform there. This attraction of the best performers and artists to the court theaters created a
change in the way performances were done and the focus of the theatrical experience was no longer
solely on the words but also on the visual spectacle. Mujica exemplifies this change in a
comparison between Lope’s and Calderón’s stage directions, stating that Calderón provided more
visual information and even related these directions to paintings (16). In this manner, she states:
Characters are sometimes described as appearing “como lo pintan” [as drawn].
Calderón was knowledgeable about painting and even wrote a treatise on the
subject. The visual, spectacular quality of Calderón’s plays, his use of shocking
or disturbing scenes (for example, the image of the bloodied Mencía in El
médico de su honra), his sometimes detailed stage directions, and his use of
stage devices to astonish and thrill the audience distinguish him as a new kind
of playwright. (16)
The fact that Calderón seemed to give so much importance to the visual effect of these court
spectacles made some critics before Valbuena Prat consider his mythological plays as “vacuos
espectáculos aduladores” (Hernández-Araico, “Revisión” 273; “vacuous and sycophant
spectacles”). Hernández-Araico also highlights the controversy of Calderón writing these kinds of
spectacles at the same time that he was writing mystery plays but defends the high philosophical
and moral symbolism propagated by Renaissance and Baroque mythologists that was present in
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Calderón’s mythological dramas created for the court theater (“Revisión” 273). According to
Mujica, “issues of free will and individual responsibility are consistent themes, even in comedies
ostensibly divorced from theological and philosophical concerns” (14).
With the introduction of musical plays, especially the mythological ones, Calderón was
assisting theatre in its development through the use of the latest Italian techniques and trends. It is
because of this Italian influence that music and visual effects became more preeminent in the
Spanish theatrical experience. The rise of Italian opera had a great impact on the Spanish stage
through the implementation of music and visual effects in a new way. This influence also pushed
theaters to adapt technically to new set designs, machinery, and an innovative pictorial perspective
that positioned the king in the center of the house as focal point for the reception of all the visual
elements (Hernández-Araico, “Revisión” 278).23 It is because of the introduction of more music
and visual elements in Calderón’s courtly theatre that his work is considered more
interdisciplinary. Hernández-Araico refers to Calderón’s mythological theatre as “the synthesis of
all the arts” (276).
Calderón’s mythological plays constituted the culmination of his experimentation with music
and visual effects in his plays, especially with the creation of the new genre of zarzuela. However,
his relationship with musical theatre started earlier during his production of court plays, even those
unrelated to mythology. These plays in which Calderón began a closer relationship with music are
also referred to as fiesta real (royal festivity) and represented a combination of,
…teatro y ceremonia que se plasmaba en representaciones teatrales de gran
envergadura, programadas “con intenciones de prestigio, propaganda y lección.
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See Appendix E for examples of designs drawn for the stage.
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[…] Se trata en definitiva de una fiesta cortesana o, para ser más exactos, de una
fiesta teatral palaciega en la que se engloban tanto las obras breves como la
fiesta, es decir la obra de mayor envergadura entre cuyas jornadas o actos se
representaban aquellas. (Flórez 226)
…theatre and ceremony that was expressed in theatrical performances of great
magnitude, programmed “with the intention of achieving prestige, advertising
and lesson.” […] It is definitely a court celebration or, to be more precise, a
theatrical court celebration at the palace which comprises the short plays as well
as the celebration, meaning the most significant play between whose jornadas
or acts the others are performed.
During this period of the 1630s and 1640s Calderón presented his early spectacle plays for
the court theaters. This was a time when politics were in turmoil in Spain but this did not affect
court theater due to the fact that “Olivares and Philip IV turned to spectacle and drama both to
demonstrate their power and to divert attention from more pressing matters” (Stein, Songs 103).
Calderón’s works during this time maintained many features that characterized other authors’
earlier spectacle plays. However, he also employed new techniques that he had used in his
comedias for public theaters. According to Louise Stein:
These early spectacle plays function as comedias adapted to the resources of the
palace theatre and to the contextual demands posed by the status of royal
entertainment. Thus, they are generally more serious, more focused, and more
respectful of the precepts of Spanish drama than the earlier court theatricals.
(Songs 103)
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There is only knowledge of three of these spectacles, El mayor encanto amor (1635), La
fábula de Dafne (1635-36), and La fábula de Narciso (1639). The two later works are supposed to
be pastorals but their texts are lost. However, Stein posits that Calderón might have used La fábula
de Dafne for his later work El laurel de Apolo (1657-58) and La fábula de Narciso might have
followed the same destiny becoming Eco y Narciso (1661) (Songs 103).
El mayor encanto amor (1635) is one of the most important examples of Calderón’s work
during this early period as courtly dramatist. This is not only due to the fact that this work is
considered the first extant court play but also because of the story behind the production of the
play and Calderón’s relationship with Lotti. The plot deals with the story of Ulysses and Circe in
what Stein defines as “a three-act comedia with a liberal sprinkling of pastoral, piscatory, and
magical elements” (Songs 103) or as “a comedia with added elements of spectacle” (104). The
play was performed the night of St. John on the lake of the Buen Retiro park by a professional
company and the peculiarity of this play is that the idea for the show was Lotti’s. Instead of having
Calderón write a play and then ask Lotti to design the sets and machinery for said play, Lotti was
the first to conceive the idea for the play and write a memorandum 24 with the kind of visual
elements that he expected to put on stage for said spectacle. This memorandum was then given to
Calderón for him to create a text that would complement Lotti’s ideas. This process did not please
Calderón who, on April 30, 1635, wrote a letter to the king to express his rejection of Lotti’s ideas
and the way the project was being developed. 25 In this letter, according to Shergold, “Calderón
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A detailed explanation on Lotti’s memorandum can be found in Shergold’s A History of the Spanish Stage and has
been added as Appendix C to this dissertation.
25
This letter was published by Léo Rouanet in “Un autographe inédit de Calderón.” Attached to this document as
Appendix D.
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rejected it [Lotti’s memorandum] firmly, saying that, ingenious as it was, it was not actable, being
more concerned with the devising of the machines than with the pleasure of the performance. He
expressed willingness, however, to use some of the devices” (280).
Lotti’s memorandum is an example of the excessive use of visual elements that were used to
amaze the audiences of these spectacles. Since this play was to be presented in the lake of the Buen
Retiro park, there was an island in the middle of the lake that would serve the story. In his
memorandum, Lotti mentioned decorations with coral, pearl, shells, waterfalls, a mountain in the
island with precipices and caves, many trees, artificial lighting, large cars to transport some of the
characters, two huge fish to pull one of the cars, live fish, a golden ship, lightning, thunder, an
earthquake, the mountain exploding due to a thunderbolt and becoming Circe’s palace, a garden
with fountains and covered walks, huge stars rising from the lake, a character turning into a
monkey, another character flying through the air, more ships, fish and sea monsters, a character
riding a turtle, and a huge giant (Shergold 280-82). However, Calderón only accepted part of these
elements in his final product. According to Stein:
The magical atmosphere that Cosimo Lotti delighted in (emphasized in his
memorial) had only an incidental place in Calderón’s final text. His conservative
text, and the equally conservative music incorporated into its performance would
indicate that the quest for novelty and isolate, artificial invention that had
characterized the court plays in 1622 and 1627 was succeeded (at least
temporarily) by a retreat to more convincing, stable, and traditional forms.
(Songs 112)
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Nevertheless, two of the elements that Lotti described in his memorandum eventually became two
of the main features of the court theatre: the unexpected scene changes and the use of the Italian
perspective (Shergold 276).
Knowing the quantity and quality of visual elements on which Lotti wanted to base the play,
it is not surprising to imagine Calderón’s outrage. Calderón was a philosophical and religious man
who gave preference to the message of the play and the beauty of the poetry over other elements.
Having to adapt his creation to visual elements that served to impress the audience was probably
not a comfortable position for him. The proof is the letter he wrote to the king complaining about
Lotti’s methods and ideas. In this letter he maintains that in order to write the play he cannot
maintain the list of ideas that he received from Lotti but he is willing to try some of these illusions
in his play. Thus, according to Shergold, “Calderón uses Lotti’s manuscript much in the same way
as, elsewhere, he uses plays by other dramatists: as a promising idea, but one which has to be fairly
extensively rethought and reworked in order to obtain its maximum dramatic effectiveness” (28283). This is because Calderón thought that although Lotti’s ideas were creative, the program was
not performable since it prioritized the visual elements and machinery over what Stein calls “the
tasteful pleasure of the whole performance” (Songs 107). In McKendrick’s words “Calderón was
afraid that these pyrotechnics would swamp his text!” (218). This is understandable. However,
Calderón decided to use some of the ideas from Lotti’s memorandum but, according to Delgado
Morales, he “stipulated that he would not intervene in the technical aspects of devices accepted,
the disposition of lighting, or painting of the structure and scenery” (88).
Regarding the music in this play, Lotti’s memorandum only conceived music when it would
aid his creative visual designs or when it would assist in covering the noise of machinery and scene
changes (Songs 105). On the other hand, Calderón’s use of music in the final product was more in
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correlation with the use of music in the comedias (Songs 107) and ultimately became the model
for future musical court performances. According to McKendrick, Calderón took control and
established “a proper balance in the court drama between spectacle and literary worth” (218).
In terms of performance, El mayor encanto amor was presented by a professional company
and was a spectacle that lasted six hours, ending at one in the morning (McKendrick 218).
According to Greer, the play was to be performed in three consecutive evenings: the first for the
members of the Councils, the second for members of the Cortes, and the third with open admission
to the general paying public (78-79). It is also assumed that Calderón presented the play as a
comedia without so many effects in the corrales to be attended by the public, as it would become
the norm with many court spectacles of the seventeenth century (McKendrick 218). Furthermore,
apart from having Lotti’s memorandum and Calderón’s letter to the king available to us, Manuel
Delgado Morales explains that there exist some accounts of the performance in the letters from
Tuscan ambassadors to the Grand Duke of Tuscany. In these letters, the ambassadors wrote reports
on the court spectacles and explained political ideas on plays and all information concerning
staging (Delgado Morales 83) since we should remember that Lotti had been introduced to the
court by the duke and he liked to be informed on Lotti’s work. According to Delgado, “after his
[Lotti’s] arrival in Madrid, the Tuscan Embassy assumed the obligation of keeping his former
patrons abreast of his progress” (83). In this way, the ambassador Francesco de’ Medici and the
embassy secretary Bernardo Monanni sent letters to the duke commenting the performance of El
mayor encanto amor and, as a proof that Calderón’s text suffered after the implementation of all
of Lotti’s visual effects, there was no mention in the whole account of the performance to the duke
of the author’s name (Delgado Morales 87).
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In 1635 and 1636 Calderón wrote two other plays, La fábula de Dafne and Los tres mayores
prodigios. In 1638, accoding to McKendrick, Calderón presented two plays in the courtyard of the
palace on the nights of St. John and St. Isabel (219). In 1639 he created La comedia de la fábula
de Narciso, and in 1640 he collaborated with Solís and Rojas for another play that was performed
in the lake of the Buen Retiro park (Shergold 293). During these years in the 1630s it was very
common to have performances in the lake since the Buen Retiro park had a theater that was still
under construction and would not open until 1640. It was then a custom to have outdoor
performances at the lake before having a fully equipped theater that was being built with
architectural needs for this kind of musical and visual spectacles in mind. The theater that was
being built in the Buen Retiro, the Coliseo, as other theaters that would be adapted later on, would
have special stage machinery “designed to create aerial effects that made it possible for angels or
mythological gods to fly through the sky, while painted backcloths provided scenery. The general
layout resembled that of the corrales (public theaters), and the public could enter for a fee” (Mujica
16). Nevertheless, these theaters were highly different from the public corrales because of all the
resources that court theaters had available and also because of the change in perspective with the
introduction in the court theaters of the Italian perspective, in which the perfect view for the play
is centered where the king would sit, in a box right in front of the stage. Also, the corrales
disposition in thrust stage differed from the proscenium stages in court theaters. Thus, Greer offers
us a useful description of the differences in the Coliseo with respect to the disposition of the
corrales when she says:
…it was a horseshoe-shaped theater, with three tiers of boxes all the way around.
Although a special box had been constructed for the royal party on the second
level opposite the stage, they sat instead on a raised and richly canopied platform
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farther forward in the horseshoe, the best point for viewing the perspective
scenery. (85)
After the Coliseo theater in the Buen Retiro park was built, it started functioning as court and
public theater. In this way, Flórez notes that the Coliseo helped recover some of the money that
was invested in its construction by the sale of tickets to the public and even the rent of the space
(227).
We enter now in the period of the 1640s when the political and social situation in Spain took
a turn for the worse. On February 4, 1640 the Coliseo theater, designed by Cosimo Lotti, was just
opened and Calderón was able to present mythological plays there (Shergold 295 and McKendrick
220). However, Lotti did not get to enjoy his design for very long since he died in 1643. In relation
to the performances presented in the Buen Retiro and the Alcázar, be it at the Coliseo or the salon
dorado, the king had become such a centerpiece to the performance that the audience observed
him during the performances. This is why McKendrick states that “the new stage and the royal
actors between them had changed drama from something to be listened to and watched into
something to be watched and listened to. The oyentes (listeners, as the audience was called) of the
corrales had in the new theatres truly become spectators” (224). Regarding the political context,
in 1640 Catalonia and Portugal (then belonging to Spain) took a stance against the king and 1641
there were conflicts in Andalusia. In 1643 Flanders, which was at the time part of the Spanish
crown, was invaded by the French, and the Spanish army was defeated at Rocroi. During the same
year, the king’s favorite, the Count-Duke Olivares, was banished. All these events obviously
affected theatre in an indirect manner but in 1644 the crisis touched the theaters directly. In October
of 1644 the queen, Elizabeth of France, died and the theaters were closed as part of the mourning.
Two years later, the prince Baltasar Carlos died as well, extending the mourning period. Thus, the
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theaters were officially closed until 1649. During this period, Calderón became a Franciscan friar,
the new chaplain at Toledo Cathedral, and the king’s chaplain of honor (Mujica 14). He also
dedicated much of his time to writing religious and mystery plays for the celebration of Corpus
Christi, becoming one of the most important religious playwrights of the time. In 1649 the theaters
reopened since, as Stein says, “after so many wars, people needed the relief of theater” (Songs
128).
The extant texts of Calderón’s court plays of this early period of the1630s and 1640s deal,
mainly, with heroes’ stories and chivalry legends and not with mythological or pastoral plots as
they would in the second part of the century. Regarding their structure, Stein declares that they
“either adhere to the two-act pattern of the courtly ‘inventions’ or the three-act comedia form”
(Songs 104). In terms of music, although Calderón’s early spectacles were based on the elements
found in the comedia, he soon started to give more importance to the musical elements and
introduce new musical forms that came from the Italian stage. In this way, Calderón gave music a
more significant role in the court spectacles and demonstrated that he was already interested in
discovering the potential of music with relation to plays, “especially the association of hidden,
divine, or supernatural forces with song” (Songs 115). Nevertheless, in the works of this period,
Calderón’s vocal music mainly follows the norms of the Spanish traditional cancioneros, having
a soloist or a chorus sing always in realistic situations as they would do in a corral (Flórez 235).
A good example of these early plays by Calderón was El jardín de Falerina (1649), defined by
Stein as a “throw-back to the earlier spectacle plays” because of its structure in two acts and the
thematic of an epic romance (Songs 104). This work presents clear influences of the traditional
vocal music, such as the use of known songs from the cancioneros, combined with techniques that
had been used as innovations in the comedias of the public theaters. However, there is no trace of
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musical influence from the Italian opera. According to Stein, during this early period, “the
Calderón plays exploited the Florentine Cosimo Lotti’s ingenious stage designs and machines, but
clearly ignored the foreign musical style, recitative, that had been introduced by the Italian
contingent in 1627 (in the opera La selva sin amor) when Lotti made his debut in Madrid” (Songs
120-121).
In the 1650s Calderón’s court plays start to evolve toward more musical spectacles. It is at
this time that the playwright decided to retire from writing comedias for the public theater and
dedicated the rest of his career exclusively to creating court plays (Songs 125). These court plays
consisted of elaborate dramatic texts, mainly with mythological plots, that were accompanied by
magnificent staging and, at the same time, contained a “mensaje de profundo contenido moral y
politico” (message of deep moral and political content) (Flórez 235). Moreover, these works start
to show Italian influences through musical elements such as the recitative, a musical form that
Calderón used as a way for godly characters to communicate.26
During the 1650s several important events in relation to musical theatre took place. The first
one was the reopening of the Coliseo theater in 1650. The Coliseo had been closed during the years
of official mourning (1644-1649) and then refurbished since it had been neglected during those
years (Shergold 304). Although Cosimo Lotti, its architect, could not enjoy the Coliseo for a long
period of time since he died in 1643, the theater was soon utilized in full mechanical and technical
capacity thanks to the arrival of a new stage designer from Italy. In 1651, Baccio del Bianco was
sent to Madrid by the Tuscan Grand Duke Ferdinand II de’Medici (Dearborn Massar 365) since
he was considered a theater engineer, stage designer, and machinery expert as talented as Cosimo
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This is one of the main points from which Louise Stein establishes her ideas in her work Songs of Mortals, Dialogues
of the Gods.
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Lotti. However, Del Bianco was not only a Florentine designer but also a painter and this
characteristic had great consequences in the visual elements that the Italian implemented in the
Spanish stage. Stein said of Del Bianco that he brought with him “the latest techniques in theatrical
staging and the Italian flair for grand spectacle” (Songs 130). As a contrast, or a compliment, to
Del Bianco’s visual elements, Calderón’s drama stressed “high moral tone, increased symbolism,
and clear political messages” (130). Moreover, court spectacles of this period included more music
and this music was used in a more metaphysical way and with great dramatic weight.
In 1651, as we saw in chapter 2, Calderón became a priest and focused his writing on
religious plays for the Corpus Christi celebration along with the court musical spectacles. In 1652
he created one of the court plays, La fiera, el rayo y la piedra, that is considered a significant work
because it represents the first court spectacle in which Calderón used recitative (Acuña 30). It is
also one of the only three plays performed before 1700 of which stage design drawings have
survived. 27 La fiera, el rayo y la piedra is also the first collaboration of Calderón with Del Bianco.
In 1653, Calderón comes together with Del Bianco again for the production of Fortunas de
Andrómeda y Perseo, whose music was considered significant in that it “strongly supports the
themes and the plot” (Songs 165). After this play, Calderón did not write any other court production
until 1657, when he wrote the first zarzuela titled El golfo de las sirenas.
Zarzuela is the term with which we refer to the new genre that Calderón created through his
experimentation in musical theatre. Calderón was the first author to produce this kind of spectacle
that derived from the combination of the Spanish comedia and the mythological plays developed
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There exist drawings of the stage designs for Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo (1653) by Calderón, Los celos hacen
estrellas (1672) by Juan Vélez de Guevara, and La fiera el rayo y la piedra (first performed in 1652 but drawings
from the performance in 1690) by Calderón. See Appendix E for drawings.
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after the implementation of Italian elements on the Spanish stage. The name zarzuela comes from
the royal hunting lodge where there was a palace in which this kind of spectacle was set to be
performed. This palace was called the Zarzuela palace because of the vegetation that surrounded
the area that was rich in zarzas or bramble bushes. Thus, the first zarzuelas gained their name from
the place where they were to be performed. The zarzuela is also considered, according to Stein, as
“the genre most strongly identified with Spanish national musical theatre” (Songs 258). However,
the fact that in this period the genre was in development makes it extremely difficult to define what
a zarzuela is and what are its main characteristics. This is because the first work considered a
zarzuela is not officially named a zarzuela by Calderón although it was to be performed in the
Zarzuela palace, while there are other plays that are officially named zarzuela without being
presented in said palace, and both the former and the latter do not share the same structural
elements since it was a genre that was still evolving. According to Stein:
…the theatrical genre of zarzuela seems to have shared something of its
definition with the zarza. Whereas the zarza was used to enclose fields and
property in the country, the zarzuelas take the rustic and pastoral landscape as
their setting. Further, just as the bramble-bush is an ill-defined and common sort
of vegetation, the zarzuela used predominantly common sorts of music, with
simple plots and language. (Songs 259)
Thus, Stein defines Calderón’s mythological plays during earlier years as semi-operas and
considers his zarzuelas as more pastoral in their setting. Regarding other differentiating
characteristics, it is difficult to describe the distinction between zarzuelas from the earlier
mythological plays in terms of music since both implemented music at a larger scale than the
traditional comedias and the mythological plays already used the recitative, sung dialogue, and
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airs. The elements that are key to distinguish between zarzuela and mythological play, or semiopera, is the structure and thematic of the play. We can define a zarzuela as a court spectacle that
combines sung and spoken dialogue, shorter than a play, generally divided in two acts, with a
pastoral or rustic setting but inspired by classical mythology, “in which the gods and supernatural
characters were demoted from a highly ‘symbolic’ presence to a burlesque or at least more
theatrically human one” (Songs 296), and “were less serious in tone and dramatic content than the
strictly mythological court plays” (261). The thematic of the plots is usually related to love and
uses a combination of pastoral and supernatural characters from classic mythology, along with the
figure of the gracioso from the comedia. Stein explains that zarzuelas were tangled just as the
bramble bush in that they “generally present a mixture of song and speech, of drama and comedy,
and of the pastoral and mythological” (261).
Another important characteristic of zarzuelas is their relation to the Italian models brought
to Spain by the Italian engineers (whom we would consider set designers in our time) and
musicians at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Calderón’s zarzuelas were not as influenced
by Italian opera as his mythological plays were. This is one of the reasons why Stein considers
Calderón’s mythological plays semi-operas and defends that he was the only playwright to
compose semi-operas in Spain (296). She also maintains that zarzuelas were “anti-operatic”,
“easier to produce and enthusiastically cultivated by Calderón’s contemporaries” (297). However,
because of the loss of most of the musical scores of many plays and the lack of information on the
text about the music, other scholars such as Flórez defend that it is:
…problemático establecer la diferencia entre zarzuelas y fiestas cantadas, sobre
todo durante el último cuarto de siglo, en el que, según Becker el género
evoluciona de manera que junto a una zarzuela de temas intrascendentes, que
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considera una especie de ‘género chico mitológico’, aparece otra, que denomina
‘zarzuela grande’, que desarrolla temas más cercanos a los de la ópera, y de
hecho hace sus funciones en el teatro hispano durante el reinado de Carlos II.
(269)
…problematic to establish the difference between zarzuelas and fiestas
cantadas, above all during the last quarter of the century, in which, according to
Becker the genre evolves in a way that along with a zarzuela of trivial matter,
that is considered a kind of ‘small mythological genre’, appears another one, that
is denominated ‘big zarzuela’, that develops matters that are closer to those of
the opera, and in fact functions as one of them in Hispanic theatre during the
reign of Charles II.
The first fiesta de zarzuela written by Calderón was El golfo de las sirenas and was produced
in January of 1657. The music for this zarzuela might have been composed by Juan Hidalgo,
according to Louise Stein (“Opera” 128). This work is considered the first zarzuela because it was
the first of these plays that was performed in the Zarzuela palace although it only consists of one
act, a loa and a mojiganga. Moreover, Calderón never described it as a zarzuela but subtitled the
play a égloga piscatorial (piscatory eclogue). Another characteristic that separates this work from
subsequent zarzuelas is the use of music that is limited to a single character (Songs 267). According
to Stein, the loa and the main play present vocal music in the way traditional plays did at the time,
“choirs and vocal ensembles serve to reinforce the central themes and to convey anonymous
messages” (267).
The second zarzuela, El laurel de Apolo, was produced in 1658 with a script by Calderón
and music by Juan Hidalgo and it is the first work that Calderón referred to as a zarzuela. In spite
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of the fact that the music of this spectacle is lost, we know that it used sung dialogue which is
something that succeeding zarzuelas and short court plays did not employ (Songs 296). Another
curiosity of El laurel de Apolo is that Calderón presents a character named Zarzuela at the
beginning of the play, in the loa. Zarzuela has come to the palace with a group of musicians and
their rustic instruments to entertain the royal family and she emphasizes the humble and rustic
simplicity of what she calls a small fable, partly sung and partly spoken, that they are about to
present. According to Stein, this presentation of a pastoral setting as a small fable and not a
comedia could be related to the contemporary controversy on hybrid genres (like the tragicomedy)
and failure of Lope’s La selva sin amor still present in his mind (264). Regarding the thematic of
the plot, although the play obviously originates in a mythological story, it is more pastoral than
mythological. Finally, there were minimal visual effects or machinery on stage for this
performance since it was to be presented in the Zarzuela palace which was smaller than the Coliseo
(265).
After these first zarzuelas, Calderón immersed himself in another kind of project by
composing two operas. Although the first Spanish opera, La selva sin amor, written by Lope de
Vega in 1627, had not been very successful with the Spanish audience, Calderón risked his
reputation by revising the idea in the 1660s. In 1660, he produced his first opera, La púrpura de la
rosa, with music (not extant) by Juan Hidalgo which would become the first opera ever performed
in the new world. It presents a version of Ovid’s story of Venus and Adonis in a fully sung
spectacle and was created as an entertainment to celebrate and honor the marriage between Maria
Teresa and Louis XIV as one of the elements of reconciliation between France and Spain after the
Treaty of the Pyrenees. However, La púrpura de la rosa not only served as an entertainment but
also as a way to compete with the French and try to show them the Spanish superiority in the
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production of such events (Songs 208). It is for this reason that the production was meticulously
conceived and had to be postponed from its original performance date because the singers and
actresses needed more rehearsal (“Opera” 139). According to Flórez, La púrpura de la rosa was
also a “demostración de que en la corte española no sólo se conocían las últimas tendencias
músico-teatrales, sino que incluso se adaptaban y modificaban al gusto nacional, y además se
contaba con los recursos económicos necesarios para poner en escena tan fastuosos espectáculos”
(294; demonstration that in the Spanish court not only were the latest musical-theatrical Italian
tendencies known, but they were also adapted and modified according to the national taste, and
they also had the necessary economic resources to stage such magnificent performances). This
rivalry with France had its origin in the knowledge that the French were planning the production
of a new Italian opera in Paris with the same object of celebration. The French production,
however, did not turn out as expected since they ultimately presented an opera that had already
been performed before in Venice. This fact made the Spanish opera the first national opera, coming
ahead of other European countries, even France (Flórez 295). Unfortunately, the music for this
opera was lost and only a later version of the score by Tomás de Torrejó de Velasco survived. This
score was created for a performance in Lima, Peru, in 1701 although the composer was thought to
have been inspired by Hidalgo’s work (Flórez 300).
In 1660 or 1661, almost a year after the first performance of La púrpura de la rosa, Calderón
created another opera with the same occasion as the first one. The title of this second opera was
Celos aun del aire matan and it was presented in the Coliseo theater. This work was created also
in collaboration with musician Juan Hidalgo, and its music is extant except for the instrumentation
which was restored at a later time (only the original score for voices and bass line survived).
Although the author of the script and the composer of the music are well known, we have no
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information about the stage designer since Baccio del Bianco died in 1657 although Flórez
speculates about this topic in Música teatral en el Madrid de los Austrias durante el Siglo de Oro
(299). In terms of structure, Celos aun del aire matan is formed by a loa (lost) and three acts and
was, according to Stein:
…probably a success since it was revived at least three times before the end of
the century, in 1679, 1684, and 1697 […] (and) word of its success evidently
travelled beyond Spain, at least as far as Naples and Vienna. The opera was
performed in Naples, as indicated by the libretto printed there in 1682; and it is
mentioned several times in some of the diplomatic exchanges between Vienna
and Madrid. (Songs 254)
One of the most important characteristics of Calderón operas is the main challenge that these
works pose in terms of musicality. Hidalgo had to face the problem of having a fully sung text and
needing to assign songs to all the characters. Since the traditional conventions distinguished
between those characters who sang and those who did not and the way each character sang (for
example, in previous court plays the gods would sing in a different way than other characters did),
Hidalgo had to come up with different types of vocal music for diverse characters. Thus, he
assigned characters like the graciosos some kind of popular song in order to enforce the
verisimilitude within the conventions of the traditional comedia. According to Stein, “Hidalgo’s
musical choices were motivated by the characters and larger effect of each scene, not by the textual
structure, the meaning of individual words, or even the sense of the immediate narrative” (Songs
233).
After the two operas, Calderón continued creating musical plays but not completely sung
operas. However, the musical plays that he developed in the 1660’s after La púrpura de la rosa
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and Celos aun del aire matan maintained the mythological and pastoral arguments so typical of
Calderón by then. In 1661 he wrote the mythological Apolo y Climene and El hijo del sol, Faetón,
the latter with music by Juan Hidalgo, and the pastorals Eco y Narciso, also with music by Hidalgo,
and El monstruo de los jardines. With regard to the mythological plays, the most important
characteristic to highlight is the fact that, for example, in Apolo y Climene there is not much sung
dialogue since most of the characters are not gods and the only god in the play (Apollo) has been
banished from the heavens by Jupiter and denied his divine powers (Songs 169). As for the pastoral
plays, they were neither semi-operas nor zarzuelas and were much more limited in musical and
visual elements than the preceding operas (268). According to Stein,
They do not follow the hybrid model established in 1652-3, nor were they
especially ‘operatic’ in their exploitation of music. Most important, the same
conventions that governed the semi-operas, the zarzuela, and to some extent the
comedias and the earlier spectacle plays were respected in their musical scenes.
(Songs 272)
It is important to mention that after the two operas in 1660-61, Calderón and Hidalgo “turned
away from extensively musical plays following the operas of c.1660.” (273). In the musical plays
that they produced after the two operas, they avoided sung dialogue and recitative. Then, in 1662,
Calderón and Hidalgo collaborated again in another musical court play titled Ni amor se libra de
amor but this work has not survived. After this play, in 1665, king Felipe IV died, and the court
theater was closed until 1670 due to a period of official mourning. It is not until 1671 that another
musical play is performed in the court. This is the case of Fieras afemina amor by Calderón, with
music by Hidalgo, which is the first court play performed after Felipe IV’s death (273). After this,
in 1672-74, La estatua de Prometeo was produced with music also by Juan Hidalgo. Finally, the
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last of Calderón’s musical court plays, Hado y divisa de Leonido y de Marfisa, was an opera
produced in March 1680, a year before Calderón’s death, to celebrate the marriage of Carlos II to
Marie-Louise d’Orléans the year before (Greer 181). This opera also counted on Hidalgo’s musical
contribution.
After reviewing Calderón’s musical court plays, we can imagine how other contemporary
writers found zarzuela an interesting genre to be discovered. We can find a number of other
playwrights who followed Calderón’s example maybe “because convention limited the scope and
level of difficulty of its musical scenes, such that these plays were easily and readily produced
because they did not make exceptional demands upon the theatrical companies” (Songs 285). Some
of the zarzuelas following Calderón’s model from authors contemporary to Calderón are: Pico y
Canete (1656) by Luis de Ulloa, with music by Juan Hidalgo; Triunfos de amor y fortuna (1658)
by Antonio Solís, with music by Hidalgo and scenography by the Italian Antonio Maria Antonozzi;
Los celos hacen estrellas (1672) by Juan Vélez de Guevara, with music again by Hidalgo, and
whose music survived almost completely, becoming the earliest zarzuela for which most of the
music is extant (288); Los juegos olímpicos (1673) by Agustín de Salazar y Torres, who wrote at
least seven zarzuelas (285); Venir el Amor al mundo y labrar flechas contra sí (1680) by Melchor
Fernández de León; and Alfeo y Aretusa (1672 but performed before the king in 1687) by Juan
Bautista Diamante, with music by Hidalgo.
These zarzuelas show that Calderón’s innovative model became an important theatrical
legacy not only during the end of the seventeenth century but also for playwrights in the following
centuries. Zarzuelas became a way for playwrights to find “royal patronage and instant glory”
(Songs 273) since it was a genre that was easier to achieve than the semi-opera and opera and it
created a sense of national pride since “it made little room for imported musical genres” (288). It
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is clear that Calderón set a precedent for a successful genre that would be reproduced not only
during his time but also in the following centuries, achieving great popularity in the eighteenth and
nineteenth century in Spain and reaching the new world with special success in places like Peru,
Mexico, and Cuba.28 It is also important to note that zarzuelas originated earlier than the English
ballad opera, the German singspiel, and the French operetta which makes the Spanish genre an
antecedent to all these musical genres and Calderón the founder of national musicals.
Finally, a question that has occupied many scholars on Calderón’s court theatre has been that
of the author’s intention and motivation for these plays. Although these plays were first considered
by scholars as mere and senseless entertainments, in the most recent years some studies have
contemplated the seriousness and “guiding moral purpose” of these works (McKendrick 167). In
this manner, Greer comments on how Calderón’s court spectacles were dismissed as “at best
frivolous spectacle and at worst servile flattery designed for the pleasure of a decadent monarchy”
(77) or “at best, extravagant baubles to entertain the court, and at worst, servile and mendacious
flattery of a decadent monarchy” (4). Similarly, Menéndez Pelayo represented this position of the
critic who considered Calderón’s court drama an ‘inferior genre’ (Greer 3). Other authors, like
McKendrick, just recognize these works as propaganda for the monarchy (237) or some kind of
moral critique of human nature (163) that “recommend politically as well as morally acceptable
values such as desengaño (constructive disillusionment), reason, order, harmony, duty, self-denial,
and responsibility” (164).
One of the scholars who has studied this topic more in depth is Margaret Greer. According
to her studies, Calderón’s plays contained messages to different levels: that of the political
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propaganda, a personal message that each audience member can infer from the themes and
situations in the story, and a political message of criticism and moralization towards the monarchy
and the court. As a consequence, she defends the political messages in these plays and eloquently
illustrates her thesis. Greer presents examples from Calderón’s plays that, according to her
reasoning, reflect a criticism to the king’s privado (Greer 90) and the problem of Don Juan José, a
bastard son of the king (Greer 96 and 105-107). Thus, she states that “although we do not have a
contemporary report making these readings explicit, we do have scattered evidence over the
seventeenth century that the Spanish public identified fictional characters with court figures”
(103).
Other scholars who have also studied this topic are for example Julio Vélez-Sainz, who deals
with the different interpretations of Calderón’s court theatre and summarizes positions on political
messages and resemblance, and José Antonio Maravall, who believes that Calderón did not intend
to educate the audience but he did aim to manipulate them “con fines de realizar una operación
configuradora de carácter ideológico sobre amplios sectores de la población” (77; with the purpose
to conduct an operation to configure the ideological character over ample population areas).
Finally, another critic who deals with this topic is Santiago Fernández Mosquera who presents
Greer’s ideas and firmly opposes them arguing that Greer’s arguments are too cryptic and only
valid for a concrete time and place and defends that Calderón’s integration in the court make
Greer’s propositions improvable (211). Fernández Mosquera reminds his readers that Calderón
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was not completely free in his work due to the requirement made by the monarchy for the
commissions of his plays and uses María Luisa Lobato’s works on Calderón’s problems while
writing for the court as supporting evidence (212). As a conclusion, Fernández Mosquera argues
that it is not believable to think that Calderón would risk his position at the court to imply a
criticism towards the monarchy in his plays (214).
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CHAPTER 7.

7.1

CALDERÓN AND THE SENSES

History of the Senses
The senses and their categorization is something that humans have thought about for

centuries. A combination of ideas from Aristotle, Plato, Augustine, and Neoplatonic philosophies
have become the basis for our understanding of the senses. In his De anima (c-350 BCE) Aristotle
was one of the first philosophers to write about the senses and determine their correspondence with
the different parts of the body (Sanger 3). In this work, Aristotle not only discussed the number of
senses, but it also established the order of the senses where he opposed ideas from earlier
philosophers such as Democritus (who distinguished more than five senses) (Vinge 17-18).
Another philosopher called Marsilio Ficino also discussed the existence of a sixth sense (Sanger
3), and authors like Lactantius, Minucius Felix, Ambrose, Theodoretus, Lucretius, Cicero, Caelius
Rhodiginus, and Alain de Lille also dealt with the topic of the senses.29
Aristotle’s theory is still the most supported by other authorities in the field. This is due to
the fact that he defined the five senses and arranged them in the following order: sight, hearing,
smell, taste, and touch (Vinge 7). In the same way that for Plato sight was the basis of philosophy,
for Aristotle, sight was also preeminent in the hierarchy of senses due to its link to knowledge
(Smith 28). Although hearing proved to be more important to certain societies, not only for
communication purposes but also for “arranging, affirming, and mediating various forms of social
organization and hierarchy” (Smith 42), sight has been considered as the highest sense ever since
Aristotle. According to Smith, sight had a long history of dominance in the western world because
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of its relation to science, rationalism, and technology (19). In the seventeenth century, the eye
became even more important due to the advances in medicine studies and “physicians emphasized
the importance and power of visual observation.” (24). Mark Smith describes the Renaissance and
Enlightenment as eye-centered cultures in which the sense of sight assisted in discerning the truth,
was the messenger of reason and the guardian of the intellect (9). Similarly, the idea of a protected
eye versus an open ear and the dangers that it entailed contributed to the promotion of sight as the
superior sense.30
Nevertheless, the other senses were not always marginalized because of the supremacy of
the eye. This is especially true for the sense of hearing. Mark Smith, in Sensing the Past, mentions
the idea of wisdom as a blind figure in early Greek culture (28). There is also a sense of distrust
for the vision at some points during the early modern era and even a division of the senses and
correspondence with female or male characters (32). According to Smith, often women were
related to the senses of smell, touch, and taste because of the activities that were commonly
ascribed to women at home, such as being in the kitchen or nursing, while the sense of sight was
related to what were considered more masculine tasks, like reading or writing (32). In A Cultural
History of the Senses in the Renaissance, Herman Roodenburg discusses a ‘sensory anxiety’ in the
Renaissance. He explains how during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was more ocularcentric
but there was an increasing feeling of uncertainty and unreliability on the sense of sight “all too
susceptible to delusions, misapprehensions, and moral corruption” (11). In Roodenburg’s words:
Physicians, for example, blamed the four humors or, in discussing melancholy
or lycanthropy, the workings of the imagination. Both one’s bodily and mental
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states could distort one’s visual perceptions and even cause purely imagined
perceptions. Alarming also were the apparitions and illusions effected by
demons and witches in those they possessed. In addition, there was the
Renaissance vogue for all visual artifice, for the optical illusions created by
painters, magicians, and jugglers alike. (11)
In correlation to these ideas, Niall Atkinson states that in the Renaissance there was a hierarchy of
senses that was based on ocular-centrism and “in the debate about the perception and
understanding of truth and beauty, Renaissance theorists had to contend with Plato’s insistence
that sight was the noblest and most accurate sense and Aristotle’s contention that learning was
primarily an acoustic experience” (20).
It is not surprising that during the Renaissance people prioritized the sense of sight over the
other senses. This could be due to the expansion of the use of lenses for visual correction, the
technical evolution of mirrors, the growing interest for portraiture in the lower classes, and the
expansion of paintings of panoramic landscapes. Thanks to these examples of visual development,
among other innovations such as new perspectives in painting, improvements in the telescope, and
progress in the geographic depictions of the Earth’s surface, the sense of sight was given preference
over the other senses (Atkinson 28). This is why Atkinson says:
These arguments about the shift from the age of the ear to the age of the eye in
the Renaissance have tended to assume that the fascination with new modes of
vision and sensory discipline in the Renaissance, a fascination vividly brought
to life by Erasmus and Castiglione, represented and eclipse of the role, not only
of hearing, but of all the senses as valid means of expression. (28)
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One of the most important elements of the senses is their connection to perception and
knowledge. According to James Burke, “in the medieval period, seeing and knowing are
practically inseparable and the visual exchange is what primarily verifies and predicates being”
(18). Smith agrees in that hearing was often considered unreliable in discerning the truth (44).
Thus, the importance of the senses lies in the way we perceive reality in order to acquire knowledge
and this perception is related to experience. This is why Mark Leon emphasizes the reference to
experience in “Characterizing the Senses” when he states that in order to distinguish the senses
“the answer (…) essentially involves reference to the character of experience. I will argue that the
character of experience is ineliminable; in particular it is not eliminable in favour of some suitably
circumscribed cognitive feature – perceiving is not definable in terms of believing” (156). It seems
logical that we experience life through our senses in order to learn. Thus, for philosophers of the
early modern period, our senses were “the keys that unlocked the doors of knowledge” but could
also become the ways of temptation towards sin (Sanger 6).
The idea of the senses as means to gain knowledge is often presented through visual
metaphors in the medieval and early modern period. In this way, the correspondence of the soul as
a city with the senses as gates to the city evolved and was transmitted through history. This is the
origin of the Florentine Bartolomeo Delberne’s inspiration for his poem Civitas very (city of truth)
which was written in 1585 but not published until 1609 (Vinge 79-81). In this poem, Delberne
talks of a city as an allegory of life as a walk through a city that has its origins in a lesson on
Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics (Sanger 9). There is also an engraving that shows a visual of the
allegory presented in the poem.31 In this engraving, we see the map of a city with five gates that
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represent the senses. Sanger provides a visual account of the picture that I consider more helpful
than any description that I could render. Thus, in Sanger’s words:
Delberne’s patron, Margaret of Savoy, two ladies-in-waiting and the poet
himself, stand with Aristotle by the Gate of Hearing where the philosopher’s
tour of the city fittingly starts. Beyond the gates, the layout consists of wide
avenues of the moral virtues, with their appropriate monuments and palaces,
contrasting sharply with the deep, noxious valleys of the vices and their
infamous shrines. The centre of the city is marked by a high rock. Five stairs
lead up to its summit where a flame, representing the soul, is permanently kept
alight. It is surrounded by the temples of the intellectual virtues: those of science,
art, prudence, reason and wisdom. The mountain, the plain and the valley
respectively represent three kinds of human conduct: an active, political life
guided by the moral virtues, a contemplative life under the auspices of the
intellectual virtues, and a vulgar existence created when the senses are left
unharnessed. Rivers of emotions, originating from the deepest regions of one’s
inner self, flow through the city. Those of honest pleasure form a network of
well-maintained waterways while the wild torrents of pain cascade onto
wastelands. (9)
This image then leads us to consider the importance of art in the discussion about the senses.
In the early modern era, representations of the senses in art became more and more common in
Europe (Sanger 6). According to Sanger, the German painter and engraver Georg Pencz is a good
example of this movement thanks to the famous intaglio prints on the senses that he produced in
the 1540s (6).
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Despite the importance of the sense of sight and visual art in the culture of the early modern
period, some philosophers believed that knowledge could only be attained through the sense of
hearing. In the lesson from Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics that inspired Delberne’s poem,
Aristotle leads his pupils intro the city of truth through the gate of hearing and claims that “it is by
speech and hearing that teaching is transmitted” (Vinge 83). Similarly, in 1615, Helkiah Crooke
published his Microcosmographia where he agreed with Aristotle and said that those things that
are heard influence the mind and intellect in a greater way than those that are seen (Smith 44).

7.2

Religion and the Senses
Another significant element to consider in the debate of the senses is the decisive influence

of religion. Renaissance Christianity was deeply interested in the matter of the senses, the
hierarchy of said senses, and the power that those senses had over people’s behaviors. Thus, the
subject of the senses became one of the topics of study during the Renaissance as an essential
constituent of religious learning (Milner 88). One of the main topics studied by Renaissance
religious literature and imagery is the example of those who controlled their senses judiciously
and decorously and those who did not (Milner 89). According to Matthew Milner in A Cultural
History of the Senses in the Renaissance:
Renaissance Christianity was deeply shaped by contemporary sensory culture.
In many ways its core preoccupations revolved around what religious sensing
meant, and what place the senses had in true Christian beliefs and practices. The
renowned sensuousness of Renaissance piety and artistry stand juxtaposed to
asceticism and iconoclasm, and the Reformation as testament to the breadth of
their possible variations. Religious life in the Renaissance drew heavily on the
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dominant Aristotelianism of late medieval sensory culture, but also eventually
led to its transformation by exploring how religious expressions and experiences
could or ought to be authenticated or have recourse to sensation. Central to this
was an empirical attitude firmly built on traditional calls to use the senses to
discern vice from virtue. (Milner 87)
However, religious ideas on the senses also evolved during the seventeenth century and,
sometimes, became more confusing and did not support the sense of sight as being over other
senses but considered it as a dangerous and misleading sense. Religious people started to criticize
the importance given to the imagery and the sense of sight and because of this, for example, we
can understand the critics of Calderón at the end of his career for spending much of his time
creating visual and musical spectacles for royal entertainment instead of investing more of his time
on religious and mystery plays. Thus, we find discrepancies such as that of Teresa de Ávila and
John of the Cross explained by Matthew Milner:
Catholic personal piety drew heavily on the fluidity between external and
internal sensing where imagination collated sensory experiences and spiritual
themes. The rich sensory language of Teresa of Avila and the devotional poetry
and works of John of the Cross epitomize this movement from inner sensory
piety to the ineffable mystical moment. Teresa urged Christians to visualize each
word of the Pater Noster as they prayed. John of the Cross warned, however,
that even ascetic practices could be deceiving. (100)
Thus, both sight and hearing were considered as important senses for spirituality. According
to Danijela Kambaskovic and Charles T. Wolfe, “in his commentary on Plato’s Symposium, Ficino
described sight and hearing as ‘spiritual senses,’ directly linked to the higher human capacity for
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ethical thought and higher reasoning” (Kambaskovic and Wolfe 117). Moreover, they also analyze
a characteristic of hearing in Renaissance England that can also be applied to Renaissance Spain
when they state:
…music, and the sense which perceives it, hearing, were seen as instruments of
order or disorder. Order, degree, and harmony in music thus emerge as
categories related to harmony of the macrocosm, the universe and the body
politic, as well as the microcosm, or the body natural, bound in a cycle of
psychosomatic feedback. In Troilus and Cressida, Shakespeare famously used
the metaphor of an instrument falling out of tune to illustrate the precariousness
of social and universal order. (117)
But this interest for the senses in religion is not exclusive to the early modern period.
Augustine had already dealt with the theme in the tenth book of his Confessions (A.D. 400), where
he considered the senses as “instruments of knowledge and seduction” (Ving 39-40). Thus,
Augustine exposes the dangers of the senses captivating and temping men and mentions the ‘lust
of the eye’ already present in the Bible (Vinge 44). However, according to Vinge, “it is music
which he still enjoys but without being captivated completely. Instead he lets it raise his heart to
higher devotion – but feeling and reason often fight for power, he admits” (44). Jennifer
McDermott presents this same idea when she states that since Augustine interest in hearing as
“pathway to grace” in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries “hearing became prized as the most
important sense for salvation” (180).
Finally, the consideration of the sense of hearing as a way for salvation in the early modern
period is clear in the Christian doctrine and is reflected not only in Augustine’s ideas but also in
Lactantius’. In this sense, Vinge describes hearing as the sense of faith, the one “which receives
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instruction and accepts the divine word” (128). In this same way, James Burke reminds us of the
importance of hearing in Christian faith through the examples from the Bible such as the
announcement of Mary’s conception and the introduction of Christ described as “Word” in the
Gospel of John (80).

7.3

The Senses in Calderón’s Operas and Zarzuelas
It is important to take into account the significance of the senses when we deal with a written

text. In literature, scholars usually attend to the matter of senses when a narration is especially
good in describing sensory elements or when the author suffers some kind of disability that makes
him pay special attention to the senses. This is the case of the English poet John Milton who
dictated many of his works because of his blindness. When dealing with drama, we should also
remind ourselves of the origin of theater as a visual religious representation to aid the public’s
understanding of the Bible, and as the evolution of storytelling. In this way, drama has always been
intrinsically related to the senses of sight and hearing.
I would like to focus attention then to the references to the world of senses in Calderón’s
operas and zarzuelas. It is interesting how Calderón employs music to emphasize the relation of
the auditory and visual senses in his plays. There are many references in his operas and zarzuelas
to sight and hearing; the difference between looking and seeing, hearing and listening; the use of
the senses as a guide; and the literary-spectacular duality that accompanies every performance.
This latter idea was extremely important at the time since musical theatre was mainly performed
for the court and it was complemented by magnificent machinery, opulent sets, and exciting visual
elements. As discussed in the previous chapter, this voluptuousness was due to the influence of
Italian theatrical innovations in Spain, not only in the field of music (that was a result of the impact
of Italian opera in Europe) but also in the scenography and machinery. As a result of opening up
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to Italian novelties, Spain invited ingenious set designers such as the Florentine Cosimo Lotti who
created magnificent sets and machines for the court theatre and worked side by side with Lope de
Vega and Calderón de la Barca in the composition of new musical dramas such as La selva sin
amor and El mayor encanto, amor, respectively. However, these visual elements competed with
the idea of simplicity in the transmission of a poetic message. Even though music in Calderón’s
courtly dramas separated from the polyphony and complexity of the previous artistic period in
order to transmit a clearer message, the visual components of this musical theatre were lavish and
astonishing. According to Stein:
The Spanish theatre was as “baroque” as any other (perhaps even more so) in its
application of the visually magnificent, fantastic, and miraculous, partaking of
that “baroque aesthetic of exaggeration and surprise, invented to evoke wonder
in the public.” Stage machines were integral to the comedias presented in the
public theatres. And lavish, expensive theatricals with music had been
institutionalized at the Spanish court in the early years of Philip IV’s reign. The
insatiability of the Spanish appetite for “novelty,” “violent machines,” frequent
and startling transformations, spectacular flights, earthquakes, storms, and the
like, even shocked Baccio del Bianco. (Songs 187)
Molina Jiménez also references this topic when she analyzes stage directions. She finds
examples in these stage directions of great displays of resources in the performances, which made
her believe that the machinery of the theaters would be imposing (150).
Likewise, Flórez discusses the fusion of music, literature, and painting that inspired and
influenced playwrights of Calderón’s time. She stresses the importance of these three arts as the
elements directed towards the stimulation of the two senses to which baroque concedes more
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preponderance: sight and hearing. She states that from the end of the sixteenth century, it was
considered that people who went to the theater had to “see their performances freeing their senses,
giving all licenses to the hearing and sight” (135). It is in this way, she says, that in theatre plays
of the period there exist many allusions to both senses to discuss which one had more pre-eminence
(135). In her study, Flórez also comments on the importance that visual arts had gained in the
theatre and how this became a threat to poetic concepts (160).
In the previous chapter, we saw a series of important events that occurred during the
seventeenth century in Spain that served to develop Calderón’s court musical plays and influenced
their evolution. One of the main factors for the development of these court plays was the
significance of visual elements and machinery that made the spectacle so popular from the 1630s
on. These visual elements would not have been possible without the arrival of Italian engineers
who brought to Spanish theaters new techniques and trends from the Italian opera. Three main
engineers during Calderón’s time collaborated in the production of his mythological plays, operas,
and zarzuelas. These engineers were Cosimo Loti, who worked for the Spanish stages from his
arrival to Spain in 1626 to his death in 1643; Baccio del Bianco, who took Lotti’s place in 1651
and was in charge of court stage designs until his death in 1657, and Antonio Antonozi, who
followed del Bianco in 1657 and was the designer until his death in 1662.
There are many speculations about why it was so important that the Italian engineers were
hired to work for the court plays. One of these ideas was the significance of demonstrating Spain’s
power and showing other countries that the king could produce these ostentatious spectacles the
same way or better than Italians did. In “El significado de las primeras fiestas,” Santiago Fernández
Mosquera considers probable political meanings hidden in Calderón’s works while noting that the
playwright was too discreet to put blatant political ideas in his plays and it would have been foolish
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to criticize the crown while working for the king and receiving his favor. This idea leads us to
consider the pressures under which Calderón worked as playwright for the court theaters. There
exist many factors that affected the creation of a play and that conditioned the performance of said
play. Many of these factors were:
…ligadas a quienes ostentaban las estructuras de poder de la época, ya que de
sus decisiones dependieron aspectos tan importantes como el sometimiento del
dramaturgo a unas circunstancias festivas concretas, la premura de tiempo para
componer por cambios de última hora, las características especiales que impuso
el espacio donde tendría lugar la fiesta, las variaciones de fecha y lugar respecto
a las que se anunciaron a Calderón cuando se le hizo el encargo o las rebajas
económicas en relación con el precio inicialmente pactado, como resultado de
la difícil situación que atravesaban las arcas reales. (Lobato 189)
(…linked to those who hold the power structures of the time, since many
important aspects depended on their decisions such as the subjugation of the
playwright to a certain festive circumstances, the urgency of time to compose
because of last minute changes, the special characteristics that the space where
the fiesta would take place imposed, the date and place variations with respect
to those announced to Calderón when he was requested to write the play, or the
economic reductions with regard to the price initially agreed upon, as a result of
the difficult situation that the royal vaults were experiencing.)
Lobato also comments on how struggles for power led to important confrontations that would
affect Calderón’s plays and how sometimes these conflicts came from those inside the production
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of the spectacles. Clashes among painters, actors, scenographers, and the playwright were not
unusual at the time due to all the pressure that these professionals had to endure in order to get a
production on its feet. It is not a surprise to find this kind of conflict happening in the English stage
too. Ben Jonson was an English playwright who dedicated time to court plays in the beginning of
the seventeenth century. He stood out in his production of masques for the court and, just as
Calderón collaborated with Lotti, Jonson also worked with an engineer who designed the visual
aspects of the performances. While Calderón had to work with the Italian and be open to his foreign
ideas, Jonson teamed up with another English man, Inigo Jones, whose Welsh ancestry won him
several mockeries by Jonson. According to the The Concise Oxford Companion to English
Literature (by Margaret Drabble, Jenny Stringer, and Daniel Hahn), Inigo Jones was a talented
architect, costume designer, mathematician, and painter, who started his career as a stage designer
for masques in 1605 and had his first collaboration with Ben Jonson that same year creating designs
for The Masque of Blackness. For his work in the court theaters, Jones traveled several times to
Italy and learned Italian stage components that he later introduced to the English stage (Blomfield
126). During to his work with Ben Jonson, due to the pressure of the job and the differences in
their personalities, Jones had a tense relationship with Jonson and rumors about jealousy and
competition between the artists arose. According to Reginald Blomfield, their differences started
during the production of the masque of Chloridia when,
Ben Jonson put his own name first on the title-page which so much offended
Inigo that he got the privilege of composing masques for the Court transferred
to such men as Townshend, Carew, and Davenant. This is probably not the
complete account of the quarrel, but Inigo’s treatment of Ben Jonson is one of
the least amiable episodes in his life. (130)
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Apparently, their quarrel was something that had been going on for years and part of their
differences was in the nature of their works. Both artists were unique and talented in their own
fields but (at least) Jonson believed his art to be more significant than that of Jones. Thus, as
Blomfield recounts, Jonson wrote in his Discoveries Made Upon Men and Matter that “Picture
took her feigning from Poetry, yet, of the two, the pen is more noble than the pencil, for that can
speak to the understanding, the other but to the sense” (131). For this reason, Blomfield explains
that:
He [Jonson] rather objected than not to Inigo’s skill in design as obscuring the
brilliancy of his own poetry, and as he seems to have regarded him in much the
same light as the British public regards his successors of to-day, there was some
excuse for Inigo’s resentment. It is very likely that Inigo was a hard, imperious
man, full of the masterful instinct of the architect, but had it not been for the
peevish habit of poets which insists on prosperity sharing their grievances, this
quarrel might have been buried in decent oblivion. (131)
Regarding this kind of conflict between set designers and playwrights in Spain, although
Lope de Vega seemed to not have any problem during his collaboration with Lotti, Calderón
happened to have some discrepancies with the Italian designer. Regarding Lotti’s contribution to
Lope’s La selva sin amor, Flórez indicates that:
Stein considera que Lotti tuvo una considerable influencia en el trazado general
de la obra, y de hecho la modestia de la que hace gala Lope (‘lo menos que en
ella hubo fueron mis versos […] que aunque era el alma, la hermosura de aquel
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cuerpo hacía que los oídos se rindiesen a los ojos’) impropia de él, parece
confirmarlo. (293)
(Stein considers that Lotti had a considerable influence in the general outline of
the play, and actually the modesty that Lope displays (“the least that there was
in it were my verses […] that although they were the soul, the beauty of that
body made the ears surrender to the eyes”) unlike him, seems to confirm it).
On the other hand, Calderón had a polemic confrontation with Lotti that is known in our
times thanks to the survival of Lotti’s memorandum and Calderón’s letter to the king in 1635.32
According to Santiago Fernández Mosquera,
En el caso concreto de El mayor encanto, la cuestión se complicaba por la
polémica mantenida entre escenógrafo y poeta, el cruce de memoriales y la digna
actitud de Calderón exigiendo que el texto triunfase sobre el espectáculo. EL
mundillo teatral de la corte habría de estar bien atento a estas trifulcas a las que
el propio dramaturgo daba importancia, aunque solo fuera para afirmar su
estatuto en Palacio en el momento en que llegaban figuras de fuera que podían
ensombrecer su ascendiente cortesano. Y se podría añadir, a la vista del
contenido del proyecto de Lotti, otra razón que justifica la protesta de Calderón:
además de lo desatinado que resultaba rellenar literariamente el esquema
propuesto, seguir sus propuestas podría haber resultado indiscreto y hasta
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peligroso por las analogías poco decorosas que proponía el fontanero italiano.
Esa fue otra batalla de la que salió bien parado nuestro poeta. (216)
(In the specific case of El mayor encanto, the issue was complicated by the
polemic maintained between the scenographer and the poet, the crossing of
memorials and Calderón’s dignified attitude demanding that the text surpassed
the spectacle. The court theatre world had to be very alert to these brawls to
which the playwright gave importance, even if only to assert his status in court
at a time when outside figures were arriving and could cast a shadow on his
courtly ascendency. And we could add, in light of the content of Lotti’s project,
another reason that justifies Calderón’s protest: besides how mistaken it was to
fill with literature the proposed outline, following his proposal could have turned
out to be tactless and even dangerous because of the little decorous analogies
that the Italian plumber33 proposed. That was another fight of which our poet
came out unhurt.)
It is because of an imposition of visual elements in Lotti’s project for El mayor encanto amor
that Calderón finds himself in a conflicted position. Even though he had collaborated with Lotti in
the production of other magnificent courtly plays such as Auristela y Lisidante, Calderón worried
that the imposition of the visual components in El mayor encanto amor would overshadow the
poetry. Proof of this concern is the letter that Calderón wrote about his input on the detailed list of
scenic ideas that Lotti had in mind to create for the performance of El mayor encanto amor in
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1635. Calderón was assigned to this project after Lotti had already conceived the staging and had
set some bizarre requirements that were supposed to be met by the text. After Calderón learned
about Lotti’s ideas, he wrote:
Ye he visto una memoria que Cosme Loti hizo del teatro y apariencias que ofrece
hacer a Su Majestad en la fiesta de la noche de San Juan; y aunque esta trazada
con mucho ingenio; la traza de ella no es representable por mirar más a la
invención de las tramoyas que al gusto de la representación = habiendo yo señor
de escribir esta comedia no es posible guardar el orden que en ella semeda.
(Calderón, in Sliwa 73)
(I have seen a memorial that Cosimo Lotti did of the theatre and appearances
that he offers to do for Your Majesty in the fiesta for the night of Saint John; and
although it is outlined with great ingenuity; its design cannot be staged because
it attends more to the invention of the rigging system than the pleasure of the
performance = sir, having myself to write this comedia it is not possible to keep
the order that it is presented to me in it.)
Calderón was not the only one worried about the place to which poetry was being relegated.
In El día de fiesta por la tarde, Juan de Zabaleta says:
Salen las guitarras empiézase la comedia y nuestro oyente pone la atención quizá
donde no la debe poner. (…) Aquí fuera bueno retirar la vista, pero él no lo hace.
En cambio nada hace por entender los principios del caso en que la comedia se
funda, ni si los versos son bien fabricados, limpios y sentenciosos, y menos se
ocupa en averiguar si los lances son nuevos y verosímiles. Con esto lo que
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hubiera sido recreo honesto é instructivo en pasatiempo lascivo se trueca, y de
lo que enseñanza moral debiera haber sido, sólo saca estragamiento del gusto y
aguijón de las pasiones. (114-15)
(The guitars come out, the comedia starts and our listener puts his attention
where maybe he should not put it. (…) Here it would be good to move the eyes
away, but he does not do it. Instead he does not do anything to understand the
principles of the case on which the comedia is found, nor whether the verses are
well produced, clean and sententious, and even less he takes on discovering
whether the predicaments are new and realistic. With this, what could have been
an honest and instructive entertainment is turned into a lascivious pastime, and
of what should have been a moral lesson, he only takes the spoilage of his taste
and prickle of his passions.)
This passage makes clear the sense of perversion and distress that is thought to affect not
only the poetry but also the general message of the play. It is because of this confrontation of visual
and auditory performance that the world of the senses gains great importance at the time. In a text
presented in the website of the Association for Hispanic Classical Theater by Vern G. Williamsen
about Zabaleta’s El día de fiesta por la tarde, we also encounter the idea of hearing as an important
element of the experience of attending a comedia performance in these words: “hora bien, quiero
enseñar al que oye comedias a oírlas, para que no saque del teatro más culpas de las que llevó”
(now, I want to teach that one who hears comedias to listen to them, so that he does not take from
the theatre more blame than those he brought).
This environment of competition and confrontation of the two main senses used in the theater
was the perfect background for Calderón to use allegories of the senses in his plays. Examples of
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the dichotomy sight-hearing found in Calderón’s first operas (Celos aun del aire matan and La
púrpura de la rosa), and zarzuelas (El golfo de las sirenas and El laurel del Apolo) demonstrate
his concern about the danger that these visual elements posed to the clarity of the poetic message
in Golden Age theatre.
There are numerous references to these two senses in the texts. For example, in El golfo de
las sirenas, the work with probably the most allusions to this topic, sight and hearing are closely
related to the character of Caribdis and Escila. Both characters try to convince Ulises to follow
them and each of them exploits a specific sense. Thus, Escila uses her beauty while Caribdis
persuades Ulises with her singing. This idea of persuasion and manipulation through music is also
present in Celos aún del aire matan when, at the end, Zefalo tells Aura that she must be lying and
manipulating him through her image or voice: “mientes, mientes, y me engaña,/ò tu semblante, ò
tu voz” (2215-2216; you lie, you lie, and it lies to me,/ either your face, or your voice). References
to sight and hearing can also be found in La púrpura de la rosa, for example in this conversation
between Chato and Celfa: “Chato: y porque lo veas mejor,/yo conocí a un veedor ciego./Celfa: y
yo sordo a un auditor” (804-806; Chato: and so that you see it better,/ I met a blind looker./ Celfa:
and I met a deaf hearer).
In addition, Calderón focuses on the distinction between looking and seeing, and listening
and hearing. This notion is mainly found in El golfo de las sirenas and La púrpura de la rosa. In
the first one, we are presented with the idea in a dialogue between Caribdis, Ulises, and Escila
where both goddesses try to warn Ulises about the other goddess. Thus, Caribdis tells him to look
and not just see so that he can perceive Escila’s deceptive tactic, while Escila is warning him not
only to hear but to listen and pay attention to Caribdis’ tricks:
Caribdis
Ulises

Porque miras, y no ves
Pues entre ver, y mirar,
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¿que distincion hallas?
Caribdis

Que
Mirar lo hermoso es mirar,
y ver el peligro es ver.

Escila

Aunque la oygas, no la escuches.

Ulises

¿Que distincion tu tambien
hallas entre oir, y escuchar
que me las diuides?

Escila

Que
El oir es solo oir,
Y el escuchar atender. (1098-1108)

(Caribdis

Because you look, and you do not see

Ulises

well between looking, and seeing,
what difference do you find?

Caribdis

That
Looking at beauty is looking,
And seeing the danger is seeing.

Escila

Although you hear her, do not listen to her.

Ulises

What distintion also you
Find between hearing, and listening
That you separate them?

Escila

That
To hear is only hearing,
And to listen is to pay attention.)

The best example of this differentiation in La púrpura de la rosa is found in a conversation
between Venus and Adonis, when he is under the influence of Cupid’s love arrows and suddenly
realizes how beautiful Venus is. She tells him that she has not changed (she is as beautiful as she
normally is) and he defends himself by arguing that he had not really “looked” at her, he had just
“seen” her:
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Venus
Adonis

Pues, ¿no me viste entonces?
Confieso que te vi;
Pero no te miré.

Venus

¿Y hay cómo distinguir
el ver del mirar?

Adonis

Pues
¿hay quien ignore…

Venus
Adonis

Di.
…que el ver es sólo ver,
y el mirar advertir? (1063-1070)

(Venus

Well, Didn’t you see me then?

Adonis

I confess that I saw you;
But I didn’t look at you.

Venus

Is there how to distinguish
Seeing from looking?

Adonis

Well
Is there someone who ignores…

Venus
Adonis

Say it.
… that to see is only to see,
And to look is to notice?)

However, the conversation topic is not always just mentioning sight and hearing or the
differences of perception between the two senses. One of the most interesting premises, in my
opinion, is the praise of one of the senses over the other. This is an important element of Calderón’s
operas and zarzuelas because it shows his ideas on the contrast between the big machinery and
opulent sets, and the clear message that was transmitted through the text, musically and poetically.
An example of this is the argument of Caribdis and Escila in El golfo de las sirenas about the
powers of sight and hearing:
Escila

Es la gran distancia inmensa
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De la hermosura la voz.
Caribdis

Pues ¿quien diò mas preeminencia
al encanto de la vista,
que al del oido?

Escila

La mesma
naturaleza, que puso
en la vista mayor fuerza.

Caribdis

Es error, mayor la puso
en el oído, si llegas
a considerar, que solo
los hermosos, que es parte agena
del alma, es hechizo suyo,
mas la voz que al alma entra,
el es veneno del alma.

Escila

Si esse el mayor riesgo fuera,
no les pusiera a los ojos
en los parpados defensa.
Ponerles antemurallas,
con que a lo hermoso defiendan
fue preuenir el peligro.

Caribdis

Es verdad, mas no ponerlas
a las orejas, fue darse
por vencida de que era
contra superior poder
inútil la resistencia. (502-526)

(Escila

It’s the great distance immense
From the beauty to the voice.

Caribdis

Then who gave more preeminence
To the charm of sight,
Than to that of the hearing?

Escila

The same
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nature, which put
in the sight greater strength.
Caribdis

It’s a mistake, she put it greater
In the ear, if you get
To consider, that only
The beautiful, which is an external part
Of the soul, is her spell,
But the voice that enters the soul,
Is the soul’s poison.

Escila

If that were the greatest risk,
(God) wouldn’t give the eyes
Defense in the eyelid.
To give them walls,
With which defend the beautiful
Was preventing the danger.

Caribdis

It is true, but not giving them
To the ears, was to give up
Because it was
Against a superior power
Useless resistance.)

The fact that Caribdis thinks that singing is a better way to persuade Ulises, because hearing
is a stronger sense that sight, is illustrated in her use of a veil that covers her face when she comes
on stage and encounters Ulises. In this scene, there is a long deliberation about this topic that ends
with Escila singing along Caribdis that “entre vista, y oido,/ la ventaja es/que ay siempre que
oir,/pero no que ver” (493-496; between sight, and hearing,/ the advantage is/ that there is always
something to hear,/ but not to see).
Another example of the superiority of hearing compared to sight in Calderón can be found
in El laurel de Apolo. In the first act we encounter the idea that sound travels further away than
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image. This is the reason why Eco and Iris decide to sing at the beginning of the performance since
they want to proclaim the birth of Prince Felipe Prospero:
Eco

Pues en tan glorioso assumpto,
para que oygan mejor
Africa, América, Europa,
y Asia, digamos las dos

Las dos

Todos oy se alegren, pues
oy con Prospero arrebol
para todos nace el Sol. (76-82)

(Eco

Since in so glorious of a matter,
So that they hear it better
Africa, America, Europe,
and Asia, let us the two of us say

Both

Everyone today be happy, since
Today with Prospero red glow
For everyone the sun is born.)

When studying Calderón’s work, I started wondering why would he give more importance
to hearing over sight and what was the reason for this emphasis on the manipulation through the
senses and the importance of paying attention to what we see and hear. After considering the
context of these operas and zarzuelas and realizing the importance of the conflict between poetry
and visual effects, I believe that the reason for Calderón to experiment with music and emphasize
the auditory aspect of theatre over the sense of sight was not only aesthetic but mainly purposeful.
Calderón uses music to emphasize the poetry of his works by adding the strength of another sense
that will aid in the transmission of the messages in his plays to his audiences. The fact that Calderón
applies more music to serious plays such as dramas, and autos in popular theatre too, implies that
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music is the language that Calderón employs in his courtly theatre to assist him in engaging the
audience.
This idea of music as an element at the disposal of poetry can be proved in the
implementation of a new musical style, recitative, in Spanish theatrical music. Calderón’s
recitative was different than the Italian one since “Calderonian recitative, however, diverged
strongly from previous Italian models and was both more lyrical and more melodic or, as Stein
puts it, ‘more song-like than Italian recitative’” (Gasta 75). Supporting this idea of music at the
service of poetry, Molina Jiménez says that recitative is a “composition method in which music
becomes a mere vehicle for the text that is sung. This is why the function of music consists of
imitating and emphasizing the inflections, rhythms and syntax of natural speech” (133). In relation
to the use of music in Calderón, Louise Stein claims that:
Writers of Calderón’s generation followed the conventions for music that had
been established in the early years of the comedia nueva, and even continued to
specify the inclusion of well-known, pre-existent songs. However, Calderón’s
use of music was slightly more dramatic and theatrical than Lope’s, if only
because singing became even more plausible as a means of expression for
individual characters and was less consistently delegated in stereotypical fashion
to representative groups (the shepherds, the rustic peasants, etc.). (62)
But Calderón did not only use music as a performative element. He was aware of the
importance of music as a thematic feature in theatre and the power that this auditory art has to
transmit thematic messages and feelings to the audience. According to Mujica, authors used their
writings to transmit messages such as censure of “political corruption, social hypocrisy,
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materialism, and greed” (15). As we can suppose, behind the themes that the playwrights present
there is always a message to be learned. Mujica says:
Without abandoning themes inherited from the Renaissance (human
psychology, love, classical culture), they examined their world with a critical
eye. Their attacks could be biting and cruel. However, because of draconian
censorship, they took care not to express their frustration directly. Instead, they
used baroque literary techniques— allusion, metaphor, wordplay — to attack
with subtlety. It has been said that censorship encourages great literary art
because it forces writers to express themselves in sly and clever ways. (15)
This idea correlates with Stein’s on the use of vocal music for characters to transmit messages
and even persuade other characters in Calderón’s El golfo de las sirenas. In regard to this idea she
states:
In the loa and the main play, vocal music is used in the traditional ways: choirs
and vocal ensembles serve to reinforce the central themes and to convey
anonymous messages. The singing is reserved for the Sirens and for the seagoddess Caribdis, whose songs lure and weaken the heroic resolve of Ulises, so
that solo song is, once again, associated with persuasion, in this case that of
sensual attraction and enchantment. Because it was first performed in the
Zarzuela palace, this play has been called a zarzuela, although Calderón did not
designate it as such, and the solo singing is limited to a single character. (Songs
267)
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It is important to consider that in the conflict of sight against hearing, Calderón might be
using references to hearing as the superior sense in order to call the audience’s attention into the
importance of the word. If we relate this idea to the religious culture of the time and the fact that
Calderón was a priest and an artist who used his works to teach and moralize, it would be
interesting to take into account Martin Luther’s ideas on hearing and religion. In A Cultural History
of the Senses in the Renaissance, Danijela Kambaskovic and Charles T. Wolfe write:
Martin Luther constructed an entire metaphysics of hearing, for the Word is not
something to be seen or touched, but heard. Luther glosses Matthew 11:15 and
Revelation 2:7 as:
He that hath ears to hear, let him hear, and he that doth not, let him be left behind,
earless, unhearing, deaf,’ and ‘a right faith goes right on with its eyes closed; it
clings to God’s Word; it follows that Word; it believes the Word even when all
creatures are against it, even if it should seem to the flesh that nothing is less
likely to happen than what the Word wants believed. (Kambaskovic and Wolfe
108)
It is clear that hearing is important for religion not only because of the relation of the sense
with the action of listening to the Word but also because of the fact that faith is supposed to be
blind and religious people have to trust and accept the Word even when not given visual proof.
This is when religion gives precedence to the inward senses, which could explain Calderón’s
insistence in the difference between looking/seeing and hearing/listening.
Nevertheless, if we accept Luther’s idea that hearing can reach the most profound part of our
heart, then words can be considered dangerous too (Kambaskovic and Wolfe 118). This idea
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reminds us of the importance of deception in the culture of the early modern period and the
reflection of this paradigm in the theatre. Thus, returning to the issue of singing characters
discussed in the third chapter of this dissertation, the sense of hearing can be used to transmit
truthful messages but also deceit. This is why, according to Matthew Milner:
The most fearful characters of Renaissance religious culture, the witch and the
demoniac, misused their senses and harmed those of others. As an arch-heretic
and arch-idolater, the witch was the most deluded in her senses and dangerous
because she tried to manipulate the senses of godly men and women. Once
captured she had to be gagged, blindfolded, and bound to protect her captors
from her “suspect sensorium.” (90)
The image of a witch having to be gagged, blindfolded, and bound as a way of protection
may bring to our minds the figure of the sirens in Calderón’s El golfo de las sirenas. Sirens appear
in the title of the play but not in the play itself since they never appear on stage but are referred to
as a dangerous temptation that can lure men into doing their will with only the use of their voices.
With regard to this idea of manipulation through music, in Calderón’s time, music was
openly used to “move the affects” and this was a very common baroque aesthetic principle (Molina
Jiménez 195). For example, when Flórez analyzes Calderón’s La fiera, el rayo y la piedra, she
says that “the power that sung music exerts on Irifile (…) is an evident allusion to the civilizing
power of music (…) and also an allusion to Neoplatonic theories about the influence of music in
the senses and passions of the human being, that are frequently found in literature from the period”
(115). As Steven Brown and Ulrik Volgsten explain, “in the world of storytelling, music can
enhance the viewer’s emotional experience of a visually presented narrative. But music can
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become a manipulative device when placed in conjunction with an intellectual message, adding
new and powerful emotional dimensions to it” (x).
Stein, as an example, highlights the “conventions that Calderón developed for the
exploitation of song in scenes in which a character endowed with higher powers attempts to
convince, control, or persuade a mortal” (Songs 115). Flórez also stresses the importance of this
use of music and describes how moralists criticized music in the theatre in the most merciless ways
“due to the conception at that time of the practically irresistible power of music, given its proven
capacity to influence and move audiences’ spirit” (14).
At the beginning of El golfo de las sirenas, Celfa asks Alfeo to sing since he is the one who
can bring happiness to the place: “Pues, Alfeo, empieza/tú la canción, pues que tú/eres quien todo
lo alegra” (222-224; Then, Alfeo, you start/the song, since you/are the one who makes everything
happy). Not much later in the play, Alfeo comments about Caribdis and her singing and states that
her voice affects people and it is like poison for the ears:
regalada voz,
traydoramente alhagueña,
es veneno del oido,
de suerte, que nadie llega
a oirla, que arrebatado
de su acento no perezca. (283-8)
(given the voice,
treacherously flattering,
is poison for the ear,
so that, nobody who gets
to hear it, is not carried away
by its accent and die.)
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It is not surprising, due to his relationship with music and emotions in the play, that Alfeo compares
lamentation with singing: “bien muestran lamento, y canto,/que de alegría, y tristeza/este siempre
voraz monstruo/de los siglos se alimenta” (385-388; they very well show lament, and a song,/that
of happiness, and sadness/this always insatiable monster/of centuries is fed). Another character in
this play who is directly related to music is Caribdis since she uses music to persuade Ulises. She
also emphasizes the moving element of music when she asks a choir of nymphs to sing because
she wants Ulises to “feel, cry, moan and suffer”: “Que en calma sienta, llore,/Gima y pene” (14231424; that in calm feels, cries,/moans and suffers).
This idea is also found in El laurel de Apolo when Eco is sent to sing and influence the mood
of the scene. Eco’s singing suspends everyone and works as a magnet that makes the characters
feel “longing, sadness, horror, shock, and distress” at the same time:
Passa por entre ellos Eco cantando, y todos se suspenden
Eco

Amor, amor, amor.

Libia

Nunca el eco ha respondido
Tan dulcemente veloz

Dafne

Dizes bien, pues es su voz
Boreal imán del sentido.

Apolo

Qué es lo que os ha suspendido
Que a todas turbar le vè?

Flora

No sè mas de que quedè
Yo absorta

Lauro

Yo tan sin mi,
Que no sé lo que senti.

Rustico

Y si, pues que no lo sè

1.

Què ansia! 2. Què pena! 3 q horror!

4.

Què pasmo! 5 Què desconsuelo!

6.

Què sentimiento! (Calderón & Iglesias 962-63)
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(In between them Eco passes singing, and everyone is suspended
Eco

love, love, love.

Libia

Never echo has responded
With such sweet speed

Dafne

You say right, since is its voice
Boreal magnet of consciousness.

Apolo

What is it that suspended you
That it sees everyone troubled?

Flora

I don’t know of what I stayed
absorbed

Lauro

I’m so without me,
that I don’t know what I felt.

Rustico

Indeed, since I don’t know

1.

What longing! 2. What sadness! 3. What horror!

4.

What shock! 5 What distress!

6.

What feeling!)

In Celos aun del aire matan, close to the end of act I, Procris and Zefalo comment on music
affecting their hearts as they declare: “Procris: Què muerta voz? Ay de mí!/ Zefalo: Ay de mí?
Què viva voz!/Los dos: Azia la parte del alma/hablando està el coraçon” (624-627; Procris: What
a dead voice? Poor me!/Zefalo: Poor me? What a live voice!/Both: Towards the part of the
soul/talking is the heart) (my trans.) We can see a similar use of music in La púrpura de la rosa
where, just at the beginning of the play (in the loa) the characters of Sadness and Happiness enter
the stage followed by their own choirs that willx sing according to their mood during the loa (1011).
Furthermore, there are repeated references to music as a guide to find the way. In El golfo de
las sirenas, Espial warns Ulises of Caribdis use of music to make him follow her but she uses an
analogy with Caribdis being a magnet: “Forastero (buelva en mi,/no aquel acento veloz/con el
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iman de su voz/te quiera lleuar tras si)” (844-847; Foreigner (come back to myself, /not that quick
accent,/with the magnet of her voice,/that wants to take you following her). Thus, Ulises is
confused between the guidance of music to follow Caribdis and the visual magnet of Escila’s
beauty that makes him want to follow her instead. In this sense, he debates “tras qual iré de los
dos/no sè, ¡ay infeliz! No sè;/que el yerro de mis sentidos/tiran con igual poder/el norte de lo que
oyen,/y el iman de lo que vèn” (1030-1035; after which one of the two I will go/I don’t know, poor
me! I don’t know;/that my senses mistake/they pull with same power/the north of what they
hear,/and the magnet of what they see). Similarly, in Celos aun del aire matan, Erostrato follows
a voice just as a blind person: “Azia alli la voz se oyò/y aunque con nuevas injurias/de iras, ansias,
rabias, furias,/ciego el eco me dexò,/seguirle tengo” (1783-1787; Towards there the voice was
heard/ and although with new insults/of angers, thirsts, rages, furies,/blind the echo left me,/I have
to follow it). In this same manner, Adonis follows Venus in La púrpura de la rosa because her
voice points the direction to him: “yo, que vivo imán del blando/boreal norte de tu voz” (527-528;
I, who live as a magnet of the soft boreal north of your voice).
Finally, we can conclude that the introduction of Italian impressive machinery and flashy
scenery led Calderón to worry about the transmission of the poetic message. This situation then
drove Calderón to emphasize the difference between sight and hearing and call the audience’s
attention to the importance of what they hear over what they see. Thus, Calderón made use of the
Italian innovations but kept in mind the threat that they represented to poetry and resolved this
problem through the use of music. As a result, the development of a new style of recitative and the
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different uses of singing in his courtly plays assisted him in focusing the interest of the audience
in what was said more than what was seen, and giving more preeminence to the poetic language
over the musical and the visual elements since “entre vista y oido, la ventaja es, que hay siempre
que oir, pero no que ver” (“El golfo” 1155-1158; Between sight and hearing, the advantage is, that
there is always something to hear, but not to see).
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CHAPTER 8.

CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of impressive Italian machinery and flashy scenery design into Spanish
theaters led Pedro Calderón de la Barca to worry about the transmission of the poetic message in
theatrical works. This situation drove Calderón to emphasize the importance of music in the
theatre. Although Calderón made use of the Italian innovations, he kept in mind the threat that they
posed to poetry and solved this problem through the use of music. As a result, the development of
a new style of recitative and different uses of singing in his courtly plays helped him focus the
interest of the audience on what was said and sung in the plays, more than what was seen. This
new Calderonian musical theater gave more preeminence to the poetic language over the visual
elements in order to teach and moralize through music. In this way, music became a medium or a
supporting element to the message that Calderón wanted to transmit to the audience in every play.
If we pay attention to the different musical elements that Calderón uses in his plays, we can
conclude that the playwright could connect music symbolically with truth, a divine message, a
curative experience, and a reliable source of information. Through the chapters of this dissertation
we have learned about the convention of characters who transmit a social conscience, a reality, or
a truthful message through singing. Some of these characters even reflect a metaphysical entity
that conveys prophetic or divine messages. In this way, when an audience hears singing, they
usually expect to hear a reflection of reality or a truthful idea. Calderón would have been well
aware of this theatrical convention. We could say that Calderón used music to transmit his “vision”
of reality to the audience. A vision that called on their attention to not be mesmerized by the
opulent designs and listen to the words, not only in the dialogues but also in the songs. Similarly,
another use of music in the theatre of the time was that of the medicinal value. Music is such a
powerful element that it can influence human beings physically and impact the balance of their
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bodily humors. Thus, although music can sometimes be the reason for an illness, more often than
not it consists of a cure to someone’s lovesick heart. Music is thus a transmitter of truth and healing,
but it becomes something even more extraordinary when Calderón equates it to a channel to
perceive reality. When Calderón confronts the two most important senses for the culture of his
time and decides to go against the odds by superimposing hearing to sight, he is making a clear
statement against the visual sense and for the belief that looks are deceiving. In this manner, staging
the confrontation and putting into words the superiority of the sense of hearing, serves as a call for
the audience’s attention towards listening more carefully.
In studying Calderón’s court musical plays we can perceive that it is not only the thematic
of the plots and the way in which music is related to the text that is significant in order to
understand these works. Music takes part in Calderón’s plays not only as a leitmotiv but also as a
language, for these theatrical works are innovative in that they use more music than previous
theatrical forms. Calderón implemented more and more music, experimented with different kinds
of songs to make different characters express themselves, and as a result the playwright produced
a few operas and created a new genre. It is obvious that Calderón used music to reinforce the lyric
component of poetry and the spoken word. However, Calderón knew that music also had an effect
on people’s emotions and behaviors. In this sense, we can find numerous examples in Calderón’s
operas and zarzuelas of the use of music as a way to change emotion for any of the reasons or
situations described in previous chapters.
Moreover, the use of mythology in many of Calderón’s musical plays may reveal the
intention of what Pérez de Moya explained in his Filosofía secreta about the first artists who used
mythological fables. With regard to this topic, Pérez de Moya writes,
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Y la causa que a los antiguos movió escribir en este género sus secretos y otras
cosas, según Platón, fue para mostrar a los niños doctrina, y aficionarlos a ella,
dorándola como píldoras con los fingimientos de apacibles cuentos, con los
cuales, no sólo los hacían atentos, mas muy codiciosos de saber lo que debajo
de aquellas fábulas se entendía, o porque este género de escribir es más fácil
para encomendar cosas a la memoria. Podríamos también decir que el poco papel
y recaudo para escribir que tenían en aquel tiempo, les debió necesitar a usar de
las fábulas, para declarar muchas cosas con pocas palabras. Y también el no
querer que sus secretos fuesen comunes a todos, porque de la suerte que el vino
pierde algo de su ser o suavidad puesto en malos vasos, así las cosas divinas de
Filosofía, puestas en modo que sean vulgares a rústicos, se corrompen y pierden
mucho de su estima. (7)
(And the reason why the ancient (writers) were moved to write in this genre their
secrets and other things, according to Plato, was to teach children a doctrine, and
get them interested in it, sugar coating the pills with the pretense of pleasant
stories, with which, not only were they attentive, but also very covetous to know
what of those fables was understood, or because this writing genre is easier to
entrust things to memory. We could also say that the little paper and safekeeping that they had in that time, made them need to use fables, to declare many
things in few words. And also they wanted to their secrets not to be known by
everyone, because just like wine loses part of its being or softness when poured
in bad glasses, so do divine philosophical things, put in a way that makes them
vulgar to rustics, they get spoiled and lose much of their esteem.)
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This quote is apt since it comprises all the main ideas that might have motivated Calderón to
write his courtly musical plays and experiment with new theatrical models. As Pérez de Moya
states, he could use mythological stories to hide his secrets and teach, like teaching a child to pay
attention to the symbolism behind the words and the story. The use of these stories, as well as the
use of music, would assist memorization of the principles Calderón is trying to teach. Thus,
through these short plays, the playwright could tell many things in few words and little time by
not being too literal, so he would not share his secrets with everybody but only with those who
learned to find the hidden meaning or to “listen.” Finally, the comparison of the stories to wine
and how presentation might spoil the content really applies to Calderón’s struggle with visual
elements since presenting a story, a play, a moral message, could become vulgar and lose value if
introduced the wrong way.
Finally, if we consider why Calderón implemented music in such a colossal way in his works,
why he experimented with the resources at his disposal, and more importantly, why he was so
serious about this work that he dedicated the last years of his life to only these plays (apart from
his religious projects), we can discern that musical elements in Calderón’s court spectacles were
not accidental. Calderón had a purpose, to transmit a message, and he dedicated his works to make
audiences understand the significance of theatrical works and the primordial role of poetry and the
word as a means to understand the hidden messages of theatrical works. He employed music as a
means and a way to affect audiences physically and psychologically.
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF SINGING CHARACTERS

In Shakespeare (from Andrew Carlton’s Practicum)
- All’s well that ends well: Lavatch (is a poor servant of the Countess of Roussillon.
- Anthony and Cleopatra: the boy
- As You Like It: Amiens, Touchstone, Lird and “All”, Two Pages, “all”
- Cymbeline: Musician, Guiderius and Aviragus
- Hamlet: Ophelia, Gravedigger
- Henry IV Part I: Lady Mortimer
- Henry IV Part II: Flastaff, silence
- Henry VIII: Queen’s attendant
- Julius Caesar: Lucius
- King Lear: Lear’s Fool, Edgar and the Tools
- Love’s Labor Lost: Moth, Rosaline, Hiems and Ver
- Macbeth: Unseen Spirit and Hecate, Three Witches
- Measure for Measure: Boy
- The Merchant of Venice: Portia’s attendant
- The Merry Wives of Windsor: Mistress Quickly, Sir Hugh Evans, “Fairies”
- A Midsummer Night’s Dream: Three Fairies, Bottom, Oberon
- Much Ado About Nothing: Balthasar, Benedick, Musician
- Othello: Iago, Desdemona
- Pericles: Marina
- Romeo and Juliet: Mercutio
- The Taming of the Shrew: Biondello
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- The Tempest: Ariel, Stephano, Caliban, Stephano and Trinculo, Juno and Ceres,
- Troilus and Cressida: Pandarus
- Twelfth Night: Feste, Toby, Feste and Toby
- Two Gentlemen of Verona: Proteus
- The Winter’s Tale: Autolycus,

In Cervantes (from Stein’s Songs)
- Los baños de Argel: Sung ballad
- La casa de los celos: Two shepherds, Clori, Corinto
- La entretenida: sung romance
- La gran sultana: musicians, sung dances
- El rufián dichoso: Two musicians, solo song off-stage, singing on stage
- Pedro de Urdemalas: gypsies, musicians

In Cervantes’ Don Quixote
- Shepherd sings a romance to DQ (I.11)
- Don Luis sings for Doña Clara (I.43)
- Camacho’s wedding music (II.20-21)

In Lope (from Stein’s Songs)
- Belardo el furioso: peasants
- El verdadero amante: Musicians and shepherds
- La bella malmaridada: The Count and his musicians sing off-stage, musicians off-stage
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- El hijo por engaño y toma de Toledo: musician off-stage as anonymous voice
- El remedio en la desdicha: Moorish character (Abindarráez), moorish girl (Zara) both off-stage
- La gran columna fogosa, San Basilio el Magno: Musicians off-stage
- El sol parado: a guard (while keeping watch)
- La reina Juana de Nápoles: Servant-musicians sing with the lady-in-waiting to entertain the
queen.
- El rey sin reino: servant-musicians sing in a courtly supper scene
- Roma abrasada: Servant-musicians sing to entertain Nero, Nero and Popea with two others sing
while they watch Rome burning
- Los Benavides: Four peasant-musicians (tradicional sowing-song)
- Los locos por el cielo: Angel musicians, musicians, three celestial voices, an angel
- El Nuevo mundo descubierto por Cristóbal Colón: Two Moorish musicians, voices off-stage,
singing in pagan wedding scene
- El primer rey de Castilla: Soldiers play a drum off-stage
- Adonis y Venus: Shepherds and nymphs, Venus
- El postrer godo de España: Moors, servant-musicians, musicians
- El vaquero de Moraña: shepherds and musicians
- Las mocedades de Bernardo del Carpio: Musicians and peasants
- El amante agradecido: A group of roving musicians, musicians
- El caballero de Illescas: peasants
- Pedro Carbonero o el cordobés valeroso: Moors (to entertain king and queen)
- El pleito por la honra o el valor de Fernandico: Servant-musician
- Los Guanches de Tenerife: a canario is sung on stage
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- El niño inocente de la Guardia: musicians, gipsy?, Religious songs
- San Isidro Labrador de Madrid: Shepherds peasants, dance of the villano sung, wedding song,
solo songs for Bártolo off-stage, Bártolo and other shepherds
- Las grandezas de Alejandro: Musicians
- La reina doña María: Musicians sing for the king
- El rústico del cielo: Three voices sing responses off-stage, a solo song on-stage (who?), threevoiced song off-stage, San Frnacisco sings a solo on-stage in praise of the Virgin
- El gran duque de Moscovia y emperador perseguido: peasants (sowing song)
- El lobo del colegio: servant-musicians (to entertain during a courtly supper party)
- El cuerdo en su casa: Servant-musicians (serenade)
- El santo negro Rosambuco: singing off-stage to accompany the ascent of a saint, a negress enters
singing, a psalm is sung off-stage, a festive song off-stage, musicians
- Lo fingido verdadero: Two servant-musicians sing two songs
- El acero de Madrid: musicians sing at a lady’s bedside to cure her
- La buena guarda: ensemble song off-stage, street musicians, sung dance for carnival on-stage,
musicians
- El cardenal de Belén: Musicians, off-stage singing
- El conde Fernán González: Peasants, musicians, (wedding, royal procession)
- Peribáñez y el Comendador de Ocaña: Peasants and musicians (wedding), peasants (while
keeping watch),
- El serafín humano: Songs off-stage, also to accompany religious Discovery
- Las almenas de Toro: Two soldiers (while they keep watch)
- El despertar a quien duerme: Peasants, peasants dressed as gypsies.
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- El prodigio de Etiopía: solo and ensemble song on-stage for courtly scene
- La moza de cántaro: Servant-musicians (entertain in courtly scene and wedding)
- El animal profeta, San Julián: Musicians off-stage
- Barlán y Josafat: peasants, Fabio (a musician), musicians, an anonymous sad voice sings a solo
refrain off-stage
- Juan de Dios y Antón Martín: Angels, two servant-musicians (courtly scene)
- El villano en su rincón: musicians dressed as peasants, musicians and peasants (song of olive
Harvest) and to entertain in courtly banquet scene.
- El bastardo Mudarra: a servant-musician
- De cuándo acá nos vino?: Servant-musician in courtly scene
- Fuenteovejuna: Musicians, peasant musicians, peasants to acclaim the king and queen
- El laberinto de Creta: servant-musicians in courtly scene, shepherds in pagan celebration
- El abanillo: Musicians in court to entertain
- La burgalesa de Lerma: Inés and Tristán
- La dama boba: musicians
- San Diego de Alcalá: musicians, all, canario sung, Fray Diego
- La fábula de Perseo: poets, muses, and musicians
- La arcadia: shepherds and musicians (honor of Venus and wedding)
- La envidia de la nobleza: A captive sings for the Moorish king
- El perro del hortelano: musicians
- San Nicolás de Tolentino: Musicians, off-stage voices sing mysterious responses,
- Audiencias del rey don Pedro: Musicians (serenade)
- El premio a la hermosura: Roselida sings a sonnet to end the play as an elegy
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- Al pasar del arroyo: musicians as peasants, peasant couple,
- Dos estrellas trocadas o los ramilletes de Madrid: musicians (reception for King and Queen)
- El galán de la membrilla: sung dance by two maids and musicians dressed as peasants, musicians
(serenades)
- El mayor imposible: servant-musicians sing for the queen, and a well known song in a courtly
scene
- El saber por no saber: peasants, anonymous song (for descent of two religious figures and
ascension of the Virgin Mary)
- El caballero de Olmedo: anonymous voices (warning)
- La limpieza no manchada, Santa Brígida: shepherds
- El marido más firme, Orfeo: Musicians and shepherds, musicians (wedding)
- El hijo de los leones: ensemble song for peasant wedding
- El labrador venturoso: peasants
- El saber puede dañar: servant-musicians (serenade)
- Santa Teresa de Jesús: musicians sing a religious song off-stage
- El truhán del cielo y loco santo: musicians,
- Un pastoral albergue: shepherds on and off-stage
- Los primeros mártires del Japón: two characters off-stage and third on stage, three on stage
- La juventud de San Isidro: peasants
- La niñez de San Isidro: off-stage mysterious message song, off-stage voices sing religious
responses
- El vellocino de oro: musicians and nymphs, musicians
- Lo que ha de ser: Servant-musicians sing to their Prince, peasant musicians sing for the Prince
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- Porfiando vence amor: servant-musicians (courtly scene) and peasant-musicians (celebration)
- Por la puente Juana: servants and musicians (outdoor scene) (and another at the request of the
Marquis)
- Amar, servir y esperar: Two groups of musicians, sung dance
- La niñez del Padre Riojas: sung dance, peasant wedding-song
- Contra valor no hay desdicha: soldier-musicians (battle song)
- La mayor virtud de un rey: sung portuguese peasant dance
- La vida de San Pedro Nolasco: choir of angels off-stage (psalm)
- El amor enamorado: shepherds
- Las bizarrías de Belisa: Servant-musicians (courtly)
- El valeroso catalán: four peasants sung dance
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APPENDIX B. TIMELINE (IMPORTANT EVENTS IN CALDERÓN’S
CAREER RELATED TO MUSICAL THEATRE)

1622 - La gloria de Niquea by Juan de Tassis y Peralta, Count of Villamediana (first fiesta cantada)
1627 – La selva sin amor by Lope de Vega, is the first Spanish Opera
1633 - Auristela y Lisidante with Lotti
1635 - El mayor encanto amor with Lotti
1635-1636 - La fábula de Dafne
1636 - Los tres mayores prodigios
1639 - La comedia de la fábula de Narçiso
1640 – Opening of the Coliseo theater
1643 – Cosimo Lotti dies and Baccio del Bianco becomes the court designer
1644 – The Queen dies (theaters close)
1646 – The Prince dies
1649 – Opening of the theaters and El jardín de Falerina
1652 - La fiera, el rayo y la piedra
1653 - Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo
1657 – Baccio del Bianco dies and Antonio Antonozi becomes the court designer; El golfo de las
sirenas (first fiesta de zarzuela)
1658 - El laurel de Apolo (second zarzuela)
1659 - En esta vida todo es verdad, y todo es mentira
1660 – La púrpura de la Rosa (first opera by Calderón)
1661 – Celos aún del aire matan (second opera by Calderón), Apolo y Climene, Eco y Narciso,
and El monstruo de los jardines
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1662 –Ni amor se libra de amor, Antonio Antonozi dies
1665 – The King Philip IV dies and Charles II becomes the new monarch
1671 - Fieras afemina amor.
1672-1674 - La estatua de Prometeo
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APPENDIX C. ON LOTTI’S MEMORANDUM IN EL MAYOR ENCANTO
AMOR (FROM SHERGOLD)

The stage on the lake represents the island of Circe, and is to be raised seven feet above the
water, with a curving ramp or staircase leading up to it. It is to have a parapet of rough stones,
adorned with coral, pearls, and shells, and with waterfalls ‘and other similar things’. In the middle
of the island there is to be a high mountain with precipices and caves, surrounded by a dark, thick
wood with tall trees, some of which have human faces, with green tangled branches growing from
their heads and arms. On the branches hang various trophies of hunting and war. The stage is lit
with artificial lighting, and this is able to grow brighter when required to do so. At the beginning
of the performance a large silver car glides across the surface of the lake, drawn by two huge fish,
from whose mouths flow streams of water. This is the car of the goddess Agua, from whose head
and costume little jets of water spout. She reclines on an urn, from which comes another stream of
water, containing live fish which pour all over the car and escape into the lake. The goddess is
accompanied by a chorus of twenty nymphs representing rivers and fountains, who move dry-shod
over the water, singing and playing stringed instruments. The goddess speaks the loa to the King,
after which music plays and the triumphal car and its occupant withdraw. The play itself, as devised
by Lotti, begins with the entry of Ulysses and his men in a golden ship, to the sound of bugles,
trumpets, and the noise of guns. This may be compared with the use of ships in the two big plays
considered in the last chapter, El premio de la hermosura and El caballero del sol, with which this
one clearly has a great deal in common. From this vessel Ulysses’ sailors disembark on the island,
and are greeted by plants and animals. Lotti makes the latter perform a dance, in the midst of which
there is lightning, thunder, and an earthquake as the mountain, struck by a thunderbolt, explodes
and changes into the palace of Circe, and the wood into a pleasant garden, with fountains, bowers,
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and covered walks. The stage lights up brightly, two huge stars rise from the waters of the lake,
and Circe is seen seated on a throne and accompanied by ladies in waiting. Ulysses’ men address
her, after which she strikes the ground with her golden staff, causing a table set for a banquet to
rise from beneath swine, and in a comic scene that follows one of Circe’s ladies becomes a
monkey. Ulysses lands on the island, and is met by Mercury, who comes flying through the air.
As Ulysses approaches the palace, the throne of Circe disappears, and a gateway is discovered,
through which can be seen some indistinct and distant views: ‘unos lejos opacos’. There is a further
comic scene, in which the men recover their human shape by bathing in a fountain, except for the
gracioso: his snout lengthens and he suddenly sprouts ass’s ears. Lotti now seeks to use the lake
again, and six ships appear, rowed by Cupids, to take Ulysses and the now lovelorn Circe fishing.
They catch real fish, except for the gracioso, who hooks nothing but dead, salty cod and dogfish.
The ships then form up in a half-circle, whereupon fish and sea monsters are seen, spouting
sweetly-scented waters from their mouths. Over the lake comes another figure, Virtue, riding on a
turtle, who pretends to be an enchantress friendly to Circe. Back on the island they sit in a flowery
meadow in front of the palace, and watch a dance of sirens and tritons on the water. Circe and
Virtue dispute for the love of Ulysses, while the latter and his companions being a tournament on
foot, for which a barrier magically appears. The jealous Circe attempts to get rid of her rival by
conjurations, which, though the exact nature of them is not specified, were clearly intended to be
very spectacular, and to take place in the air as well as on the island. Perhaps they were fireworks.
Finally Virtue is successful in persuading Ulysses to leave Circe, at which point the memorandum
requires the appearance of a huge giant, old, white-bearded and dressed as a hermit, symbolizing,
rather ineptly, the new palace of Buen Retiro. He declares that he will lead Ulysses to fame and
away from vice, Ulysses embraces Virtue, and Circe appears, distraught and tearing her hair. She
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pleads with Ulysses to stay, but Virtue mocks her and says she will carry him off, and with him
everything that Circe halls in thrall upon the island: ‘en cuya execución hará que se desgajen los
arboles, y que de sus troncos y concavidades salgan aquellos’. The memorandum ends here, with
an abruptness suggesting that when Pellicer copied it it was incomplete. (Shergold 280-82)
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APPENDIX D. CALDERÓN’S LETTER TO THE KING (FROM CARTAS,
DOCUMENTOS Y ESCRITURAS DE PEDRO CALDERÓN DE LA BARCA
BY KRZYSZTOF SLIWA)

P. 73-4:
1635/04/30—Madrid
Ye he visto una memoria que Cosme Loti hizo del teatro y apariencias que ofrece hacer a Su
Majestad en la fiesta de la noche de San Juan; y aunque esta trazada con mucho ingenio; la traza
de ella no es representable por mirar más a la invención de las tramoyas que al gusto de la
representación = habiendo yo señor de escribir esta comedia no es posible guardar el orden que en
ella semeda pero haciendo elección de algunas de sus apariencias las que yo habré menester de
aquellas para lo que tengo pensado son las siguientes:
El Teatro ha de ser en el estanque:
—La primera vista de él; el bosque oscuro contado el adorno que él le pinta de formas humanas
en vez de árboles de armas y caza.
—El carro plateado que ha de venir sobre el agua y la senda para que anden junto a él los que le
han de venir acompañando con música.
—La nave. De manera que de ella se pueda saltar atablado.
—La nave en que ha de venir Mercurio o un arco del cielo en que venga como embajador de
Júpiter.
—El trocarse todo el monte en palacio con jardines y edificio suntuoso fuentes y corredores.
—El confundir se todo esto a su tiempo y quedar todo destruido correr fuego las fuentes y abrasarse
todo volviendo a servir la nave.
—La diversidad de animales vivos omitiendo de que sea de llenar a su ocasión el tablado.
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—La mesa que sea de aparecer cubierta de viandas saliendo muy suntuosa de debajo de tierra.
—El juguete del cochino en que sea de transformar el gracioso y la mona para otro gracioso.
—El gigante.
Advirtiendo Vuestra Merced que yo no doy orden para obrar esto ni la disposición de las luces ni
pinturas de la fábrica ni perspectivas porque todo esto queda a su ingenio que lo sabrá disponer y
ejecutar que yo sé lo sabré decir lo que suplico a Vuestra Merced es que si esto ha de tener efecto
se me de desde luego la orden porque yo me desocupé de otras cosas y acuda a la demás obligación
que es servir a Vuestra Merced a quien nuestro Señor guarde como deseo, abril 30 de 1635 años.
Don Pedro Calderón de la Barca.
(I have seen a memorándum that Cosme Loti did of the play and appearances that he offers to do
for His Majesty during the celebration of the night of Saint John; and although it is devised with
great inventiveness; its design is not performable because it pays more attention to the tramoyas
(rigging system) than the taste of the performance = having myself to write this comedia it is not
possible to keep the order in which it [the comedia] is given to me but by selecting some of its
appearances that I will need for what I have thought are the following ones:
The performance has to be in the lake:
—Just at first sight; the forest dark counting the decorations that he depicts of human shapes
instead of trees of weapons and hunt.
—The silver charriot that has to enter on the wáter and the path for those who accompany it with
music to walk on.
—The vessel. In a manner that it is possible to jump from it to the stage.
—The vessel in which Mercurio comes or an arch in the sky that appears as embassador of Jupiter.
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—To change all the mountain to palace with gardens and sumptuous building fountains and
corridors.
—To have all of this confused and at the same time left destroyed run fire the fountains and burn
everything appearing the vessel again.
—The diversity of live animals ommitting that this be the occasion to fill the stage.
—The table that has to appear covered in food coming soumptuously from underground.
—The pig’s toy in which the gracioso has to turn and the mona for another gracioso.
—The giant.
Be avised Your Mercy that I do not give the order to do this nor the disposition of lights nor the
paintings of the factory nor perspectives because all this is left to your engineer who will know
how to set it and carry out since I will know how to tell him what I am begging Your Mercy is that
if this has to happen then I am given the order because I become disregarded of other things and
come to most duty that is serving Your Mercy to whom our Lord will keep as I wish, April 30,
1635.
Don Pedro Calderón de la Barca.) (My trans.)
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APPENDIX E. IMAGES OF STAGE DESIGNS

Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo (1653) by Calderón, In Phyllis Dearborn Massar’s article
“Scenes for a Calderón Play by Baccio del Bianco”34

34

Also found in the collection of the Houghton Library, Harvard University.
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Los celos hacen estrellas (1672) by Juan Vélez de Guevara, In Shergold 35
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Also found as public domain online and at the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna.
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La fiera el rayo y la piedra (1652) by Calderón, In Shergold
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Differences between a corral in thrust and the Coliseo in proscenium, In Shergold
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Role of Carla, Betty’s Diner, musical, Purdue Theater, West Lafayette, IN
Lead and 1st Soprano, Heart and Soul, Purdue University
Dance Student (Ballet, Modern, Jazz, Biomechanics, Improvisation)
Purdue University Dance Department, West Lafayette, IN
Role of Sam, Choices, musical, Purdue Theater, West Lafayette, IN
National Anthem Singer, Lafayette Roller Derby, Lafayette, IN
Lead Singer, Patricia Henley’s Other Heartbreaks book presentation,
Lafayette, IN

Aug. 2017- Present
July 2017
Spring 2016
Spring 2016
Spring 2016
Spring 2016
March 2016
Apr. 2015
Fall 2015
Fall 2015
2014-2017
2014-2016
Spring 2014
Oct. 5th, 2013
Oct. 15th, 2011
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Lead and Background Singer, Friday Night Funkout, Purdue University
Singer, vocal recordings for Sonic Iguana Studio, Lafayette, IN
Singer, collaborations with Philips Temple Church Choirs, Indianapolis, IN
News Anchor, Fast Track Te Informa, Purdue University Community
Assistance Program
Lead and 1st Soprano, Black Voices of Inspiration, Purdue University
Soprano, Skerries Community Choir, Skerries, Ireland
Lead and 1st Soprano, Living Water Gospel Choir, Madrid, Spain
1st Clarinet, Santa Cecilia’s Music Society Band, Santisteban, Spain
Singer, École de chant du Grand Avignon (Singing School), Avignon, France
Student, Santa Cecilia’s Music Society School, Santisteban, Spain

Spring 2011
2010-2016
2010-2012
Fall 2010
2010-2012
Oct.-Dec. 2009
2008-2012
2000-2010
2006-2007
1994-2004

LANGUAGES
Spanish (native)
English (near-native fluency)
French (fluent)
Dutch (conversational)
Italian (conversational)
Portuguese (reading knowledge)
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS/AFILIATIONS
Association for Hispanic Classical Theater (currently nominated for the board of directors)
Feministas Unidas
Modern Language Association
REFERENCES
Prof. Em. Howard Mancing
Professor Emeritus of Spanish
School of Languages and Cultures
Purdue University
Stanley Coulter Hall - 640 Oval Drive
West Lafayette, IN 47907
mancing@purdue.edu
Prof. Charles Ross
Chair of the Program in Comparative Literature
Professor of English
Department of English
Purdue University
Heavilon Hall – 500 Oval Drive
West Lafayette, IN 47907
rosscs@purdue.edu
(765) 494-3729
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Prof. Beate Allert
Director of Graduate Studies for the School of Languages and Cultures
Professor of German
School of Languages and Cultures
Purdue University
Stanley Coulter Hall – 640 Oval Drive
West Lafayette, IN 47907
alert@purdue.edu
(765) 494-3865
Prof. Em. Charles Ganelin
Professor Emeritus of Spanish
Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Miami University at Oxford Ohio
268 Irvin Hall – 400 E. Spring St.
ganelic@miamioh.edu
Prof. Alejandro Cuza
(Teaching Reference)
Associate Professor of Spanish
School of Languages and Cultures
Purdue University
Stanley Coulter Hall – 640 Oval Drive
West Lafayette, IN
acuza@purdue.edu
(765) 496-1685

